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Introduction 

Presented herewith are a series of compilations 

resulting from many years of research and study into the 

sublime spiritual aspects of man's life interests. The main 

thrust in all the Chapters that follow, is to enable us put 

our priorities right, by embarking first and foremost on 

how to reconnect with the Creator, the Divine primordial 

principal within our Being. This is most effectively done 

through profound prayer or more popularly known as 

meditation, or precisely as Vibrant Celestial Meditation 

(VCM). It is emphatically enjoined in all the Gospels of 

the World as this Divine practice being our  prime 

purpose of life. Some Scriptures go so far as to proclaim 

that this divine practice is even more important than our 

very eating and drinking needs.  

Unfortunately, this is the last activity an average 

person usually delves into. Oft-times, this happens 

primarily through sheer ignorance. The main purport of 

this publication is to offset this shortcoming. True 

meditation has to be the most profound and sanctified 

system of prayer/worship known to man. Its methodology 

must therefore find a prominent place in the  revered 

revelatory Scriptures of all Religions. We in the World 

Spiritual Foundation (WSF) have at long last clearly 

found this to be the case.  

Of all the World's Divine doctrines, especially the 

later day Revelations like the Sri Guru Granth Sahib 

(SGGS) of the Sikhs contain the most comprehensive 

detail, with regard to true meditation and all its various 

nuances. This does not mean that the SGGS is the 

highest Scripture in the world. All the world's  



 

Scriptures should be taken as of equal importance. Each 

has its own Merit, with its own unique features! As a 

matter of fact, nearly every nuance in meditation, to be 

genuine and effective, must have an element of Reaction 

and a transformational Experience, as enshrined in the 

Sanctified Scriptures of all the Religions. Unfortunately, 

most meditation Masters have not been able to decipher 

and to understand, this crucial aspect.  

One of the many uses of these reactive and exalted 

Sublime States is the  cleansing and the cathartic 

(purging) period that all meditators, especially the 

beginners, must experience and pass through. These 

have been highlighted in meticulous detail to prove their 

import and of course their benevolent implications and 

applications in the hum drum activities of daily life. In the 

pages that follow, entirely new and even revolutionary 

findings from our Scriptures are being presented, many 

for the first time in recent history. If they appear unsavory 

at first glance, do not reject them outright. Keep an open 

mind. Research more deeply and a day will dawn, when 

all these seemingly strange dissertations will begin to 

sink in, with a rare realization of their eternal truth that 

would eventually emerge. 

It is variously repeated by some religious authorities 

that there has to be a number of different meditation 

systems that must cater to the multifarious 

temperaments of differing individuals. Our research into 

the Gospels of the World has revealed only  one system 

and none besides! This system is so  simple, natural, 

effortless and spontaneous that, on all counts and 

considerations, this can and should be amply adequate 

to cater to the moods, nature and 

temperaments of all humans on Earth. It is so simple 

even to the point of being candidly casual, that after 

recognizing its authenticity, it even defies acceptability 

and credibility! Yet it is so potent, that it simply surprises 

a true seeker. 

We are so used to looking for. circuitous and 

intrinsically involved ways, that when we are offered a 

straight forward, simple and absolutely effortless path, 

we find it hard to believe and to accept same, as 

something really valid and valuable. This is the system 

with a totally effortless technique that is being exposed 

and offered from our sanctified Scriptures for us to 

faithfully follow. The system promises complete 

salvation, self-realisation and redemption in this life time 

itself. One is bewildered in wonderment how the beautiful 

and benevolent Creator, has contrived such a single 

simple and most adaptable system of profound 

prayer/worship/meditation, for all the diverse and sundry 

strata of human society.  

It is further proved that only those rare and fortunate 

few among the clergy and even the cleric, who have had 

this Dynamic Divine Power, the  NAAM, the Aath 

Para-Shakti or the Holy Spirit, genuinely awakened in 

them, culminating in all manner of euphoric and ecstatic 

direct experiences, can come to a fuller understanding of 

the metaphorical, allegorical and oft times enigmatic 

pristine passages enshrined in our Scriptures.  

Most scholars will at best provide us with only a literal 

and an academic rendering, in their interpretations of the 

Holy Scriptures, especially covering those portions that 

relate to the essence and the gist of Religion, which is the 

methodology as to how best we can closely commune 

and connect back 



 

with our Creator. This is through true and actual 

meditation and not by mere prayers of pleading, which we 

normally resort to. These pleadings also seem necessary 

in moments of desperate need, but even then, profound 

prayer in steeped submission to the Will of the Lord is 

more effective and essential. This procedure incidentally 

is the beginning of true Meditation processes.  

Such profound worship/meditation requires no 

language, but emanates directly from the innermost 

chambers of our Heart and Soul and can therefore be 

practiced by the followers of all Religions gathered 

together in a single congregation. Such inter - Religious 

groups should operate in all communities every where in 

the world. This will automatically foster inter-Faith 

harmony, eventually leading us into real tolerance and 

universal brotherhood. 

This is the cherished aim of the  World Spiritual 

Foundation and with your valued support and sympathy, 

these noble goals will ultimately lead us into permanent 

world peace, which all of us very fondly aspire after.  

It will be noticed that certain important and relevant 

portions, which require our absolute and urgent attention, 

get repeated in the various Chapters. You will forgive us 

for such repetitions. They are mainly meant to accentuate 

and to popularize these vital and basic beliefs, so 

benevolently brought out by God Almighty, to draw the 

attention of all mankind to these spirit centered 

fundamental facts. 

Why Worship - Why and How of 

Meditation 

WHY WORSHIP 

Long before the advent of Churches, Temples, 

Synagogues, Gurdwaras and other Houses of Worship, 

long before recorded history, before men were cognizant 

about the object of their Worship, an inner intuitive 

awareness of something higher, nobler and greater than 

themselves filled their hearts with rapture and their 

tongues with reverential praise.  

Therefore the basic and intrinsic urge in humans, 

whether one recognizes it or not, is to Worship, commune 

with the Divine Director within, and that which also 

envelopes them from the outside.  

This urge is even deeper than all our other cherished 

longings and yearnings. It is an experience from the 

infant stage to the very aged. The human compulsorily 

and intuitively must look to something greater than he is. 

Something in which he can feel secure, because he 

believes it to be right, changeless, sagacious, powerful 

and omniscient. He must have such a Power to trust or he 

loses to have the unique urge to continue toiling and 

progressing. 

To cut off this need to Worship is like cutting the main 

root of a tree. It then becomes top-heavy and falls. So 

does mankind become over mentalised and inevitably 

fall, if he does not sustain himself from within, with the 

nourishment of Worship, of meaningful Meditation.  



 

This is precisely the reason why in the Scriptures it is 

emphasized and recorded, that  man's primary purpose 

in life is to first and foremost, undertake 

Worship/Meditation. All other pursuits must take second 

place. Here is one such stanza appearing in the Sikh 

Scripture on page 12 in RAHERAAS: 

"You have at long last received this rare and precious gift 

of being in this holy human form. This is your singular chance 

to meet and merge with thy Lord, the Almighty God. Of no 

avail are all your other activities, if you do not fulfill your 

prime purpose of life, of carrying out Worship/Meditation in 

the congregation of saintly souls". 

Hence let us be mindful of our principle pristine duty, 

whereupon we should leave no stone unturned, in our 

search to find out and discover, the most efficacious and 

at the same time a universal common format of worship, 

as should appear enshrined in all the sanctified 

Scriptures of the World. Having found such a system of 

Worship/Meditation, we should then regularly practice it 

without fail, ever so often in chosen congregations - of 

men of like minds. Only by doing so, can we ultimately 

claim our high holy heritage. Such a Universal common 

system of Worship is being detailed in the subsequent 

pages of this Book. 

WHY AND HOW OF MEDITATION 

It is now quite evident that man is not made up of 

physical and mental ingredients alone, but that there is 

also a vital third aspect of his totality, without which the all 

important Breathe of Life would be simply non-existent. 

This third portion of man is variably termed as the 

spiritual, psychical or  
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the sublimal inner self. In Oriental belief and tradition, 

this third entity of man is called his sacred divine 

quantum, or better known as the Soul or Spiritual being.  

We go to great lengths to develop and nurture the 

physical and mental aspects of ourselves. To cultivate 

and strengthen our  PHYSICAL, we spare no efforts in 

consuming the most nutritious foods coupled with 

adequate exercise and exertion to build strong muscles 

and stamina. To augment our  MENTAL capacity, mankind 

has developed a host of teaching and learning devices, 

all meant to expand our intellectual and general 

comprehension. But what do we do about the 

development of the third important element of ourselves, 

the SPIRITUAL, the Psyche or the Soul Centre of man? Sad 

to say, practically very little! While we conscienti ously 

and very meticulously pay great attention to the 

development of our Physical and Mental natures, it is a 

matter of great concern that we hardly pay any attention 

to the much needed expansion and growth of our 

Spiritual selves. 

Psychologists and scientists have already discovered 

that unless all these three divisions of our selves are 

equally nursed and developed, we are bound to suffer 

from disharmony and discord. This is one of the main 

reasons why in the world today, psychosomatic diseases 

are dangerously on the increase. As a matter of fact, the 

leading physicians have now established that some 

seventy to eighty percent of the diseases that afflict 

mankind, can invariably be traced to psychosomatic 

disorders. These are directly attributable to the wanton 

lack of an effort, for the development of the Spiritual side 

of man. 



 

In fact, an opportunity is given to man when he  

is alive and active in his body-mind complex, to 

develop his Soul nature to a tangible extent. A  

moment will come during this life itself, or perhaps  

in a near future lifetime, when he will have attained  

'Nirvana' or 'Jeevan Moksha' which is termed as  

Salvation, Redemption or Liberation in Western  

parlance. When this state is reached, then the noble  

Soul of man emerges with the Creator and attains  

to Yoga, i.e., Union with the Divine. With this  

resplendent release, the Soul does not have to take  

on any more embodiments and thus suffer and toil  

through the perennial pangs of birth and death.  

8,400,000 LIVES! 

It may be of interest to know that in accordance  

with Sikh and Hindu Scriptures, an entity has to  

pass through 8,400,000 lives (Chaurassi Lakh Joon) 

in the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, before  

it is given the great good fortune of coming into 

the human kingdom. It is only with the embodiment  

of successive lives in the human form, termed as  

reincarnation, that one can expect to rise, and finally  

transcend even the human barrier, to achieve the final  

goal of man, which is ultimate merger with  God. It 

is also enjoined in the Eastern Scriptures, that if  

one does not avail oneself of the precious opportunity  

bestowed on us while in the human kingdom, to  

diligently develop our Spiritual nature, but in its place  

devote our entire attention towards the Physical, 

Mental and Materialistic values of life, that we may  

regress back once again, to the thralls of the animal  

and other lower kingdoms of life afore mentioned!  

We surely do not want to be thrown back into  

Although the current institutions of Worship/ 

Meditation, such as the Churches, Temples, Synagogues 

and Gurdwaras, can be found in fair abundance, 

unfortunately they do not seem to be efficacious enough 

to feed and fulfill the spiritual hunger of the masses. As a 

result, the third important subdivision of man, the 

Spiritual ingredient, is in the main underdeveloped, 

resulting in a man who is unbalanced and disorientated. 

As pointed out earlier, all 3 aspects of man, the physical, 

intellectual and spiritual, must be cultivated to equal 

measure, for him to become an integrated wholesome being, 

worthy of his majestic heritage.  

Continuity and Immortality of the Soul 

It is no doubt necessary for us to develop our Physical 

and Mental beings, but we maintain that i t is even more 

important to adequately develop also our Spiritual selves. 

The reason being that while our Physical and Mental 

aspects will disintegrate and die at death, our Spiritual 

self, being infinite and immortal, continues to live and 

never really dies as such. The simple and straightforward 

proof of the continuity of our Spirit, the Soul, is that no 

matter which community or religion one may belong to, 

after you are dead and buried and perhaps cremated, 

your relatives and friends invariably arrange through their 

religious patriarchs, a series of lengthy prayers and 

sermons for only one purpose, and that is the upliftment 

and the appeasement of the lurking and surviving Soul of 

the dear one. If the Spiritual being or Soul of the dead, 

disintegrated also and was obliterated at death, surely 

there would be no need to carry out these long and 

laborious prayers for the dead ones. Hence the Soul and 

Spiritual being of man never dies.  



 

CHARISMATIC ECSTASY (Christianity) and Rising of the Aath 

Para Shakti or RAS AMRITA in Hinduism. The true 

technique to achieve these much sought after states, is 

so simple and spontaneous that it defies acceptability 

and even credibility!  

An attempt has been made to reveal and to formulate 

such a unique technique in the pages that follow.  

the maze of elementary and rudimentary non-human lives! 

So what do we do to avoid such a catastrophe? Simply 

adopt a methodology of worship and meditation which will 

strengthen our Spiritual being, in line with commensurate 

development or our much needed Physical and Mental 

natures. There can be no better technique of worship than 

that what has repeatedly been reported in the World's 

Scriptures, the discussion of which will be the main focus 

of this book. But what do we find today? There are 

innumerable forms of spiritual development techniques, 

toted around outside and separate from the established 

forms of orthodox worship, carried out in our Temples, 

Churches and Mandirs, which purportedly seem to 

expound the Oriental religious philosophy. But on closer 

scrutiny it will be found that most of these techniques are 

made-made and not in complete conformity to the 

invaluable, inviolate and time-tested injunctions 

enshrined in the Scriptures. This is why even these much 

talked about techniques are failing to satisfy the Spiritual 

hunger of man. 

True Meditation Technique 

We shall in the pages that follow deal with the 

Scriptures of all Faiths to elaborate on the true and 

authentic system of worship and meditation, which has 

lain hidden amidst the metaphorical, allegorical and oft 

times enigmatic utterances of our Prophets and Avtaars 

of old. We shall soon learn that with a simple and natural 

technique of worship and meditation enjoined in the  

World's Scriptures, we shall for the first time in our lives, 

be able to actually feel and experience the awakening and 

stirring of the seed of spirituality, known as  NAAM RANGAN 

among the Sikhs,  SUKR and HAKIKAT (Islam), 



 

 

A Practical Guide to Vibrant Celestial 

Meditation (VCM) 

Synopsis 

One of the most significant attributes of meditation is 

that its practice enables us to utilize more of our minds. 

We normally use mainly our reasoning, logical 

effort-orientated Left Brain while the Right Brain, the 

Intuitive and the more Creative aspect is hardly pressed 

into service. Another name for  VCM is Vibrant 

Charismatic Mind Integration, Mind Realisation or Mind 

Rejuvenation. By this unique method, we begin to use in a 

very effortless, spontaneous manner more of our dormant 

but potentially dynamic  Right Brain faculty, which 

unknown to many, comprises up to 93% of our total mind 

capacity! Hence, the dramatic increase of intelligence, 

the IQ of regular VCM practitioners. 

Enumerated below are practical guidelines that enable 

an aspirant to undertake meaningful meditation of a type 

that bears testimony to prolific references to it, as 

enshrined in the sanctified Scriptures of  all the world's 

Religions. Please note that true Meditation can be taken 

as the most profound form of worship enjoined by God on 

man. Hence, its correct technique must be found entered 

in the Holy Books of all Religions, which indeed is the 

case, but alas not brought to the fore by the custodians of 

our various Faiths. Short Scriptural excerpts of these 

Theological techniques are entered below where 

applicable. 



 

Summary of the Meditation Technique 

Although this same summary is being entered in the 

later Chapters, it is repeated here with minor 

modifications for ease of reference. Research into 

Religion has shown that the technique to have the stamp 

of the Divine, must fulfill certain basic criteria. We have 

devised the following catch-words and phrases to define 

the process and its f low. For it to be genuine and 

efficacious, the technique of worship/ meditation may also 

follow somewhat the sequential order given below : - 

It has to be, 

(i) SIMPLE and straightforward 

Kalyug Nanak Naam sokhala 

(ii) NATURAL, Inherent, Instinctive 

..Kudrati laagei sahej dhiaan  

(iii) EFFORTLESS, Easy-flowing 

Neryatan, Apnei aap 

(iv) LOVING, LOVEFUL. If you are harbouring any 

hates or hurts, clear your heart of all rancour and 

hatred. Forgive and forget.  
Prema-Bhagti, Prema Prabhu. 

(v) SPONTANEOUS, Involuntary, Intuitive, 

Automatic and carried out in total and utter state 

of, 
Sahej subhaaeh, Achenth.. 

(vi) DEEP SUBMISSION, SELF-SURRENDER 

and total Vacuity to the Divine within,  

Sarnagat, aap tiaag hoeiai sabh reinaa 

whereupon must arise, the  

(vii)  DWELLING OF GRACE, as a Gift from God 

Almighty 

Gurprasaad, Mehar 

resulting in an, 

(viii)  AROUSAL OR VIBRATION, which could also 

be termed as an Awakening, an Animation, 

Euphoria, Exaltation, or an experience of 

Ecstasy and Rapture - 

Rengan. Hakikat, Wismaath, Kheidaah. 

These constitute the essence and the main body 

of the worship/Meditation actuated by the Divine 

within, resulting in time with,  

(ix) TRANSCENDENCE, 

SUPERCONSCIOUSNESS 

Chautha Padh, Turiya Padh 

leading to CONSUMMATION, culminating in 

higher spiritual development followed by,  

(x) SELF-REALISATION and ultimately attaining 

SALVATION such as 

SATORI, NIRVANA, JIWAN-MUKTI, 

and so on. 

The quotations in Italics are from the Indian sources.  

Any type of worthwhile Worship/Meditation, all 

aspects of which do not conform or tally to some degree 

with every one of the first 8 criteria listed above, is not 

prompted by God, but usually devised by man's own 

thinking and conjecture. If it is claimed to be received 

from on high, from the revelations of an Ascended 

Master, Archangel or a 



 

Mahatma (Indian Saint) but still does not conform to the 8 

criteria enumerated above, then that "revelation"  is not 

from the highest Godly Source, although it may be 

couched in all manner of other useful and even noble 

goals. Such man-devised systems or those emanating 

from Angelic or Deity sources, may also bring to you 

certain benefits. These Angelic sources are Shiva or Shiv 

Baba among the Indians, St. Germain, Alice Bailey and 

the White Brotherhood, basically from the Western 

sources. You have to make your choice, whether you 

want to imbibe the fullest range of benefits or are 

satisfied with the extent of 'benefits' you are now 

receiving. 

Another catch-phrase which can also very briefly 

describe the main part of the entire process of VCM or 

'true' meditation is,  LET GO, AND LET GOD! This means 

that you deeply relax and surrender, thus enabling God to 

induce into you a format of worship which is then fully 

acceptable to Him. Having briefly outlined the technique, 

let us further consider other outstanding ancillary 

aspects and requirements.  

1. Time: Meditate preferably before 6.00 am, but if 

there are constraints of time, then any time in the day or 

night is alright. Especially in the earlier stages, getting up 

in the early morning ambrosial hours will ensure rapid 

and steadfast spiritual development. To compensate for a 

slight loss in a night's sleep, you may take a short 

afternoon nap. 

Besides the early morning session, another one 

before dinner will further help. The last session which can 

be of brief duration, is to be done just before retiring at  

night. This practice will also bring about a more solaceful 

sleep. 

2. Duration: Approximately 20-30 minutes at each 

session depending upon the availability of time. This form 

of Meditation is very vibrant and effective. A duration of 

more than about 30 minutes is generally unnecessary. 

Rather it may not be too potent for certain sensitive 

people. 

3. Frequency: Preferably twice a day with a third one 

of shorter duration immediately before going to bed as 

indicated above. If Satsang (congregation) is available, 

then participation in the Satsang group twice a week is 

highly beneficial. Meditation in a group more than thrice a 

week can sometimes lead to a type of mild depression 

through overdoing, especially if one adopts a standing 

posture to start with. Hence, this form of meditation which 

is supremely effective, calls for judicious rationing!  

4. Posture: Ideally, Simran (meditation) should be 

done standing, but as a beginner, unless initiated or 

witnessed by a Gurumukh (an Adept), it is advisable to do 

it sitting down. There is no need for a right and correct 

posture, but the emphasis is on achieving utmost 

relaxation. Assume a posture in which you feel most 

relaxed and comfortable. Prop yourself up with cushions 

if you so desire. You may alter your posture at any time 

during the process of worship/ meditation. Whatever 

physical reaction wells up from with in which may tend to 

change your posture, your stance or your position, this is 

to be faithfully followed without any doubt or hesitation.  

5. Cleanliness: A preliminary bath or rub down will 

set up an environment of cleanliness and purity. If a 

complete bath is not feasible, Panch Eshnaana (bathing of 

the five) should at least be undertaken, i.e., wash your 

face, both hands and both feet.  



 

6. Apparel: Wearing apparel should be light and 

loose and suitable to the existing temperature and the  

prevailing season. 

7. Food: Food forms an important item. It is ideal to 

perform meditation on an empty stomach rather than 

immediately after a meal. Becoming a vegetarian is an 

asset, but being a non-vegetarian does not exclude one 

to be a recipient of the Grace of God. Meat, if it  has to be 

taken, should only form a small portion of your overall 

diet. Take cognizance of the fact that in addition to the 

impurities in dead animals (the source of meat for man), 

the hormones that are wantonly injected into caged 

animals to fatten them, poses yet another hazard to 

health. So act wisely. Our body has been referred to as 

the "Temple of God" in the Scriptures. Therefore, keep it 

clean both inside and out.  

8. Thoughts: Do not attempt to control your thoughts 

or battle with the mind; it will be a losing combat! Rather 

treat the thoughts as a passing show, without giving them 

undue attention. Let the thoughts enter or leave on their 

own accord. Do not dwell or dilate on them. Anything that 

is done to control thoughts or the mind, constitutes an  

effort and that is the one thing that must be assiduously 

avoided. Effortless spontaneity is an important 

ingredient in God-guided meditation. However, if 

incessant thoughts do trouble you from proper relaxation, 

which incidentally is every aspirants greatest 

impediment, you may try the following remedial 

measures. 

Take a few exceedingly deep inhalations and 

exhalations. This will help to achieve a measure of 

thought restraint. Besides, you may also try an incessant 

but silent repetition of any convenient and 

short name of God or a Prophet, such as Waheguru, 

Raam, Jesus, Moses or even Satnaam, Praise Divine, 

Grace Sublime...until the train of thoughts are broken. 

Another way is to just gently watch your Breathing 

process, which may be made a little deeper than normal. 

After sometime, when you have begun to receive the 

most needed Reactions and Responses in Meditation, 

none of the above 'Holy Gimmicks', will be required. You 

will then be made to enter into the solaceful relaxed 

states within a matter of few seconds!  

9. Eyes: Eyes may be closed lightly. In the 

beginning this is necessary but as meditation proceeds, 

one may be prompted to open them as and when you are 

guided to do so. But meditation done with eyes closed 

avoids extraneous distractions. At advanced levels, 

meditation should also be carried out with eyes open to 

give us the necessary experience to keep attuned to God, 

even while we are busy at work performing our daily 

chores, which are normally done with open eyes!  

10. Attention: In actual Meditation, attention which 

in itself requires an effort, should not be fixed to any point 

in, on, or outside of our bodies. However, in an advanced 

form of meditation which is practiced with eyes open, the 

glance or look could sometimes settle on any particular 

object, as guided from within; but most times we tend to 

glance at more than one object at any given moment, with 

a sort of broad breadth of vision. Neither do we need to 

picturize or visualize anything; whereas these could be 

adopted to advantage at other than actual meditat ion 

moments when carrying out affirmations and 

visualizations, etc.  



 

11. Breathing: No unnatural breathing method need 

be adopted. Just breathe normally. But, for beginners 

who have never before attempted to relax or meditate, 

and who may find it difficult to ease off, a few initial 

minutes of slow, deep, rhythmic breathing can help. It 

would further assist if you could at the same time place 

your attention on the inhalation and exhalation 

processes. In other words, watch very gently your  breath 

going in and out. Better still, if you could split any Holy 

word you prefer into two distinct parts, such as Jee-Surs 

(For Jesus), Waa-Guru (for Waheguru), Krish-Naa 

(Krishna), Moe-Surs (Moses), Raa-ma for Rama etc. 

Synchronise the first part with your inhalation and the 

second part with your exhalation. This latter practice will 

give you even more solace.  

After some time of practicing meditation of the order 

suggested herein and as already mentioned above, none 

of these detailed contrivances will be necessary, because 

you would have learnt by then, how to enter the deep 

transcendental states, without recourse to the above 

preliminaries. 

12. Attitude: Assume an attitude of deep reverence 

and pious profoundness. Clear your heart and mind of all 

ill-feeling and animosity. If you have hurt someone or 

have in turn been hurt, remove all rancour by apologizing, 

forgiving and forgetting. Bring Love, Kindness and 

Compassion into the very core of your heart. You cannot 

expect meaningful meditation when you are laboured with 

a heavy heart. Try to become light -hearted and cheerful 

by even artificially supporting a small smile on your face, 

which will just as soon, brighten you up towards bliss.  

13. Chantings: These are essential and particularly  

so in this Iron Age of Darkness (Kali Yuga). But the 

mistake most Masters make is when, by misinterpreting 

the Scriptures, they enjoin on their disciples to 

continuously and unceasingly repeat the holy chants 

non-stop, during the entire time allocated for 

worship/meditation. The chantings should be a means to 

an end and not an end in itself. Best benefits accrue when 

one begins to receive and to listen, as it were, to Divine 

direction after having glorified His name by chanting for a 

shorter duration and not continue chanting endlessly 

constituting a 'one-way-traffic', without pausing in 

complete humility and surrender to receive His Gift of a 

response to this meditation. This response is manifested 

through the arousal experiences, and by a wide range of 

reactions, some not so pleasant but others with euphoric 

overtones as detailed in the later Chapters, which 

constitute real and meaningful meditation. This is why one 

of the Scriptural terms for Meditation is 'Dhiaan', literally 

meaning to Listen! 

Here is the phraseology of the Mantra chants that we 

employ just before we commence with the meditation 

proper. 

"Praise Divine, Grace Sublime 

Love Divine, Truth Sublime" 

These are sung in beautiful melody for at least a few 

minutes before we sink into deep surrender, followed by 

the usual arousal symptoms. If you are a Sikh, then 

repetition of the Mool mantra would be useful and is quite 

adequate. 

14.Limitations of Mere Recitation: 

Wherever in the Scriptures there is purported to be a 

single reference to 'chanting' as the elixir in this  



 

Dark Age, there follow virtually hundreds of references to 

the dire need for absolute and utter deep surrender and 

submission. Surrender as a means to salvation in 

worship/meditation, is applicable in all Ages and Eras 

including this Kali Yuga, the present Dark Age. Hence, do 

not let certain mystics and masters predominate their 

inaccurate views on you, but instead make an effort to 

study and research the Scriptures for yourself, to receive 

the true guidance as desired by God for man. Mere 

recitations, chantings and kirtan alone, cannot therefore 

sufficiently raise one's spiritual development to ensure 

serene salvation arid ultimate redemption. Mind you, all 

these mystics and masters are not frauds. They are 

honourable and God-fearing personages. They have at 

heart the well-being of the masses. Only a touch of 

ignorance mars their well-meaning methods! 

15. Ethics and Morality: 

For wholesome spiritual upliftment, it is also 

necessary to cultivate and nurture good moral and noble 

ethical standards. Spirituality cannot grow on sordid soil! 

However, after practicing this format of meditation for 

some time, our morals and ethics will as a consequence, 

also begin to improve simultaneously and spontaneously. 

As a corollary, sustained spiritual development will 

automatically draw us away from low moral and unethical 

pursuits. 

16. Actual Procedure and its Basis: 

Once you have fulfilled the above requirements, 

which later will become natural with practice, you are now 

ready to embark on this very special and supreme kind of 

Prayer or Simran/Bhagti, which can also be termed as 

true Worship/Meditation. 

While fulfilling the above requirements may be 

adhered to, for best results, please note that in 

emergencies or when in a hurry, you can put most of them 

aside and plunge directly into deep Worship/ Meditation, 

anywhere, anytime, even if you have only 5 to 7 minutes 

available to you. 

It is worthwhile to remind oneself of the importance of 

effortless surrender in deep submission bordering on the 

verge of apparent death or what is usually alluded to as  

'dying unto oneself'. If you remember how effortlessly 

you lead yourself daily to slumber at bedtime, this is 

exactly what is done, but you do not actually sleep unless 

you are very tired. On the other hand, one is led into the 

super conscious planes in a wakeful and alert state. After 

some practice in these heightened states of awareness,  

eventually our near miraculous intuitive powers of 

clairvoyance (Ridhi Sidhi) begin to become our natural 

birthright much to our surprise!  

Remember, you are the image of God and that your 

Soul the Atma emanated from the Supreme Soul, the 

Param Atma. So, obliterate your ego-centered 

personality and become Soul-Conscious in a 

spontaneous effortless manner, as you proceed deeper 

into the realms of Superconsciousness. When you are 

thus ready, follow the fol lowing further steps slowly and 

deliberately. 

Before embarking into actual meditation with 

complete surrender, an initial preparatory requirement is 

to begin with a few chants, details of which are given 

further on in Section 24 and as already entered in Section 

13 above. 

17.The Arousal and Its Attributes: 

Depending on your degree of submission and 



 

surrender, the  NAAM Power, the Divine Dynamic 

presence, which is lying dormant within, would be 

awakened and aroused automatically and spontaneously. 

This will happen more rapidly if you are in the presence of 

an Adept, who has already had his Holy Spirit  (Naam 

power) awakened. 

18. Multiple Vibrant Reactions: 

At most times you will be able to experience a reaction 

in various vibrant forms, including Physical, Mental, 

Visual (Visionary), Auditory, Vocal, Sensory and through 

all other ancillary faculties which our body-mind complex 

is capable of experiencing. It may surprise a neophyte to 

know that this rapture and euphoria (rangcin, kheiddaah) 

also called the arousal could as well manifest 

spontaneously as Laughing, Crying or just Tearfulness, 

Coughing, Hiccoughing, Salivating, Swaying, Trembling, 

Change in Rate and Rhythm of Breathing, Feeling extra 

Heavy or very Light, feeling very Warm or Cold and 

Benumbed, Vocalising all manner of strange Sounds,  

Vaajei Shabath Ghaneirei and Akath Kathaa  - (known as 

"Speaking in Tongues" in Christianity) and so forth.  

Note that the Holy  NAAM Power, the Holy Spirit will 

never put one into a trance. Trance states are usually 

induced by the lower forces, except in exceptional cases 

like that of Edgar Cayce, the famous American 

clairvoyant seer. Meditators, on the other hand, are 

always restfully alert and aware of the progress and flow 

of these strange but pious sublime experiences. 

Sometimes when one is very tired, actual sleep may 

occur in Meditation but these occasions are rather rare. It 

may hearten and inspire you to note, that  every one of 

these dynamic 

symptoms of arousal have found mention in the World's 

Scriptures. 

One may be drawn to easily become judgmental and 

pass off these unheard of peculiar states as unwelcome 

and perhaps even unholy. Pause for a moment. Keep on 

reading with an open mind. It will soon become apparent, 

that this- Arousal is actually a very rare and precious holy 

happening that should be sought after and welcomed. 

Remember, that only a fortunate few are ultimately 

eligible to reach the above states of arousal, which 

become very necessary to establish a continuous 

connection with our Creator, to enable us to have a 

meaningful dialogue with His magnificence whenever 

desired! 

19. Widespread Ignorance: 

Yet many a Saint or even many of the current and past 

Masters are or were devoid, or woefully ignorant and 

unaware of these rapturous states. Nevertheless, such 

Saints and Masters may otherwise be carrying out 

laudable services in their own spheres of activity. We 

wish them well.  

The above reactions and experiences are tell -tale 

signs of the deep and profound cleansing process which 

must take place before a total transformation (ultenaah, 

peltenaah) can take place, in our gradual progress 

towards eventual transcendence. As one advances and 

climbs up the spiritual ladder, these somewhat dynamic 

rapturous reactions, will slowly mellow down to 

imperceptible proportions. More on these follow in the 

latter Chapters. 

20. Scriptural Validity: 

Such a wide range of Reactions are known as  



 

"Nawai Kai rung", as succinctly enshrined on Page 4 of the  

SGGS, the Holy Scripture of the Sikhs thus, "Bhareeai mutt 

papaan kai sung. Oh thopai nawai kai rung",  meaning, "We 

are filled brimful with sinful acts. These are cleansed and 

eradicated by the benevolent vibratory manifestations of 

the Holy Life Force". Hence we must not leave any stone 

unturned, until we begin to feel the precious Naam 

Rengan, known in Christianity as being "moved by the 

Holy Spirit". The devout Sikhs religiously repeat regularly 

the Japji Sahib, the early morning recitation, which 

incidentally includes the above pithy saying. Imagine 

repeating these beautiful Divine instructions day in and 

day out, without imbibing or putting them into actual 

practice! What a shame! 

21. Personification of Grace: 

This then is the manifestation of the Grace of God, as 

a gift of NAAM, the Holy Life Force from the Divine, listed 

as steps (vii) and (viii) under "Summary of the 

Technique" given above at the very beginning of this 

Chapter. Revel in this experiential (reactionary) state for 

about 15 to 20 minutes. This is the  Actual Meditation that 

is being performed from within, as the Scriptures validate 

thus, "aap Japaae Japai So Naao, App Gavaae So Hari Gun 

Gaao" meaning "Accept this gift without question and do 

whatever your inner promptings make you do or utter"  

(SGGS Page 270). 

If in between you appear to have come out of this 

spontaneous state and want to go back in, then gently 

repeat Sri Waheguru or Satnaam Sri Waheguru  or any 

other name(s) of the Divine till you plunge into the deep 

state again. Then you forget  

about the repetitions and follow the inner prompting once 

more. At the end of the session, you may start chanting 

the above names of God a few times or a few holy 

phrases as appropriate and which is optional. You may 

then open your eyes and gradually get up and go about 

your daily duties. 

22. Without Chantings: 

The chantings of the various Mantras at the 

commencement and at the termination of the meditation 

proper, go well when performed in a congregation  

(Satsang). When alone, these chantings or repetitions 

may be modified to suit the prevailing circumstances. For 

instance, if you are going to embark on meditation 

immediately after your morning and evening scriptural or 

other such elevating recitations (Nithname), then the 

above chantings and repetitions may be decreased. You 

could then plunge directly into the deeper state of 

self-surrender and carry on with the Spontaneous 

Arousal in meditation in whichever way it surfaces from 

within. 

23. Become a Catalyst: 

The arousal detailed above is accelerated in the 

presence of a Gurmukh, an Adept, who has already 

experienced all or most of the above mentioned states of 

arousal. He bears witness to your 'opening up' of 

initiation and thus becomes a catalyst (Gursaakhi Jote 

Pargat Hovei) in the triggering process. After you have 

experienced spontaneous arousal, you will then be used 

by the Divine to bear witness, in enlivening other novices 

in meditation, to receive and experience these arousal 

states for their betterment. You might well receive a 

pleasant surprise, at how in your presence thereafter, 

other seekers can be so simply  



 

and spontaneously prompted into experiencing the 

stirring of the Soul, the Holy Spirit ( the Naam Kallaah) 

within, where previously it lay in dormancy and inertness.  

24. Chantings Where Necessary: 

For those of you who prefer the preliminary chantings 

in the detailed version, the above mentioned mantras 

recorded under Section 13 may be substituted by the 

following Holy phrases. 

1. Praise Be To The Lord, My God  ........................  

3 times 

2. Praise God For Protection and Guidance ... 3 

times 

3. Praise Be to God  ................................................  

3 times 

4. Praise God, Praise the Lord - 4,5,6,7, any 

number of times, 

until one actually surrenders deeply enough to begin to 

sense the internal promptings, after which these are to be 

followed in their entirety, as already explained above.  

When terminating the Meditation, the last two phrases 

are chanted with long rhythmic intonations. The 

chantings at the commencement and afterwards at the 

termination of the meditation session can be modified as 

appropriate. What is most important is the ensuing 

arousal and the many faceted reactions which obviously 

cannot and should not be modified by our own whims and 

fancies. This is because these Divine directions and 

promptings come over us spontaneously by the bidding 

and benevolence of God. We should therefore allow them 

to continue unimpeded. 

In place of the above four phrases, the simpler and 

shorter phrases, "Praise Divine, Grace Sublime, Love 

Divine, Truth Sublime",  already recorded under Section 

13 may be chanted/recited with long intonations for a 

couple of minutes, after which you should be able to sink 

into the deep format of surrender to the Divine within, to 

receive the spontaneous, effortless holy reactions as 

already enumerated above. The above phrase (mantra) 

may be chanted once again a few times at the termination 

of the meditation session. 

25. Few and Far Between: 

It is stated in the Scriptures that only few and far 

between (ver/ai kehee paaeeai) will imbibe and accept 

this true and tantalizing format of worship/ meditation. 

Let us resolve and venture forth to be one of those few! 

Time is fast running out. Today, the hearts and minds of 

the populace are so filled with the oppressive dross of 

this Dark Age, which incidentally may soon assume 

alarming proportions, that only this Charismatic and 

Vibratory form of Worship can hope to bring about the 

desired deep- seated change in Man, which all 

God-enthused people aspire after. Ult imately it is by 

God's Grace alone that this spontaneous arousal even 

occurs! 

26. VCM The Answer: 

The sick and wounded world requires many a pious 

pioneer. Give this God-given system of Simran- Bhagtee 

(meditation) an honest trial. You will soon be richly 

rewarded. Unless you are totally and utterly cleansed 

from within, you cannot hope to transform and change the 

troubled world outside from the mess it is in at the 

present time. This obviously does not  



 

seem to happen to the desired degree through the current 

forms of worship/meditation that court inertness and 

nothingness, simulating sleep, or by mere mechanical 

repetition and incantation of certain set phrases although 

these incantations which to a certain extent also do help . 

27. Deep Seated Changes: 

These aforementioned chantings are good 

preparatory pieces, but should not be taken as an end in 

themselves. The actual activity in meaningful meditation 

which paradoxically is effortless and spontaneous, lies 

much beyond the effort-oriented chantings, repetitions 

and other self-motivated doings. It operates in the 

rarefied states of transcendence right into the  Choutha or 

Turiya Padh, the Superconscious Intuitive state. The 

closest that Science has come to decipher these states is 

what are being designated as Alpha, Theta, Delta and the 

Epsilon states of the Subconscious mind. The states of 

Transcendence we talk about are even more complex and 

creative, which present day science or even the 

psychologists have not yet been able to fathom. More on 

this in the later Chapters.  

28. Use More of our Minds: 

Most of mankind today are only capable of using about 

7% of their mind's full potential. This 7% lies in the Beta 

range of normal awareness. With regular practice of this 

unique Superconscious Spontaneous Vibrant Meditation, 

the practitioners are able to tap on the remaining 93% of 

our mind's potential. In other words, the practitioners of 

the VCM system of meditation are then able to use more 

of their minds to advantage. This is why the IQ of these 

meditators 

increases correspondingly along with their spiritual 

progress. You will also learn to bring the vast potential of 

your Subconscious mind into your normal 

Consciousness, anytime, anywhere, for fruitful 

purposes. This is perhaps the first time that such a 

break-through has been achieved through true 

meaningful meditation! 

29.VCM Seminars: 

To achieve a faster rate of spiritual progress, the 

attendance at a VCM Seminar, which are being held in 

various parts of the world, is highly  recommended. At 

these Seminars, there are a host of other ancillary topics 

covered, which need to be known, for a more thorough 

transformation. Details of these Seminars are printed 

elsewhere in this publication.  

For more pertinent details, an aspirant may refer to 

several separate articles written by the author on this 

theme and its ramifications. For better clarity, a Tape of 

an actual Simian (meditation) session may be obtained 

from the  WORLD SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION (For addresses see 

end of Appendix V. 



 

Self-Surrender and Deep 

Submission during Meditation in All 

Scriptures 

The method and technique of Meditation, or what can 

also <t>e termed as Profound Prayer and Worship, to be 

authentic and efficacious, must have the stamp of the 

Divine. In other words, the only  authoritative source 

where a genuine technique of Meditation would be found, 

must be in the World's Scriptures. In fruitful research we 

have indeed discovered actual quotations in all these 

sacred Doctrines, to val idate and re-affirm the above 

Truth. 

Given below are cogent quotations from these Sacred 

Scriptures stipulating the need first  for self- effacement 

in deep surrender as a pre-requisite to Meditation.  

1. CHRISTIANITY 

1. "Die unto yourself and be re-born". 

2. "Absent in the Body and Present with Christ".  

3. "In order to gain one's life one must lose it ..."  

4. Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom as a little child, 

he shall not enter therein". Mark 10(15) 

5. "Succumb O'all mankind before the Lord, for He shall 

then be raised up (awakened) out of his holy dwelling 

within" Zechariah 2/ (13). 

6. "Yield before Yahweh (Surrender to the Lord) and wait 

patiently for His showing up" Psalms 37(7). 



 

7. "He that findeth his life shall lose it and he that first loseth 

his life (in complete surrender) for my sake shall find it"  

Mathew 10(39). 

8. "I beseech thee therefore brethren, by the mercies of 

God, that ye present thy bodies as a living sacrifice (in 

deep surrender), holy and acceptable unto God, which is 

your true worship" Romans 12(1). 

In the first quote, total  self abnegation in prayer is 

referred to as, "Die unto yourself", and when one takes 

this stance, then through the Grace of the Lord, a 

welling-up in varied responsive forms of experiences , by 

the stirring of the Holy Spirit within, referred to as "be 

reborn", begins to be felt.  

In passage 2, "absent in the body" again is figurative of 

total surrender of body and mind and "present with 

Christ" refers to the body then being filled with the power 

of the awakened Holy Spirit (Christ) to give the 

experience of an arousal. With the above explanation, the 

quotation at (3) becomes self -explanatory. The phrase, 

"as a little child", in quotation (4) allegorically refers to 

becoming simple in surrender, by shutting off our analytic 

mind in prayer. The rest of the passage is 

self-explanatory. The passage at (5) is self -evident, and 

the phrase "showing up" in (6) alludes to the awakening of 

the Holy Spirit within, which is the main topic of the next 

Chapter. 

In quotations (7) and (8) the stance of complete and 

deep surrender, as entered by the phrases within 

brackets, reveals beautiful allegory and metaphor typical 

of most scriptural passages. This is well understood only 

by those whose Holy Spirit within, 

has been adequately enlivened and awakened after 

surrendering in Meditation.  

2. HINDUISM 

"Bhagti is verily of the nature of complete submission in 

Devotional Love" 

The above quotation proves that the accepted 

translation of the word "Bhagti" to mean just "Devotion to 

God" is incomplete and therefore incorrect. There is the 

important element of Self- effacement in Devotion, which 

has been missing all along. Without total surrender, the 

meditation or Bhagti is ineffectual and rather superficial. 

This essential feature of total self surrender, in Worship/ 

Meditation is further emphasised in the following 

Scriptural passages from the Bhagwath Gita; the 

celebrated Hindu Scriptural Epic.  

"With your heart full of Love and Devotion, worship God 

by annihilating and surrendering your entire body, mind and 

soul. Having thus become wholly absorbed in Me, to Me you 

will surely arrive" Chap. 9(34) 

"The self and soul of a Yogi begins to be purified, once 

he has not only obliterated and effaced his body and mind in 

unconditional surrender, but has also offered his very soul in 

sacrifice before the altar of God". Chap. 5(11) 

TAOISM 

A large part of Lao Tzu's,  TAOIST tradition enshrined in 

the celebrated Tao Te Ching, their Holy Book, is devoted 

to the same principle of  surrender, as a means to 

acheving solace and the attendant superconscious 

states. Here are some quotations from 



 

the Tao Te Ching, which corroborates our research in this 

direction : 

1. "1 do my utmost to attain emptiness and vacuity and 

in this I hold firmly to the state of stillness and perfect 

peace". Chap XVI 

2. "Block the openings, shut the doors, blunt the 

sharpness, untangle the knots, become surrendered as dust. 

Let your wheels move along spontneously; this is the 

nysterious equanimity and is therefore the most valuable 

jewel in the world". Chap XVI. 

4. CH'ONGDONGYO 

In NONHANGMUN, a Scriptural work by the Founder 

Ch'oe Suun of the Native Religion, CH'ONDONGYO of  

KOREA, the following quotation is of great significance, 

pointing again to the value of  surrender in 

worship/meditation. 

"Our Way is Muwi Ihwa. If any one stills his heart and 

being in sublime inertness, thus ensuring a connection 

(resonance) with the right energy (Life Force) within, he will 

manifest naturalness (spontaneity)." 

The Chinese Taoist phrase  "Wei Wu Wei", which 

describes the experience of an awakening and an ecstasy 

in meditation appears in the Korean language as Muwi 

(Wu Wei). These occurrences become the main theme in 

the next Chapter here. 

From the above quotations it has become amply clear 

that in all the Religious Scriptures, the same system and 

technique in meditation/profound prayer of total  

surrender and submission, is enjoined by the Divine on 

all the world's people. 

5. BUDDHISM 

Here is further corroboration from  Dhammapada, the  

Buddhist main Scripture, on the above theme.  

1. "With the self (ego) well subdued in self- surrender, 

one can then find total refuge within, which otherwise is 

difficult to obtain" Verse 160 

2. "Empty this boat (one's body) o'mendicant. When 

emptied (completely effaced in deep surrender), it will move 

unimpeded (shortest and swiftest path to the Divine within). 

Lust and hatred (egocentric qualities) are thereby more 

easily removed paving the way to  NIRVANA Verse 389 

Let us now take another very popular saying in 

Buddhist circles, which shall soon reveal to us a great 

spiritual truth, normally side tracked because of an 

erroneous translation of the original Pali text. It is :  

"Dhammam Sharanam Gacchami!" 

The orthodox translation reads thus : "I go to the feet 

of the ultimate Truth of the Awakened One". But the 

correct translation would read as follows, "I take the 

stance of complete  effacement of the Self in deep  

submission, to realise the ultimate Truth". 

Sharanam is a most appropriate word in Pali and 

Sanskrit, meaning total surrender. 

Hence, total annihilation by surrender in 

meditation appears to be at the very core of Buddhist 

prayer principles. Yet very few Buddhist authors on 

meditation have been seen to emphasize this vital point 

in the various articles and books written by them on this 

all important subject. There is too much talk about 

concentration and various other disciplinary  



 

efforts in meditation. Whereas, true meditation is just the 

opposite. As summarized elsewhere, meditation has to 

be Simple, Natural, Effortless and Spontaneous. 

Concentration of any kind or doing this and that, has no 

part in real meditation. These self willed "doings" are just 

a prelude to actual meditation, which starts only  after 

total and utter surrender is allowed to set in.  

6. ISLAM 

Coming next to the  MUSLIM Faith, we do not have to go 

far in our research to realise that the technique of 

efficacious prayer is already spelt out in the very word  

"ISLAM". This is an Arabic term which literally means, 

"With Love in you Heart, submit and surrender to the Will 

of Allah". Also the word  MUSLIM is pregnant with meaning. 

It comes from the word "Muslimin", which means "to 

surrender". Hence a Muslim is one who surrenders to 

the Will of Allah particularly in prayer.  

Incidentally, the Arabic word  ISLAM happens to be the 

exact equivalent of the Sanskrit word,  BHAGTI, which also 

means, "with Bhaavana (LOVE) in your heart, submit and 

surrender to the Will of God, the  Ishwara (God)". 

Incidently, the word, Bhagti is made up of two Sanskrit 

words, Bhawatiaa (Love) and Agathi, meaning, utter and 

total surrender. Hence the meaning of Bhagti given 

above. Isn't it a pleasant surprise to note that the very 

word which connotes the Religion  (ISLAM), has embodied 

within it, the complete technique of the highest form of 

worship! 

We shall now turn to the  Qur'an, the Muslim Holy 

Book, to glean instances where  surrender and 

submission is enjoined in prayer.  

1. "Lo! the Religion before Allah is The Surrender 

(al-Islam)... 

 ....  If they surrender, then truly they will be 
rightly guided in prayer". Surah 2(19,20). 

2. "0,ye who believe, completely efface yourselves in 

self-surrender when worshipping your Lord, and do good, 

that happily you may prosper". Surah 23(77). 

The above passages are clearly self-explanatory in 

pointing out the true way of worship by total effacement 

of the self in  surrender. 

7. SIKHISM 

Recorded below are some of the several quotations 

which appear in the Sikh Scripture known as the Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib (SGGS) appertaining to the above topic.  

1. "We are spontaneously led to Worship and Meditation 

in an Egoless, Desireless State, when we sacrifice our Body, 

Mind, Soul and the very Breath of Life on the alter of God".  

Page 742 

2. "This highest form of Meditation (Bhagti) is achieved 

by total self-surrender in worship. Nanak liveth in a state of 

animation by complete effacemant of the self in meditation".  

Page 268 

3. "Having heard of the Yoga of Surrender, they totally 

surrendered their Being and with the ensuing Grace of God 

they became spontaneously one with Him".  Page 295 

Note the deep depth of submission called for, 

especially in the passage at (1) above, which literally but 

metaphoricaly, is a state even deeper than death,  



 

when even the Breathing and the very Soul (which is 

always immortal are exterminated). 

8. Here are other relevant reasons why a stance of  

surrender in Meditation is really necessary :  

(i) Like in all the meditation methods, total relaxation 

is a pre-requisite. We happen to term this stance 

as "surrender". 

(ii) If any form of prayer and worship which we 

categorize as 'meditation' is fruitful and 

successful, we must attain to a state of a rapport or 

union with God. We cannot achieve this unless we 

have some comprehension or understanding of the 

nature of God. From His magnanimous attributes 

of, Ominipresence, Omniscience and 

Omnipotence, it is evidentally impossible by the 

Conscious mind of man to really grasp and 

understand His complete nature. Therefore the 

logical way open to us is to just  feel His presence. 

This comes about only if we can shut off and 

obliterate the limitations of our analytical 

Conscious Mind, which as pointed out above is 

simply incapable of understanding God. Hence, 

this can only happen if we deaden our mind, which 

comes about only through very deep  surrender. 

(iii) True meditation, as further explained in 

the subsequent Chapters, takes root only if there 

wells up from within a Reaction and a Response  

beyond our own will and volition. For this to 

happen a state of complete relaxation in deep 

surrender is necessary.  

(iv) We don't even have to strain our minds 

to look for real reasons why we have to  

Surrender. It is because our very Creater (God) 

keeps reminding us in every Scripture, of the dire 

need to surrender, which after all constitute the 

pointed out-pourings of God Himself spoken 

through the throats of our illustrious Prophets 

themselves. 



 

Why a Reactive Vibrational 
Component is a Must in 

Meditation 
(Also ascribed to all Scriptures) 

Since in Chapters 2 and 3, it was proved beyond doubt 

that in all the worlds' Divine doctrines, an initial stance 

of complete and total self effacement in deep 

surrender and submission is a prerequisite, whereby 

neither the Physical (Body), Mental (Mind) and the 

Spirit (Soul) nor even the Breath of Life are 'active', 

Hence an incitement and an arousal from beyond our 

mundane normal senses is needed, to awaken and to 

animate us into a meaningful meditative process. If this 

does not take place the whole idea and the actuality of 

any meditative procedure cannot proceed because 

none of our faculties comprising the Physical, the 

Mental, the Breathing process and not even the Soul, 

Spirit and Psyche, are operational! Hence the most 

needed vibrant reactions are attendant holy 

happenings are completely negated and nullified.  

The Divine, who in the first place directed us to assume 

the above state of solemn vacuity, does not ever 

forsake us. It is this same  CREATOR who then leads us 

into an awakening, an exaltation and an arousal 

through bestowing on us as Grace, a rare and 

rapturous GIFT. This is beyond our own volition, 

spontaneously and effortlessly comes into play as 

enshirined in all the Worlds' Scriptures detailed 

hereunder:- 

1. CHRISTIANITY 

"O clap your hands, all ye people; shout unto God with the 

voice of triumph". Psalm (47(1) 



 

"Praise ye the Lord. Sing unto the Lord a new song of His 

praise in the congregation of saintly people ... Let them 

praise His name in the Dance ... Praise Him with the timbrel 

and dance ... Praise Him upon the loud cymbals ... Praise 

Him upon the high sounding cymbals". Psalm 149 and 150 

The phrase "shout unto God with the voice of triumph"  

and "praise Him upon the loud cymbals... and high sounding 

cymbals" refers metaphorically to the same type of 

experiences in prayer and profound worship. When 

deeply surrendered within, and with the awakening and 

manifestation of the Holy Spirit, it happens sometimes, 

that through Divine benevolent Grace, one is 

spontaneoulsy made to ejaculate rather powerful loud 

sounds, almost amounting to shouting. This is most 

appropriately phrased in the above revelation as,  "shout 

unto God with the voice of triumph". Similarly, reference to  

"loud cymbals and high sounding cymbals",  is quite a 

correct allegoric expression, meaning just a loud voice. 

One has to actually go through such exalted states of 

ecstasy, culminating in loud (shouting) outbursts of 

voices, to appreciate and understand the metaphor of the 

above Scriptural utterances. If this aspect of the 

charismatic gift is  not experienced, expressions like and  

"loud cymbals" and "high sounding cymbals" would remain 

as abstract and rather incoherent phrases.  

Let us cover another well known spontaneous 

occurrence in prayer/worship after one has adopted the 

stance of total self-surrender and vacuity, which is here 

referred to as  'Speaking in Tongues' or Glossolalia, in 

Christian parlance. The validity and veracity of such 

experiences in true prayer, are clearly  
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revealed in the following passages from the Christian 

Bible. 

1. "They were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to 

speak with other tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance".  

The Acts 2 (4) 

2. "Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness, for we 

may not know how to pray as we ought to. But the Spirit itself 

intercedes for us in groans too deep for words".  Romans 8 

(26) 

3. "... Whatsoever shall be given thee in that hour, that 

speak ye, for it is not ye that speak, but the Holy Spirit".  Mark 

13 (11) 

There are many other such references in the Christian 

Scriptures to this and other such phenomenon of 

involuntary animation by the Spirit in true prayer and 

worship. Take note of the involuntary, God given and 

divinely directed prayer at quotation (2) above, which is 

the basis and the very core of VCM. The word  'groans' 

allergorically alludes to all manner of voices, utterances, 

crying, laughing and many other queer responses, we 

often experience in VCM! 

2. HINDUISM 

The Hindu Scriptures from the Bhagavatam in Canto 

12, have the following to reveal in this regard: - 

"When the devotee's heart melts in My Love and his voice 

is broken by sobs, and who without any feeling of shame 

sometimes weeps profusely or bursts into laughter, or sings 

aloud, or at times dances in ecstasy, such a Bhagta (an 

adept) who is thus united in Me, can even purify the whole 

world". 



 

The validity of these vibrant and dynamic occurrences 

could not have been more boldly and bluntly phrased as 

recorded above. It is further corroborated by more such 

vibratory happenings as recorded below under the other 

World's Scriptures. 

3. SIKHISM 

In true Meditation, there follows an ecstatic arousal as 

an euphoric exaltation accompanied by various spiritual 

experiences. Such validation is recorded below in the 

following quotations from the Sikh Scriptures. 

"Har ki bhagti sadaah rung rahtaa, houmen vichon 

jaaleh". SGGS Page 754 meaning, "In Divinely directed 

worship/meditation, it must  always be accompanied by a 

state of rhapsody (heightened awareness), which results 

in obliterating our ego". 

In other words, we should not curb any dynamic state 

of arousal and an awakening, that would arise in 

meaningful meditation. In such ecstatic nuances, one 

could burst into laughter or even begin to cry, out of sheer 

bliss, as spelt out in the following quotation :  

"A God-guided devotee may burst into a state of laughter 

or crying. When this happens through following the scriptural 

injunctions then it is a sure sign of truthful meditation".

 SGGS Page 1421 

"In whom the Holy Life Force (NAAM) has stirred into 

manifestation, he may begin to utter a medley of strange 

sounds (speaking in tongues!)". 

 

SGGS Page 917 

4. ISLAM 

Let us now turn to quotations from the  Muslim 

Qur'an for corroboration of this phenomenon of 

"speaking in tongues".  

(i) "Only those who believe in our revelations, who when 

they are reminded of them, at once get emptied in 

body and mind, with spontaneous vocalisation in 

adoration of Him, and they are thus humbled and left 

devoid of pride". Surah 32 (15) Sajadah  - which 

literally means The Prostration (Surrender) 

We next move on to other valid happenings in 

these Spiritual awakenings.  

(ii) "When it is read unto them (the Koran) they fall down 

prostrate on their faces", saying, "Glory to our Lord, 

verily the promise of our Lord has been fulfilled". 

They fall down again, very limp and weeping. This 

thus increased the earnest humility in them".  Surah 

17(107,108 and 109)  

(iii) "When the Angelic Hosts descend 

upon the chosen ones, as the blowing of a soothing 

winowing wind, or the falling of mana as like heavy 

rain, they glide, they sway and move in ecstasy, 

affirming the truth of the Benevolent Grace promised 

by the Great One". 

Surah 51 (1-5) 

The dynamic reactions of violently falling down and 

burst into crying as alluded to in passage as (ii) above, 

would at once present an impossible poser to many, as 

something weird and unholy. On the other hand, it does 

not surprise us a wee-bit after having experienced, by 

the Grace of God precisely the same dynamic reactions; 

and now, as experienced 



 

also by many other members in our group of meditators 

who may even not be Muslims. One wonders how precise 

and accurate to every minor detail, these God sent 

revelations can be! At the same time these Divinely 

guided free flow movements in deep worship, can on 

other occasions, assume the gentle, gl iding and smooth 

swaying nuances, as depicted beautifully in the passage 

at (iii) above. We think one should not lose out in 

exposing oneself to these wonderful cleansing actions 

and reactions that result in deep worship/meditation, 

when such opportunities present themselves to a seeker 

after Truth. Incidentally, the  Sufis, a Mystical Order 

among Muslims now adopted world wide, seem to 

appreciate and experience the above euphoric states.  

The various confirmatory quotations from the Islamic 

Scriptures laid out above, under the respective topics 

under investigation, prove once again that the basic 

format of worship with its attendant reactions and deeper 

spiritual experiences, are precisely the  same in all the 

Religions dealt with so far. It is another matter whether 

the adherents of the various Faiths in their present 

orthodox systems of worship, do go through these vibrant 

God given nuances. We respect their current worship 

formats, and in fact recommend to the WSF members that 

they should also continue to participate in their 

respective religious congregations in the manner 

prescribed and thus obtain additional benefits.  

STAND UP TO COMMENCE MEDITATION 

Actual Worship/Meditation when carried out in the 

standing stance, is known to bring about accelerated and 

deeper benefits. The arousal in this mode could  

induce movement and dance for the betterment of the 

individual. Here are cogent quotations from the Sikh 

Scriptures supporting the above contention :  

1. "The Lord alone knoweth, and when He actuates 

the process Himself the Dance of arousal (Raas) 

cometh by itself. This happens when we stand up in 

meditation in complete submission to His Will".  (Pg. 

1093) 

2. "As the elephant surrenders its will to the iron 

goad of the mahout (the driver), and as the anvil 

submits to the beatings of the blacksmith, so should 

one completely 'let go' and submit one's body and 

mind to God while worshipping in the standing 

posture". (Pg. 647) 

3. "A holy man dances spontaneously while 

worshipping God. May I be given the privilege of 

meeting such a Saint, whereupon I shall wash his 

lotus feet". (Pg. 368) 

From the above it is clear that the experience of 

ecstatic arousal while in the standing stance is valid and 

much preferred. While nearly all religionists tend to sit or 

kneel in prayer, the highest Grace, as indicated under 

Sikhism and implied under Hinduism and Christianity, is 

received when one takes an initial stance of standing up 

during commencement of Worship, and even when 

undertaking the deepest meditation practises. 

Here is a quotation from the  Qur'an to substantiate 

this requirement. 

"Be mindful of your daily prayers. The best and most 

excellent amid all forms of worship, is one where you stand 

up and with utter submissive devotion, and surrender to His 

guidance". Surah 2 (238) 



 

The above Surah when understood and correctly 

interpreted, says a mouthful with regard to the real stance 

in the technique of worship which is most efficacious.  

In corroboration of the above phenomenon, recent 

research in the USA has shown that a person can think 

and operate best when he is in the  standing mode.
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Ernest Hemingway, an internationally famous author 

of books on a variety of topics, is known to  have written 

down all his manuscripts while in the standing mode. A 

clear picture of him doing exactly this, is embodied in his 

Biography. The above episodes lend further weight to the 

contention that carrying out Meditation initially in the 

standing mode is the ideal posture to adopt.  

The above Scriptural quotations from the world's Holy 

Gospels give ample proof of the need to experience these 

benign and most welcome responses in true meditation, 

although some of these may be unpleasant to behold and 

to experience in the initial stages.  

Why Vibrant Lively Reactions Are 

Welcome And Very Necessary 

During'True' Meditation 

The root cause of all the vibrational reactions is the 

Arousal and the Awakening of the Holy Spirit, the Divine 

Dynamic Power, which while supporting and maintaining 

all the galaxies and the entire cosmic creation precisely 

in their allotted locations, is proclaimed in all the 

sanctified Scriptures of the world, to be resident also 

inside of us but lying dormant and inert within our inner 

Being. When this great sleeping Giant, which must have 

the power of virtually trillions of nuclear bombs, and even 

more stronger, is aroused and awakened, should we not 

experience a terrific transformative turmoil in our 

Body/Mind complex? We must certa inly do! Hence the 

most welcome tell-tale signs, as elaborated in the last 

Chapter. These reactions at the same time give us untold 

useful practical benefits. Some of these are listed below 

for ease of reference: 

1. For PURIFICATION 

The following beautiful  poetic couplet which appears 

in the Sikh Scriptures, the SGGS on Page 5, succinctly 

says it All!  

"Bhareeai mut paapan kai sung. Oh thopai naawai 

kai rung" meaning, "When the being of man is polluted 

brimful by sinful acts, it is cleansed by the rippling and 

churning of the Holy Spirit in vibrational arousal".  



 

Actual COMMUNICATION With The Divine 

Another significant reason why we need to experience 

these vibrational states is that these very occurrences 

become the vehicle through which we can receive replies 

from the Divine, to any question or problem whose answer 

our normal Conscious Mind and the Senses cannot 

furnish. In other words, we are then able to comunicate 

with the all-knowing awakened Divine Source within us, 

the answers from which will be received by us as a direct 

Voice (akin to 'Speaking in Tongues') a Vision, a 

Vibration, and any other appropriate reaction, we have 

been experiencing in our normal "vibrant" worship/ 

meditation sessions. 

If on the other hand, one's usual worship/ meditation 

sessions have been devoid and empty of any  feeling or 

reaction, then when you attempt to seek an answer from 

the Divine in any emergency or difficult situation, the 

chances are that you will get or feel no response from the 

Supreme Source, because in your normal profound 

moments with the Divine, in worship/meditation, you have 

not gone through the most needed states of meaningful 

worship, which are always accompanied by a happening, 

a tangible experience or what we would like to call "an 

arousal". Hence take particular note of the supreme need 

for such reactions to occur in our profound moments with 

the Creator in prayer/ worship/meditation.  

The Way to 'SEE' God 

Several other reasons are enumerated in our 

Scriptures, as to why this state of  arousal is an essential 

ingredient in true worship, but we shall here  

include just two more reasons to keep this rendering as 

brief as possible. It is, that the only way we can be sure 

that we have indeed established a genuine communion 

with God or have 'seen' God as it were, is through the 

experience of these very states and symptoms of arousal 

amplified above. Here is a passage, once again from the  

Sikh Scriptures on Page 490, which confirms this 

contention thus, 

"If God grants His blessings and His Grace, and a 

responsive arousal takes place within us, then it is only 

through this experience of such reactions that we can feel 

the Presence of God, and thus achieve oneness with Him". 

It is repeated over and over again in the Scriptures 

that the only sure sign of proving the relevance of God is 

to feel His presence, as opposed to seeing  visions of 

Him. Experience has shown that seeing 'visions' of God 

can be misleading and not authentic proof of His 

existence, because God to be Omnipresent and 

Omniscient cannot have any particular form, shape or 

location. Hence, many such 'visions' which the devotees 

see of God, are only mirages and not necessarily 

received from the highest Source. This is why God 

reveals in the Scriptures that the only precise and correct 

way to prove His Presence, or to 'see' Him, is to get a  

feeling of His Presence, as we experience in true 

prayer/meditation, which is accompanied by a Divine 

arousal. In Ken Upanishad, one of the famous Hindu Holy 

Books, this is directly corroborated by the following 

cryptic statement; 

"God is Realised in the Euphoric Reaction of the 

Awakening". 
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Evaluation of Spiritual Progress and Other 
Parameters 

Through the vehicle of these arousal symptoms, we 

are also enabled to check and chart out our progress in 

spiritual development from time to time. There are certain 

set methods of verifying one's spiritual development and 

other parameters by judicious use of such arousal 

symptoms, after these have been codified and 

systematised, as are embodied in the Advanced VCM 

Courses. Hence this aspect of prayer/meditation is also of 

the utmost importance. Therefore, let us go to great 

lengths to seek references to the above format of 

prayer/meditation in the Scriptures of our diverse Faiths, 

hence establishing the dire need for the Unity of 

Religions. 

Further Usages of Importance in our Daily 

Activities whfch result from these Vibrant  

Experiences. These are enumerated hereunder:  

(i) Enable to test or divine whenever desired, the 

suitability or allergy causing tendencies of 

various Foods or Drinks.  

(ii) Begin to breathe deeper and more rhythmically 

without undue effort and thereby be taught from 

within what the ideal relaxed manner of breathing 

should be like. In this way a larger capacity of our 

lungs is brought into use, which hitherto was 

unfortunately seldom brought into play. 

(iii) Begin to eat less and even be satisfied with less 

but deeper sleep, for our overall betterment.  

(iv) Enjoy better physical and mental health 
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through the innate ability to utilise  vibration as a 

modality to bring about a molecular and cellular 

re-construction to attain rejuvinant realignment. 

(v) Dance and perform other callisthenic activities 

gracefully and more smoothly.  

(vi) Sing and Act better in Drama and such like 

professional performances. 

(vii)  Drive a motor vehicle defensively in a 

spontaneous and most effective manner. In 

other words, automatically and without recourse 

to normal logic and in the 'nick of time', be  made 

to take an evasive and remedial action when 

about to be confronted by a sudden emergency. 

(viii)  Get alerted to all manner of impending 

dangers in an impulsive and compulsive 

manner. 

(ix) Our IQ is improved rather rapidly and more 

permanently in an effortless manner. 

(x) Be guided in direct directions how to choose the 

Profession most suitable for our inner harmony 

and talent. We often call this acumen as  Talent 

Testing. 

(xi) Be assisted in the removal of traumas and such 

like deep seated hurt and hate feelings of present 

and even of our past lives.  

(xii)  To get cleansed and be rid of our impurities in the 

physical, mental and the spiritual spheres, 

manifesting as actual or simulative vomiting, 

diarrhoea, rashes and other 



 

symptoms characteristic of the  release of 

accumulated toxins from within. 

In conclusion, it can be confidently deduced from the 

above cogent quotations, enshrined in the World's 

Scriptures and the resultant applications, that these 

Vibrational experiences and their ramifications in True 

Meditation, are extremely necessary in all areas of our 

life's activities. 

The Law of Vibration And Its 

Interactions 

The LAW OF VIBRATION explains the difference 

between mind and matter, between physical and non- 

physical. Under the  LAW OF VIBRATION we find that 

everything vibrates, nothing is really dormant. Everything 

is in motion. There is no such thing as inertness. From 

the mental to the grossest form of matter, all is in a state 

of vibration and oscillation. 

Graduating between the lowest and the highest rates 

of vibration, there are millions of varying degrees and 

gradations of matter and other realms in nature. From the 

electron and the tiniest particle of matter to the entire 

Universe, everything is in vibration and oscillatory 

motion. Anything that vibrates always radiates. The 

energy thus generated is radiating in all directions to 

varying intensities and to varying distances.  

Rates of vibration are known as Frequencies and the 

inverse as Wavelength. The higher the Frequency, the 

smaller and lower the Wavelength, and hence the more 

potent and powerful it becomes.  Thought being one of 

the highest forms of vibration, it is very potent and 

powerful and hence should be well understood. Thus 

thoughts travel even faster than light which is a new 

realisation even among the hard core scientists!  

The LAW OF VIBRATION could be explained in many ways 

for various purposes. Let us for a 



 

moment confine it to  THOUGHTS in an effort to improve the 

Quality of our Lives. 

EVERYTHING IS ENERGY, EVERYTHING IS VIBRATION, 

EVERYTHING IS IN MOTION 

For you to get a clearer understanding of how you can 

actually take control of your present and future 

happenings, to understand how and why the thoughts 

and things come into your life as they do, you must go 

back to the basic premise with which we started. Energy 

is neither created nor destroyed. Everything is merely in a 

constant state of change, being manifested in varying 

degrees of vibration. Therefore let no negative thought 

cross your mind. Always produce  positive and creative 

thoughts. 

With free will and other multifarious  mental factors 

you possess in your marvellous mind, there is the  

co-creative ability to cause vibratory change to take 

place as you choose. The lack of ability to exercise this 

tremendous power for good is caused by sheer  

ignorance. Let there be comprehension and thus true 

understanding. Let there be  light!. 

All that exists in the Universe is the vibration of many 

spectrums of living light. Vibration is actually the law of 

the Universe, and all life breaths and expresses the 

essential nature of Vibration through rhythm.  

Particularly in profound prayer and  Meditation with 

the awakening of the Holy Spirit (the Cosmic Universal 

Intelligence, the Creative Principle), we do receive proof 

of such an awakening by (the Stirring of the Soul) 

culminating in cognition of a subtle change in responses 

and reactions. This can and should be experienced and 

felt throughout our five 

and more senses in various  vibratory modes during true 

Meditation, such as Physical Movement, Visions, Voices 

(spontaneous utterances, 'Speaking in Tongues') 

Laughing and/or Crying, Yawning, Coughing, Hearing of 

Distant Sounds, Smelling of different subtler smells, 

Various Feelings of Exaltation, Ecstasy, Heaviness or 

Lightness,^Changes in tempo of Breathing, Horripi lation 

(hair standing on end) including all manner of other 

Vibratory reactions. All these responses validate and 

corroborate the everlasting  Law of VIBRATION and 

change as enunciated above. 

Hence, true Meditation cannot be static, inert or rigid, 

as most Masters would have us believe! The Truth that 

everything is perpetually in Motion and in Vibration, is 

laid bare by actual references to this primordial 

phenomenon in the sanctified Scriptures of all Religions, 

particularly in the Sikh Divine Doctrines, where these 

Reactions and Responses seem to be described, in the 

most comprehensive detail.  

Thus, we in the World Spiritual foundation have 

therefore styled this meditative process purposefully as  

VIBRANT Celestial Meditation, VCM for short. Note the 

usage of the word VIBRANT which is in keeping with the 

universal and ubiquitous pristine principle, laid bare in 

this short Chapter.  



 

Divine Dynamic Power and Its 

Charismatic Experiences 

'Charismatic' is a Christian oriented term derived 

from the word  CHARIS or CHARISMA, meaning a gift of 

spiritual power given by God. Hence Charismatic or 

Celestial Worship or meditation is characterised by the 

showing up and manifestation (awakening) of this 

pristine power of the Divine, as a Gift from God. 

Christianity holds that this precious power is channelled 

through the assistance of the Holy Ghost, better termed 

as the Holy Spirit or even better, the Holy Life Force.  

1. Holy Life Force 

In the Sikh Scriptures, this Energy, also termed as the 

Divine Dynamic Power is referred to as  NAAM KALLAAH or  

SHABATH or even as  HUKAM in Hindu parlances as,  AATH 

PARA A SHAKTI, SHIV SHAKTI  or PRAANA, in Muslim circles 

as, ROH-ILAHI or ZAT ALLAH, and in the Chinese sacred 

writings as the TAO or CHI. It is  YASOD or SHIN in Jewish 

Cabalistic tradition and known as  MANNA to the 

Polynesian and Hawaiin Kahunas. This all -pervading 

Kinetic Energy is also generally known as Cosmic Power, 

Cosmic Mind, Odic Force, Orgone, Subtle Energy, Life 

Ray Energy, Soul of the Cosmos, Ethereal Power, 

Primordial Power, Divine Ether, etc. The above 

multiplicity of names further establishes the validity and 

the proof that this all-pervading vital essence and 

creative energy does in fact exist.  Even 



 

the Scientists are now beginning to take cognisance of it. 

This Holy Life Force is also equated to what we call 

Divine Love or Pure and Absolute Love. Unlike the 

experience and feeling of this  NAAM KALLAAH or the Holy 

Spirit, which is the privilege of the most fortunate among 

the devotees of the Divine, the Love aspect of this same 

creative NAAM Power, does appear to be within the reach 

of every individual, to imbibe and to experience.  

2. Love Received through God 's Grace 

All the Holy Books tell us that "Love is God and God is 

Love". So we should go to great lengths to cultivate and 

imbibe this important feeling of LOVE as often in the day 

as possible, which of course is not an easy task to 

uphold. Scriptural injunctions have shown that this, 

much-needed feeling of Absolute pure Love for God and 

man, can only be effectively developed and maintained, if 

He the Creator wills it so, or in other words, wishes it to 

be so. Hence, we have to receive this platonic pure Love 

as a Grace and a Gift from God. Of all the other 

techniques of imbibing true Love known to man, this one 

through God's Grace is without doubt the most potent and 

effective of them all. It is only through His Benevolence, 

His Compassion and His Favour that one can hope to 

garner and maintain this most important and rare 

commodity called Love Divine. In other words, He will 

shower on us the modus operandi of how to really Love 

Him provided we become truly eligible for it.  

The fastest method for making ourselves qual ified to 

receive such Grace is through the practice of Charismatic 

Celestial Worship and Vibrant Meditation.  

Before we delve into the mechanics of this form of 

Worship, let us explore and understand as fully as 

possible with our limited intellectual capaci ties, the prime 

mover of this worshipful system, which is NAAM Kallaah, 

Tao, the Holy Spirit or the Holy Life Force. We shall not 

use the term Holy Ghost, because we feel this is an 

inappropriate phrase used by the first English translator 

of the Christian Scriptures from the Greek version, which 

in turn had been an earlier translation from the original 

Hebrew and Aramaic texts. Ordinarily the word  Ghost is 

usually meant to carry negative and unholy connotations.  

3. Attributes of  NAAM KALLAAH (Holy Life Force 
- the Holy Spirit 

What are its attributes, where precisely is its abode 

and, what is its true nature? Of all the Scriptures 

available to mankind, this Holy Life Force, which we shall 

call NAAM for short, is most comprehensibly described in 

the Sri Guru Granth Sahib  (SGGS), the Holy Scripture of 

the Sikhs. On page 284 of the  SGGS it is given:- 

"The all pervading NAAM is the support of all Thy beings, 

O'Lord. Various worlds and universes are supported by It 

(NAAM POWER).  Naam is the motivating power in the 

compilation of the Smritis, the Vedas and the Puranas 

(Hindu Scriptures). Naam invokes and propels the highest 

wisdom and intuition. All continents, the spheres, the nether 

regions, the galaxies and the firmaments are supported and 

kept precisely in their allocated places by the power of NAAM. 

By hearing of Thy attributes and that of the Naam, all are 

saved and he on whom through Thy 



 

Grace, the Gift of NAAM,  (The Holy Spirit) is made manifest 

they obtain salvation by reaching the 4th state of 

transcendence and Superconsciousness (The Turiya) in 

bliss." 

From the above revelation which is self - explanatory, 

it is clear that this Holy Spirit is also a great Power which 

can support and keep in their orbits all the weighty 

galaxies in the entire Cosmos. Even the Sikhs have 

seldom suspected that this NAAM, which most Sikh 

theologians erroneously refer to as just the Name, has 

been directly defined as a Power in their Ardaas (Formal 

Prayer). The following phrase from this prayer says it all.  

"Nanak NAAM Chadthee Kallaah, terei bhanei sarbat dhaa 

bhelaa." Translated it reads, "O, Nanak, may the entire 

creation be blessed through the presence of  NAAM, a 

Power that is always in Ascendancy and Exuberance. 

Kallaah means power or energy. Just like the attributes of 

God, Naam is always in an expansive and re-creating 

mode. It is directly referred to here as a potent  Power 

(Kallaah). 

Yet another more subtler attribute of this same great 

Power is brought forth in the following quotation from Pg. 

293 of the  SGGS which reads thus: 

"The most treasured nectar-NAAM is also resident inside 

of the human frame, but in a state of dormancy and 

quiescence". 

This is quite a key statement in our fuller 

understanding of this mighty yet very subtle Holy Life 

Force. Its immensity of potential power considering its 

ability to 'support' and keep in proper places the billions 

of gigantic planets and their central  

suns (stars), weighing perhaps trillion, billion tons of solid 

matter is mind-boggling. Its ability and its other side of 

existence, of very subtly lying dormant (sleeping) inside 

of every living being, especially the human body, can be a 

most important attribute to consider and to ponder over. It 

is this aspect of NAAM that is awakened into a wholesome 

happening. Hence the name 'Vibrant' is given to this true 

and most sanctified format of Meditation.  

4. Naam Kallaah from other Sources 

It may be appropriate to take cognisance of the 

following terms which not only sound like the Sikh word  

NAAM but also carry a shade of meaning very close to it. 

Here is what the Chambers Dictionary has to say about 

the word  NOUMENON. "It is an unknown and unknowable 

substance or thing as it is in itself . It does sound like 

some mysterious tangible presence which is 

self-generating and limitless. The definition of the  "TAO" 

in the famous work by the Chinese sage,  Lao Tsu in his 

Tao Teh Ching, sounds similar. Elsewhere, Noumenon is 

described as an, 

"Object of purely intellectual intuition, devoid of all 

phenomenal attributes. A thing in itself, as distinguished 

from a phenomenon or thing as it appears. A thing being 

felt and perceived." This indeed is an accurate definition 

of this great and mysterious all pervading God power! 

The famous philosopher  KANT says of it as, "Antithesis 

of Phenomenon." There is also a word NAAM (NAM) 

entered in the Chambers Dictionary which stands for 

"Law, in the historical terms". In the same dictionary, we 

have NUMEN and PNEUMA defined as : 



 

"Divine Will, Power or Being, Divinity, aroused, 

elevated or spiritual emotions, surpassing 

comprehension, mysterious, spirit, soul." Another most 

appropriate description! 

Then we have another word  NUMINOUS defined as 

"Divine Spiritual or Supernatural, suggesting or revealing 

the presence or influence of God".  

Prophet Mohammed (may Peace Be Upon Him), 

when he received the Koranic Revelation in a most 

powerful way, asks Waraquah, his cousin, what was  it? 

Waraquah replied, "That is the same  NAMUS which God 

sent to Moses." Again in the Dictionary on Islam,  NAMUS 

is described as "The angel, spirit or being; also known as 

The Law of God or Revealed Law." This incidentally is 

termed as Hukum (the Law) also in the Sikh Scriptures. 

Interestingly, the Japanese sage Seio Kautama 

Okada, the founder of the new religious movement 

MAHIKARI, received in one of his revelations that the 

ancient name for the "pulsating God of the Universe is  

NAMU". In the same revelation, he was informed that  

NAMU also stands for, 

"Sheer (pure) Existence with latent Power, which is 

ever growing, ever ascending from nothing."  

This Japanese revelation certainly sounds indentical 

with what is described in the Sikh Scriptures as NAAM and 

especially in the Sikh formal prayer termed as Ardaas, 

quoted above as, "O Nanak, may the entire Creation be 

Blessed through the Presence of  NAAM,. a Power that is 

always in Ascendancy". Notice how identical is the 

revelation received by Rev. Okada. Hence,  NAAM is not 

just the Name of God, as many Theologians would have 

us believe. 

Since this Holy Life Force  (NAAM) finds mention in a large 

variety of sources, some directly from the Divine, it is 

imperative for our theologians and custodians of Religion 

and Heads of other Spiritual Societies, to make a 

thorough study of this very important replica of God on 

Earth, which can and must be felt when gaining spiritual 

resurrection in True meditation.  

5. Symptoms of Arousal 

Since this great Holy Power is also inside of us, 

although in dormancy, it is here, where there is a chance 

and a good possibility, of getting it awakened into a 

useful and beneficent presence.  

This awakening of the Sleeping Giant is achieved 

only through the Charisma, the spiritual gift of God in 

correct worship and meditation. And, when such an 

arousal of the colossal Sleeping Giant takes place inside 

of us, how could it be that we cannot even feel the stirring 

up of this  gargantuan energy? It is therefore logical and 

certainly most natural for us to begin to actually feel the 

awakening of this potential but erstwhile Sleeping Giant. 

These feelings and experiences when the  NAAM Kallaah, 

the Holy Spirit within us is animated and aroused into an 

awakening, can take a varied variety of forms.  

This most welcome resurrection may cause a physical 

vibration or movement, an emotional outburst of 

utterances (Speaking in Tongues, Akath Kathaa), 

yawning, crying, laughing, seeing visions, horripilation, 

salivation, perspiration, feeling cold and/ or benumbed, 

feeling vary heavy or as light as a feather, exaltation in 

ecstasy and its various ramifications. Startling though 

these may be to a 



 

neophyte, we ask again that, when such a gigantic 

Potential Energy lying in quiescence, suddenly is 

awakened into activity, should jt not be accompanied by 

some tell-tale signs? Surely it should!  

A "piginy" atom bomb, (compared to present day 

advanced destructive innovations) when dropped over 

Hiroshima in 1945 caused such a colossal shake up and 

devastating repercussions. Won't a greater potential 

power a billion trillion times greater than the above, 

shake you out of your doldrums when ignited? Hence, 

please accept the gracious fact that in meaningful 

meditation, one should exper ience a multitude of 

reactions, when through the benevolent Grace of God, 

you take on a 'rebirth' and are awakening into heightened 

states of ecstasy, in Charismatic Celestial Worship and 

Vibrant Meditation. May the theologians please take note 

of the true, logical and scientific summation gleaned 

above. 

6. Religious Terminology for AROUSAL 

This phenomenon of the Awakening is referred to as 

Hakikat or Sukr in Islam; Charismatic Ecstasy, or being 

moved by the Holy Spirit in Christianity, Turiya Samadhi in 

Buddhism, which the Chinese in Mahayana Buddhism 

call it Dun Wu and Wei Woo Wei in Taoism. In Sikhism, the 

manifestation is known as  NAAM Rengan, Kheidaah or 

Wismaath NAATH.  Hence the appropriateness of this 

Indian language Title  WISMAATH NAATH of the World 

Spiritual Foundation's Journal. In Hinduism, it is referred 

to as Paramananda, Rasamrita or variously as awakening 

of the Kundalini. In corroboration of this dire desirability, 

may we quote from Pg. 4 of the SGGS where it is revealed 

in the Japji Sahib, 

"Bharieih mutt paapan kai sung, oh dhopei naawai kei 

rung" 

"When the mind and being is polluted brimful and 

heavy laden by sinful leanings, it can be purified and 

cleansed only by the experience of the vibrant awakening 

and the stirring of the  NAAM Kallaah (Holy Life Force)".  

Hence although all forms of faithful prayer and 

meditation will bring about some measure of good 

results, it does seem necessary from the above 

revelation that a more effective purification will only 

result if the prayer/meditation is accompanied by a real 

feeling of exaltation and ecstasy. It should also be known 

that such a dynamic awakening of the NAAM Power is not 

easy to come by, as is re-iterated in the following 

quotation from the  SGGS Pg. 279. 

"Naam rung sarah sukh hoeh. Badbhaagee kesai prapat 

hoei", meaning: 

"The experience of the awakening of  NAAM Power 

gives complete solace and sobriety. But only those few 

with great good fortune can attain to this State".  

It will be noted from the above, therefore, that this 

elixir of "NAAM rung", the stirring of the Soul in arousal, is 

the acclaimed commodity. So, let us go to great lengths if 

necessary, to acquire it and thus bring it as a valid 

experience of the awakened holy Spirit pulsating into our 

lives. In the Hindu holy Book, the  Ken Upanishad, this 

fundamental reaction and experience in meditation is 

further corroborated by the pithy saying,  

"God is Realised in the Arousal and Exuberance of 

the Awakening." 



 

7. Why Vibrant Meditation? 

This is because everything in the Universe, whether 

solid or liquid or even etheric, is in a state of perpetual 

pulsation, movement, and therefore in Vibration. This 

vibrational aspect of creation was adequately highlighted 

in the previous chapter at No. 6 entitled  "The Law of 

Vibration and Its Interactions".  

We began by briefly explaining the word Charismatic 

as derived from the roots,  CHARISM and CHARISMA, 

meaning a gift of Spiritual Power bestowed by God. Also 

the need why the experiencing of such a Gift was not only 

our birthright, but one that must be acquired for complete 

salvation and solace. Let us now consider why a 

meaningful meditation has to be vibrant  and, as such, 

inherently pulsating and dynamic in nature.  

The highest and most authentic authority for verifying 

any facts of life, especially those verging on Nature or the 

Divine, are the World's revealed Scriptures! Let us see 

what these Scriptures have to tell us about  VIBRATIONS. 

There are innumerable references in the Sikh Scriptures, 

the SGGS, on this topic. It may suffice for the present 

purpose, if we record herein only those, which you will 

notice are pretty direct to the point.  

(i) Page 921 "God pervades the entire Universe as a 

Vibration and by His benevolent Grace alone, He is 

realised within as a Vibrational feeling in deep 

meditation. 

(ii) Page 1291 "He (the Divine) operates everywhere 

as a Vibration, and only through 

feeling of a subtle Vibration within one's self, is His 

Presence realised and discovered." 

Both the above quotations are sufficiently self - 

explanatory and therefore require no further supportive 

comments. Although these alone are adequate to prove 

the validity of a Vibrational form of meditation, we still 

need to go to some length, in driving this particular point 

home, especially as very few of the past and present 

patriarchs of Religion, have touched on this topic to any 

great extent. 

Since all Religions have valid names for this lofty 

phenomenon, it surely must exist! Hence, those in the 

spiritual field who have not yet had the good fortune of 

experiencing this God-given gift, are regrettably 

incomplete in their fulfilments of life's purpose on Earth. 

They must, therefore, strive hard to establish ways and 

means to seek this Gift, and thus bring it into their lives 

for their betterment and speedier salvation.  

8. The Chakras and Kundalini 

The Kundalini referred to above is believed by the 

Yogis to be like a serpent coiled up and normally lying 

dormant at the base of the spine. The Yogis go to great 

lengths in devising various methods to open and awaken 

the 1st Chakra, and later make equally laborious efforts 

to awaken the remaining 6 Chakras one by one, until they 

reach the 7th (Sahasarara), the highest Chakra at the top 

of the Head. 

But with this system of Vibrant Celestial Meditation 

(VCM for short) which we prefer to also call as, Sahej 

Saran Sabudhi (Spontaneous 



 

Superconscious Submission) S.S.S. or the '3S' system, 

not only this Mooladhara Chakra, located at the 

Sacro-coccygeal plexus (base of the spine) is opened 

and aroused, but unknown to most Masters, all the 

remaining 6 Chakras are simultaneously and at once 

opened and enlivened, albeit temporarily, each time one 

begins to actually feel the various reactions of this 

Charismatic vibrant arousal enumerated above. This 

temporary and spasmodic opening of all the Chakras is 

verified through direct perception. However, after an 

extended period of practice, depending upon the rate of 

growth of the individual Soul, all these Chakras remain 

fully opened and activated on a permanent basis. Such a 

fortunate person can then be called a Realised Soul or 

one who has attained Nirvana, Satori etc. This is the 

complete and authentic awakening of the much reputed  

Kundalini. 

9. Location of Chakras and Their Validity 

In reality none of these so called Chakras are located 

anywhere inside of our bodies. If it was so, our Surgeons 

would have found them long ago! They exist outside of 

our physical body but inside our Etheric effervescent 

body, which surrounds us all around like a sheath as a 

reflective replica of our normal physical body and 

extending out to a distance of a few inches. The Chakras 

in this Etheric double are located exactly opposite to the 

important glands in our normal physical body, as 

vortexes of balancing energy. The condition of our glands 

and hence the vitality of our overall system depends on 

the wholesome condition or otherwise of these Chakras 

in our Etheric double. 

In actual fact, we don't have to worry or pay much 

attention to the configuration and the significance of 

these Chakras since their activation and enlivenment will 

be automatically taken care of, when we practice 

regularly this 3S style of Vibrant Celestial Meditation. 

You may be rather surprised to be told that most of the 

proponents and authors^of the current books on 

Kundalini Yoga, have not had their own Kundalinis 

adequately 'opened'. If they really had all their Chakras 

opened, they would not in the first place record what one 

sees written in these inadequate books, part of which are 

most misleading. 

The above concise critical comments on the widely 

accepted Kundalini Yoga theory and practices require a 

detailed exposition to adequately expose these age- old 

inadequacies. These will be revealed in sufficient detail 

in a coming book by the author to be called "The  

KUNDALINI CAPER". Perhaps for the first time in centuries, 

this great myth of the Kundalini will be laid bare!  

10. Present Apathetic State of Affairs 

We know of many a priest, pastor and countless other 

religious adherents, who are really God- enthused, but 

who have not had the good fortune of receiving any 

reaction or ecstasy in Worship/ Meditation so far. Not 

only they, but their very Masters and heads of world-wide 

Spiritual Societies and Missions have not had the great 

good fortune of receiving such welcome Holy signs and 

experiences. These are resuscitated and aroused out of 

their state of dormancy, of this great Ho ly Life Force, the 

Holy Spirit within. 



 

It is sad to observe that since the very Patriarchs of 

present day Religions and the Masters of various 

Spiritual Societies haven't had the real charismatic and 

vibrant experience of such awakening, how could they be 

expected to pass on the desired information to their 

disciples? The state of ignorance that exists is indeed a 

case for grave concern. 

11. Changing of Advisers - Going back to The 
Scriptures 

Hence our advice to genuine seekers is to leave no 

stone unturned, in their quest to find a Guide, who can 

show them the path which allows them to experience the 

vibrant arousal or awakening which is known to all VCM 

meditators. Please read once again the quotations from 

the Scriptures as entered above under Section 6. 

12. Later day Scriptures and Current Conditions 

God, in his anxiety and benevolence, having realised 

mankind's lack of understanding and imbibing of these 

sanctified reactions (akin to a  're-birth') have revealed 

further details for these much needed holy experiences in 

greater abundance in the later day Scriptures. For 

instance there is not a single page in the entire Sikh 

Scriptures where reference is not made, first to the 

presence of this Holy Spirit (Naam) and secondly to the 

manner and symptoms of its experience in the awakened 

state of exuberance. On every page is meticulously 

recorded, most times in mystical terminology, the prime 

importance of Meditation with its authoritative technique 

also spelt out over and over again. Yet most Sikhs, 

including other Religionists, we must admit, are bereft of 

such noble experiences. What a pity! This lack, however,  

has been noticed to be current also among other devout 

religionists and not the Sikhs alone. Let us collectively 

put our shoulders to the wheel, to correct this apathetic 

state of affairs. 

13. Christian Charismatic Groups 

We must however, give due credit to the Christian 

community especially the Pentecostal types and other 

such truly Charismatic groups, who are experiencing and 

carrying out so much research into the validity and the 

dire desirability of the actual awakening of the Holy Spirit 

and its varied experiences. Note the use of the phrase 

'truly charismatic' above. It is also known, that there are 

many a Christian Charismatic congregation, where there 

are hardly any authentic manifestations of the awakening 

of the Holy Spirit in one or more modes recounted above.  

This is because of non-practice of the important 

ingredient of total and utter inner yielding and surrender 

to His Will, at the actual profound prayer sessions. 

Because of a general dirth in the understanding and 

acknowledgement of these manifestations of the Holy 

Life Force, the Divine Dynamic Power (Naam), we need 

to provide poignant details on almost every aspect of 

these symptoms of the awakening of the holy Spirit within 

us, from a wider variety of Scriptural sources. These are 

being provided in various other portions of this 

publication. 

14.Indicators of Responsive and other 

Reactionary States 

Multiple quotations are available, from the Sikh and 

other Scriptures which directly allude to every one of 

these Reactionary Symptoms listed above. These can be 

found in other relevant portions of this Book. Because  



 

no Hindu master of International repute has up to this 

point of time divulged to the world in print, the following 

unique and cogent quotation (and although it is appearing 

in other relevant portions of this publication) permit us to 

repeat same for ease of reference, which orginally 

appeared in the Bhagvatam in Canto 12 Chap. 9 (24)

 _______________________________  

"When the devotees heart melts in  MY LOVE and his 

voice is broken by  sobs, and without any sense of 

shame, sometimes weeps profusely or bursts into 

laughter or sings aloud, or at times Dances in ecstasy,  

such a Bhagta (Saint) who is thus united in Me, can even 

purify the whole world."  

The above quotations provide adequate proof that 

God does desire for man to even receive movements like 

unto dancing, in profound Worship/Meditation. Other 

miscellaneous responsive reactions are dealt with further 

on, towards the end of this Chapter, under the 

sub-heading, "Other Strange Spiritual States".  

15. Prophet NANAK in Dance 

The above (including a string of many more such 

references) are pointers to what our heightened worship 

can lead us to. Why was lord Chaitanya, the Hindu Sage 

of the 15th Century always  dancing in his 

congregations? Lord Krishna's  dances with his Gopis 

(female playmates) were no ordinary mundane foolery. 

The historic meeting of the Prophet Nanak with Lord 

Chaitanya in 1510, when both danced together in arousal 

is on record. More on this meeting, described in detail in 

Chapter 11. Guru Gobind Singh Ji, the 10th prophet of 

the Sikhs, refers to it as  Haal ki mustee, meaning, 

"Dance under 

intoxication of the Holy Spirit." He further says in the  

Prem Somarag Granth  (Doctrine on Love a Highway to 

God) on Page 146. 

"There are several kinds of passions and emotions... Of 

all these, the Haal Ki Mustee, is the highest and most 

sublime, which is termed Sahej (Spontaneous) Yoga. 

Other Similar Type Organisations 

In the recent past, Divine revelations under certain 

startling circumstances have been received by an 

Eastern Mahaguru who was directed by the Divine to 

inaugurate a Spiritual Organisation to be called Susila 

Budhi Dharma championing the cause of Responsive 

reactions in their prayer practices. Parallel to this there is 

another noble Japanese lady, Madam Ogamisama, 

belonging to a world-wide rapidly rising organisation 

called, TENSHO-KOTAI-JINGU-KYO. One of the largest 

Temple building complexes in Japan with ultra-modern 

technical facilities incorporated, situated in Tabuse near 

Hiroshima pointing to  Dancing in ecstasy as one of the 

highest types of worship. Thus giving vent to  Feeling, 

Movements, Utterances, etc. forming the essence and 

the central core of their worshipful Spiritual practices. So 

let us not ignore these forebodings, both as already 

enshrined in our various Scriptures of old, and now being 

Divinely received in the later days, as something most 

necessary. You are invited to actually try out these 

spiritual systems with an open mind, to approve or 

dissapprove their validity.  

16.Episodes of Application of These Divine 

Movements in our Daily Lives 

These movements of body, arms and legs in the  



 

was where my residence was located. Of course, I had 

no difficulty in reaching home after that, because the 

roads ahead were well lighted and also clearly and 

adequately marked. 

I took particular note of the point where I had come 

out of Windsor Park, to verify next morning by taking the 

correct directions from a map, whether in fact I was 

guided out of the Park by the shortest possible route. 

Next morning was clear and fine and I came back to the 

Congress in the same car, by entering Windsor Park at 

the same point I had come out of it, the previous night. To 

my pleasant surprise, it was discovered that my inner 

guidance on the previous night, had let me out of the 

Park by the shortest route possible! Hence our format of 

prayer should be such as would bring into manifestation 

a movement or other reaction which, as proved above, 

can later stand us in good stead, at vital moments in our 

life's multifarious activities.  

(b)In PARIS 

The same sort of situation arose a few years earlier, 

when I had to drive a car through Paris to seek a few 

destinations located at almost opposite ends of the city. 

To have a good look at every street name for direction, 

when in motion with heavy traffic hugging behind you, 

was a near impossible task. So here again, I would 

merrily drive along, with my hands manipulating the 

steering wheel as moved by the inner guidance, without 

worrying about checking street names, but just keeping 

in mind the address of the location desired. After a while, 

these internal promptings would give indications to stop 

and check my whereabouts. It always turned out, that I 

was 

Dance of Ecstasy, after they have sufficiently percolated 

into our system, these can be recalled into use in 

emergency situations such as these... The following 

examples illustrate this point: - 

(a) In LONDON 

In 1987, while attending a Religious Congress at 

Windsor Park in London, one of the late sessions ended 

past midnight when all means of Public Transport had 

ceased for the day. I was staying at one end of London's  

Heathrow Airport some 20 km away. A friend of mine 

loaned me a car to get back home but it was raining 

heavily and the thick foliage of the trees all around in 

Windsor Park, did not permit the spotting of road names. 

I took a look at a map which impressed my mind at the 

general direction which should be taken. I got into the car 

and took up the wheel.  

As I approached the first junction, I let myself be 

spontaneously guided, as I was used to in my Vibrant 

Worship sessions. My hands swung the wheel into a 

direction, which seemed to be almost opposite to the 

bearing I had impressed in my mind, after looking at the 

map. The same thing happened when I crossed the 

second and the third junctions, in that the wheels were 

turned quite a bit away from the general directions, I 

thought I should be heading for. When I came to the 4th 

junction, my normal rational guiding awareness was 

completely disorientated. So I let my hands and arms turn 

the wheel in the way my inner guidance was directing me. 

After crossing this 4th junction, I soon came to the edge 

of Windsor Park and on to a brightly lit main highway, 

pointing clearly towards  Heathrow Airport, which 



 

usually brought to within fifty meters or so of the desired 

location, after which it was so simple to pin -point my 

destination. 

I have always thanked God and most importantly my 

awakened Inner Master, for making such things possible. 

These operations are not feasible when our meditation 

and worship is not accompanied by a Vibrant feeling, a 

movement and all the other reactions that our body/mind 

complex is capable of experiencing. So we need to check 

and verify our Worship/Meditation techniques whether 

indeed we are heading in the right direction. If not, let us 

adopt a technique which incidentally is given in detail in  

all our Scriptures, and entered quite profusely in this 

publication, by which we have a better chance of actually 

experiencing the awakening of the potential power 

(Naam Kallaah) which is resident, normally dormant but 

docile within our Being. 

17. Other Strange Spiritual States 

We could next consider symptoms like laughing/ 

crying, trembling/swaying, whirling, heavy/light feeling, 

horripilation (hair standing on end), heavy breathing and 

so on, with a view to gleaning pertinent references to 

these valid experiences from our Scriptures. Although we 

have among our notes, Scriptural references to each and 

every one of these states, constraints of space does not 

permit for these to be brought out here in this Chapter. 

But the Scriptural material that has already been 

highlighted hitherto, should more than suffice to establish 

the truth, that God is behind all these seeming startling 

manifestations of awakening of the Holy Spirit Naam 

Kallaah, the Divine Dynamic Power. Before this, it  

was lurking dormant, but pliably docile in the Divine 

depths within our Being, waiting to be spiritually 

awakened to enable us claim back our noble high 

heritage of a wholesome and noble human being.  

Note the need for an euphoric reaction, which always 

heralds the beginning of a true spiritual Awakening. 

Direct hints in cryptic poetic languages on the need for 

such benign reactions are given in all the World's 

Scriptures. It requires a knowledgeable discerning mind, 

backed by actual experiences of these vibrational 

reactions to spot and single out these cogent quotations 

(as corroboratory Divine directions) which also serve as 

inspirational injunctions for the aspirant.  

The above incorporates an in-depth meticulous 

research in the Science of Divine Dynamic Vibratory 

Power, which would serve to open a new vista into these 

hitherto unexposed spiritual realms. We expect only 

those aspirants to appreciate and. to accept these 

seemingly strange spiritual experiences, who have been 

prepared from previous meritorious Karmas. Whereas 

others (quite rightly in their own apparent wisdom) will 

keep on questioning and doubting these Holy 

manifestations, although the Scriptures verify their 

validity as already gleaned and recorded above and 

further detailed in the Chapters that follow. We extend 

our profound sympathies to the doubting individuals for 

many among them are honest, good mannered, 

intelligent and God-fearing citizens. 



 

Each person when attempting to explore the Divine 

may be led to study the Religious Scriptures. After 

reading through these voluminous Scriptures, he starts 

to look within seeking inner joy and peace. Whether you 

are inspired by Science or Religion you begin to 

appreciate that you have to be in tune with Nature, as 

much as is possible. Spirituality a ims at consolidating all 

your energies scattered on account of your varied 

interests in life. The Divine has endowed you with one 

Life Force. The great strength of this force cannot be 

realised unless it is focused into one channel. Before it 

becomes one with the Creator and the Creation, it has to 

be one consolidated in your whole being. This 

harmonisation can be achieved through spirituality by 

way of Meditation. 

Meditation is one with Science. Both aim at human 

elevation. There is a common belief that Sc ience and 

Meditation functiun in opposite directions. Our view is 

just the opposite. We are confident that Science and 

Meditation function in harmony with each other. Perhaps 

previously, this aspect was not explored in sufficient 

depth. We are now taking it up on a scientific basis to 

prove that Science provides the necessary assistance 

for establishing some fundamental principles of 

Spirituality. 

In this chapter  "SCIENCE To SPIRITUALITY" we have 

used scientific terminology, which may otherwise not be 

common in day-to-day life. We have tried to 
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be straight and simple in our language and treatment of 

the topic. The scientists while studying this chapter will 

be convinced that they too have an equal right to study 

and embrace Spirituality through Meditation, for total 

elevation of their Being. If Science and Spirituality do not 

have a common goal, then complete harmony, 

attunement and oneness cannot be realized. These are 

two arms of one and the same body, which need to work 

in synchronicity to evolve into a singular force, — the 

Holy Life Force, as already endowed on us by  THE DIVINE. 

For our research let us begin with the very elements of 

Matter. 

1. Molecules 

Let us take any solid substance and keep dividing and 

sub-dividing it into smaller and yet smaller chips until we 

come to the smallest chip of it. Further sub-division will 

render the constituents of the substance unrecognisab le. 

This smallest chip of matter which still retains the original 

pattern and characteristics of the substance under study, 

is called a Molecule or a Compound. This is already too 

small to be seen even under a powerful microscope. It we 

further sub-divide a Molecule we come down in many 

cases to what we call Atoms and Elements, which are 

even smaller. 

Let us take a Molecule or Compound of Water. It is 

made up of 2 atoms of Hydrogen (H) and one atom of 

Oxygen (O), known by the acronym ^O. Hydrogen and 

Oxygen are known as Elements. 

2. Atom 

An Atom is the smallest form of matter which  

retains the recognisable properties of Elements. An Atom 

is therefore the smallest piece of matter of which anything 

is made up of. Further sub-division of an Atom would 

bring us to what the Scientist label as Particles. Now, let 

us take a look at what is inside of the famous Atom.  

Each atom has a centre portion called the Nucleus. 

The nucleus is made up of positively charged particles 

called Protons and uncharged particles called Neutrons. 

Around the nucleus, there is a largish space in which 

move negatively charged particles called Electrons. The 

electrons move around the nucleus in fixed orbits at very 

high speeds. The nucleus of the Atoms can therefore be 

likened unto our Sun with the Electrons representing the 

various Planets of our Solar system.  

It has been determined that the space between the 

nucleus of an Atom and the rotating Electrons is relatively 

proportional to the distance between our Sun and the 

various Planets that orbit around the Sun! Hence the 

Scientific validity of the famous phrase, Microcosm (atom 

particles) equals Macrocosm (the external universe). So 

says the Scriptural injunction, "Joe Pendei so 

brahmandei", meaning "What is inside the Body, so it is 

outside everywhere" Therefore, the Atom is largely made 

up of plenty of empty spaces. Consequently, we come to 

certain important conclusions which are relevant to our 

topic of discussion. 

Modern science has revealed that the internal 

structure of an atom is even more complicated. But let us 

for a moment stick to this older concept to prove a point of 

the highly vibrational nature of all atoms.  



 

3. Oscillatory Empty Spaces 

Delving deeper into what really goes on inside an 

atom, the following observations emerge. 

(i) Considering the high speed and thus the 

vibrational motion and movement of the constituent 

particles of an Atom, we can say with certainty that all 

matter, whether solid, liquid or gaseous is in a state of 

constant vibration. Thus, our own miniscule cells whether 

belonging to our bones, muscles or brain matter, are in a 

perpetual state of Vibration and oscillation. This 

phenomenon is indicated in its entirety on the Chart 

depicting the entire Nature's Electro-Magnetic Spectrum 

at Fig. 2 ahead. 

(ii) With the existence of relatively large amounts of 

space inside every atom, no substance, be it solid, 

gaseous, metal or liquid, is really impenetrable and 

impermeable. This explains how in seance meetings of 

certain Spiritualistic groups, solid objects called aports, 

can be seen to penetrate through concrete walls. These 

are of course lower order spirit phenomenon, which we 

should not unnecessarily delve into.  

This fluidity and pliability of seemingly solid 

substances should be borne in mind when explaining the 

penetrative power of psychics and even saintly 

personages, who acquire the ability to see through any 

seeming obstruction, to discern and perceive the 

unknown. This power is automatically acquired without 

untoward effort, when the spiritual giant, the Holy Spirit  

(NAAM) power is awakened, through what we are labelling 

as Vibrant Celestial Meditation.  

4. Convergence of Science and Spirituality 

The World and the entire Creation itself is a form 

of vibration as amply proved above. Everything in this 

Universe whether animate or inanimate is oscillating 

and, therefore, in a state of movement. All the various 

aspects of nature, consisting of Heat, Light, Sound, 

Gravity, Magnetism, Electricity, Radio/ TV Waves and all 

other such phenomenon are made up of vibrations of 

different rates of frequency or oscillations. The entire 

gamut of what the Creation is made up of, can be 

scientifically classified as embodied in one all -inclusive 

Electro-Magnetic Frequency Spectrum  of Nature, as 

depicted diagramatically at Fig 2. Ahead. 

5. Frequency & Wavelength 

Before we proceed to consider this composite 

spectrum of Nature, let us come to an understanding of 

what constitutes a  VIBRATION. A quivering, oscillating, 

swinging, and cyclic to and fro motion can be called a 

Vibration. A whole period of movement to and fro of 

anything vibrating is termed a frequency, c  ycle 

or a wave motion. These waves or frequencies 

(oscillations) can have different intensities and speeds 

depending upon their amplitude and rapidity. There are 

two types of waves, the Transverse and the Longitudinal. 

The former applies to those having electro-magnetic 

properties such as Radio and Television. The later 

applies to the phenomenon of  Sound, depicted in Fig. 1. 

Sound waves are produced through percussion. 

These Sound waves carve or vibrate the air around 

into compression and rarefaction as depicted in the 

Diagram at Fig 1, and in this way travel outward at 

approximately 760 miles per hour, which is the speed of  

SOUND. The Electronic waves, on the other hand, travel 

much faster, at 186,000 miles/second, or at  



 

300,000,000 metres/second, i.e., more than 7 times 

around the world in one second, which is also the speed 

of LIGHT. This diagram below also depicts the Electronic 

Transverse Wave for comparison.  

Transverse. W*VE. 
K ---------------------  W»WE.LE.ncth ---------------------------- »! 

 

Fig. 1 

The transverse Electronic Waves consist of 3 

ingredients, the Velocity (V) in Metres/second, 

Wavelength (W) in Metres and Frequency (F) in 

Cycles/sec. These are tied together by an Equation, V= 

W x F. 

Velocity 

Hence, Wavelength =  ------------------------  

Frequency 

Velocity 

or, Frequency = -------------------  

Wavelength 

So, any Wave can be referred to in metres (m), 

centimetres (cm) or even in millimeters (mm) or cycles 

and kilocycles per second (c/s or kc/s) "k" stands for 

1000. When the wavelength becomes very tiny and small 

it is referred to in more appropriate smaller units called 

Angstroms. 

An Angstrom = 1 Millionth of a Millimeter. 6. 

Frequency Spectrum Chart  

With the above introduction, the Chart at Fig 2 on the  

Electro-magnetic Frequency Spectrum of 

nature will be more easily understood and appreciated. It 

will be interesting to scan over the entire Chart from the 

left to the right; i.e., from the lowest frequencies to the 

highest Vibrations. Let it be understood at the very outset 

that whatever pulsates or vibrates will also radiate its 

activity and energy in all directions to varying distances. 

This is very evident in the communication of  Sound and 

Radio/TV waves from one location to another. Note, how 

it takes a lapse of time for Sound emanating from one 

Source some distance away, before it can reach us.  
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7. Beta, Alpha, Theta, Delta and Epsilon 

Reference may now be made to the Chart at Fig. 3, 

which shows the various stages of the mind's workings. 

The lowest pulsations as depicted, belong to the area of 

our brain. It has been discovered through the means of 

the Electro-encephalograph (EEG) electronic 

instruments, that the brain while functioning at various 

levels of awareness, produces a weak electric current at 

certain rates of pulsation, measured in cycles /sec. or in 

short (c/s). The lowest brain frequencies (pulsations) 

recorded are in the range of 0-7 cycles per sec., which 

are known as Delta and Theta waves. In deep sleep 

without dreams, the pulsation may also approach close to 

zero. 

There is a rare state of our brain, not measurable by 

our present day scientific instruments, below the zero 

level, which we can call as Epsilon, and which comes into 

play when we transcend into the Turiya, the 4th state of 

Cosmic Consciousness even while we are in the wakefu l 

state. These the senior VCM meditators can manifest 

bringing into realisation the various stupendous states of 

clairvoyance, and the like. Together with the next higher 

range known as Alpha (7-14c/s), these three, Delta, 

Theta and Alpha constitute what is called the Inner 

Conscious levels. They are broadly considered as highly 

Creative and are in the region of the Spiritual realm.  

Developing Babies and Children are mostly in the 

Theta region as shown on the Chart where they are 

basically intuitive and of a fairly high spiritual status. 

Note also the locations of Carnal and Divine love on the 

Chart, and that even most parts of Carnal Love fall into 

the Spiritual realm. This clearly reveals  

that we must .consider the sex act with due sanctity. 

Dreams entered on the right hand side on the diagram 

are covered during the Intermediate level VCM 

Seminars. 

Moving up into the frequency of the Beta Region 

(14-30 c/s), we find that this is the locale of all our Outer 

Conscious day to day activities. These are categorised 

as in the Material World. Hence, the states achieved in 

meditation lie in the Alpha, Theta, Delta and the Epsilon 

regions, which fall within the spiritual realms. The lower 

the pulsating frequency recorded by our brain, the 

deeper and more creative is the intensity of our 

meditation. These lower pulsating frequencies are 

achieved when the brain is in a more relaxed state. The 

more relaxed and emptied (surrendered) the brain is the 

lower the pulsating frequency achieved. Meditation at 

these levels become deeper and more beneficial. A 

separate Chart at Fig. 3 provides more insight into the 

workings of the Mind. 

8. Mind's Emanations during Meditation 

At the same time, while in deeper states of meditation, 

our Brain also begins to resonate at the super high 

frequencies located at the right hand end of the spectrum 

shown on Fig. 2. Beyond the region of the Cosmic Rays 

into the Etheric Divine Realm which one can say is the 

abode of the Archangels and the Divine Itself. Therefore, 

our brain in the deepest state of meditation, when the 

Naam Kellaah the Holy Life Force is awakened, vibrates 

at composite frequencies, both in the lowest ELF (Extra 

Low Frequency) Range and at the same time, the Super 

High frequency range, well beyond the Cosmic Ray 

region depicted. 



 

This takes place more or less in the same manner as 

any normal Radio broadcast transmission where two 

composite frequencies emanate, one a higher frequency, 

the Carrier Wave, which has the quality of carrying along, 

great distances, the 2nd Low (audio) Frequency which 

constitutes the 'intelligence' (speech or music). In the 

case of the brain the 'intelligence' frequencies are in the 

spectrum of Beta, Alpha, Theta, Delta and Epsilon low 

frequencies. The inherent superhigh frequency beyond 

the Cosmic frequencies of thoughts which serve as the 

Carrier Wave that helps to carry the lower 'intelligent' 

frequency's potent emanations (generated by Meditation) 

practically to anywhere in the entire universe, which 

includes even all the Galactic Regions! This is how 

Healings and other such Transformations take immediate 

effect at great distances!  

9. Earth's Emanations 

While on this band of oscillations, indicated on Fig. 2 

let us not miss mention of the Earth's Resonance, 

sometimes referred to as Schumann Resonance which 

interestingly lies at the lower and more powerful edge of 

the creative Alpha range of 7.8 c/s. With a largish Radio 

Receiver turned to this frequency without the external 

use of a battery or electric mains power, the eminent 

scientist, Nikola Tesla could light a tiny bulb anywhere, 

proving that the Earth's pulsations (vibrations) do 

generate a tiny electric current. We have learnt that 

whatever vibrates, radiates electrical energy in all 

directions and so does our Earth, the Globe as proved 

above. 

10. Sound 

While still on Fig. 2 we come next to the region  

of SOUND, the Audio Frequency Range. The lowest 

vibration rate our ear can respond to is approximately 20 

c/s and the highest being 20 Kc/s or 20,000 c/ s. These 

are called the limits of audibility. Dogs and certain other 

animals are capable of hearing beyond 20 Kc/s. This is 

why when our Hi-Fi enthusiasts put on a full frequency 

range record or tape, the dog in the home sometimes 

acts crazily! 

It is due to the fact that these expensive Hi-Fi 

amplifiers can reproduce sound frequencies beyond the 

20 kc/s limits of human audibility. Whilst the humans are 

not capable of hearing such reproduction, dogs certainly 

can! We move on next to the region of the Ultra Sonic 

wave (20 kc/s to 70 kc/s). Whereas humans cannot hear 

such frequencies, these waves are beneficially used in 

various forms of Healing and Diagnosis, such as the 

Medical Scanners, which like the X-Ray machines, can 

even trace the outline of various body organs and at the 

same time assist in crushing of Kidney and Gal Bladder 

stone formations lodged in these organs, etc. 

11. Radio/TV Waves 

Let us move now to the very wide range of 

electronically produced transverse Waves used in all 

manner of Radio and Television Communications which 

stretch from 10 Kc/s to beyond 300 mc/s up to 10 cm 

long, the very Short wavelengths or Super High 

frequencies. All manner of Radio/TV broadcasting and a 

varied variety of Radio and Radar communication 

applications operate within these frequencies. The new 

and most powerful laser beams famous for their 'Star 

Wars' military and other beneficial industrial uses, lie 

beyond this band of frequencies into the Infra-Red area. 



 

12. Light 

Going into the higher rate of Vibration and before 

reaching the spectrum of HEAT and Infra-Red Light, is an 

Unknown Region, whose band of frequencies area yet to 

be harnessed by man for any worthwhile purpose. 

Infra-Red is a region of Light which although unable to be 

seen by our naked eyes, can however sensitise certain 

special photographic plates, proving their existence as in 

the well known Infra- Red photography, of which most 

people are unaware of. Just before coming on to visible 

Light, in the Infra-Red region and where Solar Rays 

reach the Earth, is the vibratory frequency of our total 

Human Body complex, measured at 10 microns or 0.001 

cm wavelength. 

We say total integral Body, because each of our 

individual bodily organs seem to vibrate at slightly 

different frequencies. 

13. Colour 

Since our Body vibrations sit just below that of Visible 

Light, containing the whole range of colours from Red, 

Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet and Ultra Violet. 

This may be the reason why Chromotherapy, i.e. the art 

of healing the body by exposing its different parts to 

luminance from certain selected Colours, to bring about 

remarkable beneficial heal ing effects. Therefore, take 

note, that the phenomenon of beautiful Colours that we 

see around us is nothing but the manifestation of a 

radiation of different vibratory frequencies. The higher 

band after visible Colour which is that of the Ultra -Violet 

region, is too well known for its usefulness and even a 

measure of destructiveness to need any further 

comment. 

14. X-Rays 

Beyond the Ultra-Violet region and before the 

applicable part of the X-RAY Band, shown on Fig. 2, is yet 

another wide spectrum unknown to man just yet, for any 

meaningful applicability in our lives. The X-Ray Spectrum 

famous for its medical uses and other industrial 

applications, require no explanation. Next we come 

across Beta and Gamma rays that are associated with 

nuclear fission, which when released can cause untold 

short and long term harm on man and his environment.  

15. Cosmic Radiations 

The last known frontier of Science, brings us to 

Cosmic Rays and Cosmic Radiations, and only the 

power-packed harmful effects of which have so far been 

explored and harnessed. Work on this kinetic power base 

is shrouded with mystery and top level secrecy in the 

great laboratories of USA and erstwhile Russia. The 

potential that is being researched and harnessed in this 

Cosmic Ray region is only a small fraction , perhaps less 

than 20% of what can be known for applicability towards 

total human welfare. It will be noticed that as we explore 

the regions and the bands higher and higher in the rate of 

Vibrations and oscillations, we are getting into more and 

more powerful and even more mystical realms, the region 

of Archangels, Devataas and other Celestial Beings.  

16. Region of Divine Power 

There is no doubt in our minds that the very source of 

the Holy Life Force, the  NAAM Power, originates from this 

region of the very highest rates of frequency and 

vibrations. In corroboration of this assumption please 

refer to Section 7 of the last  



 

Chapter No. 7 above and read once again the two 

scriptural quotations printed therein, to take note of 

God's own pronouncements about this phenomenon.  

So the only way open to us is to lift up our body/mind 

rates of vibration to a high enough reverberation which 

can then spontaneously resonate at these range of 

frequencies, that are inherent in these Etheric Divine 

realms. This we implore can only be done through 

benevolent help from God, when we can learn to totally 

throw ourselves in His laps in humble and total 

submission in Vibrant Worship and Charismatic Prayer, 

as has been brought out in Chapter 2 and other relevant 

chapters. 

17. Thoughts 

Thought waves (vibrations) as depicted in Fig. 2, also 

lie in these higher realms. Since they too are vibrations 

that have the ability to radiate in all directions, this 

validates the famous saying  "Thoughts are material 

things, they have body, mind and wings".  Science is 

now beginning to appreciate and understand that the 

fastest speed known to man is not that of  LIGHT but that  

THOUGHTS which can travel even faster. So the speediest 

vehicle in Nature is not  LIGHT which we can 'see' but 

Thoughts which we cannot see but can 'feel' or discern. 

So always endeavour to dwell on wholesome loving and 

positive thoughts, instead of polluting ourselves and the 

atmosphere around our environment with negative, 

agitative and hateful thought emanations.  

18. Vibrational Range of Reactions in Meditation 

In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to 

define and prove the existence of  VIBRATION in all 

Creation, both scientifically and also by  gleaning 

references from, the Scriptures, which verify its ubiquity, 

the omnipresence. In the WSF Seminars the Scientific 

facts about all manner of Vibrations, Frequencies and 

oscillations are dealt with in greater depth. We hope the 

reader would by now come to a firm conviction and 

belief, that the entire Cosmos and every particle therein, 

is in a perpetual state of Vibration and Oscillation. The 

Scriptures while authenticating this fact of Nature have 

also come out with an important revelation that 

providence (God) can only be fully known through a 

Vibrant feeling and a Vibrational experience of a  

Reaction. The various broad symptoms of such an 

experience were also spelt out under Section 5 entitled,  

Symptoms of Arousal in the last Chapter No. 7.  

How many of us have really and truly experienced 

such an arousal state so far? Perhaps very few. Can we 

not now come to the conclusion that if we have not yet 

been blessed in experiencing these reactive states, 

which are of a vibratory nature, that there is something 

lacking in the manner of our worship and meditation? As 

amply proved earlier on, it is the Holy Spirit (Naam 

Kellaah) lying dormant within us, which when adequately 

awakened, will enable us to be sanctified with the 

experience of these precious vibrational euphoric 

reactions. While we adore and acknowledge the 

presence of this Holy Life Force, the Holy Spirit in and 

around us, are we not conscious now that if the 

symptoms of its arousal are not yet actually felt and 

experienced by us, that we have hitherto been only doing 

lip service to acknowledging its presence? 



 

Similar Universal Type Worship/ 

Meditation In All The World's 

Scriptures 
Paper presented by Sri Bhai Sahib 

at the Assembly of World Religions, 

August 15-21, 1990 in San Francisco 

[Note : Certain portions of this paper are already being 

covered 

in other parts of this Book. These are deliberately being 

repeated 

here for the sake of completeness and continuity]  

The word Religion is a derivative from Latin, 

meaning to 'bind in devotion'. This sounds similar to 

the Indian word 'Yoga', which also means to 'unite or 

bind together'. This binding to God in devotion 

suggests a format of worship, a devotional worship.  

I suggest that we explore the various formats of 

worship pertaining to each Religion, to see if there is 

any similarity. If perchance we are able to strike a 

close enough similarity between the techniques of 

worship, i.e., devotional inner binding with God the 

Creator, then we would have gone a long way in 

bringing about an even closer unity among the 

seemingly divergent Faiths of the worlds' people. 

Then these similarities along with the very obvious 

equivalences of the do's and dont's in the 

behavioural norms as are always entered in all the 

Scriptures, would certainly serve as a strong bulwark 

in the effective and meaningful Unity of Religions, 

that we all aspire to achieve.  



 

My long and ardous research, during the better part of 

my life, spanning the last 50 years or so, has at long last 

indicated without any shadow of doubt, that the  true 

technique of real worship/ meditation, as spelt out in the 

acknowledged Scriptures of all Religions, is one and the 

same. This sweeping statement might surprise many a 

religionist. Note the usage above, of the emboldened 

words, 'true' and 'real'. One has to transcend or go 

beyond the ritualistic aspects of the different formats of 

worship, to recognise the underlying core of what is 'real' 

and 'true' and also common to these multifarious 

techniques of worship, available to the world at large.  

The one and only Creator has through his chosen 

Prophets, and as seen enshrined in the various religious 

Scriptures, has given the true technique of worship for 

efficacious union with the Divine. However, one common 

feature of the Scriptures of various Faiths is that they are 

mostly couched in metaphor and allegory, with the usage 

of cryptic and enigmatic expressions; the correct 

interpretation of which has eluded many a mystic.  

As such, the custodians of the various Faiths, have 

unwittingly led their followers into the existing formats of 

worship, which do not bear genuine semblance to what 

was really intended by the Creator. Hence, such 

techniques of worship as promulgated and as were 

understood by the level of understanding of the 

translators of the respective Faith's Scriptures may be 

considered as academic or literal renderings. This will 

become increasingly clear as we review below, the 

pertinent passages from the relevant  

Scriptures of each Faith, pertain ing to the methodology 

of worship/ meditation enjoined by God on man.  

Synopsis of this True Technique of Worship/ 

Meditation 

To be true, the technique has to be effective. To be 

effective it must bring about a change of state in man. As 

stated above, religious worship is to seek a binding, a 

rapport or a union with God. When this takes place, there 

has to be a proof or a confirmation that one is indeed on 

the right track. This confirmation is provided by an 

arousal, an awakening, an ecstatic experience and a 

stirring of the seed of spirituality, known as  Naam 

Rengan or Naam Ras among the  SIKHS, Rasamrita or 

Pramananda in HINDUISM, Sukr and Hakikat in ISLAM, 

Charismatic Ecstasy or Rebirth in CHRISTIANITY. Turiya 

Samadhi or Satori in BUDDHISM,  which the Chinese in 

their dialect refer to as  Dun Wu (Mahayana Buddhism). 

Wei Wu Wei or Tsu-Jan in TAOISM and Shinjingiotsu or 

muga-no-mata in esoteric Shintoism. 

The true technique to achieve these much sought 

after states of arousal is so simple, that it defies 

acceptability and imagination. Yet the methods adopted 

to realise these high states of spiritual experience are 

entrenched deep down in all the Religious Scriptures. 

There is a common denominator in this technique of true 

worship as revealed in the various Scriptures, which we 

shall explore in turn further on.  

Research into Religion has shown that the technique 

to have the stamp of the Divine, must fulfill certain basic 

criteria. I have devised the following catch-words and 

phrases to define the process and its  



 

flow. For it to be genuine and efficacious, the technique 

of worship must also follow somewhat the sequential 

order given below. It has to be,  

i) Simple 

ii) Natural 

iii) Effortless 

iv) Spontaneous, and carried out in total and utter 

state of, 

v) Deep submission, surrender and emptiness, 
whereupon must arise the 

vi) Dwelling of Grace, from God Almighty resulting 

in an 

vii) Arousal, which could also be termed as an 

Awakening, an Animation, Euphoria. Exaltation 

or an experience of Ecstasy. More details on this 

state are elucidated further down.  

viii) Union and Oneness with the Divine. 

Any type of worthwhile Worship or Meditation, all 

aspects of which do not conform or tally, with every one 

of the 7 criteria listed above, is not of God but devised by 

man's own thinking and conjecture. If it is claimed to be 

received on high from the revelations of an ascended 

Master, Archangel or a Mahanta, but still does not 

conform to the 7 criteria enumerated above, then that 

'revelation' is not from the highest Divine Source, 

although it may be couched in all manner of other useful 

and even noble forebodings. 

Spiritual Experiences 

Regarding this Arousal I mention in Criteria (vii) 

above, it can take on a very wide variety of forms 

including, Physical, Mental, Emotional, Visual or  

Visionary, Auditory, Vocal, Sensory,  etc. Some of these 

experiences can be quite  startling and sometimes 

somewhat dynamic, depending upon the make-up and 

status of a person's soul, and the degree of purification 

necessary. 

The central theme and requirement in true worship as 

indicated above in criteria (v) is Deep Submission and 

unconditional Self-Surrender to the Will of God in Prayer 

and Meditation. The first four criteria listed, qualify the 

type of self-surrender required and the manner of its 

achievements. It is very important that one must not 

make an extraneous effort to surrender. You should lead 

yourself to deep self effacement in a simple, natural, 

effortless and spontaneous manner, similar to the stance 

one has to adopt, just before falling into a state of 

slumber preceeding sleep every night.  

But on this chosen occasion, when sitting or even 

standing up in worship/meditation, you might not fall 

asleep, but may by the Grace of God, experience an 

Arousal given at criteria (vii), whereby one is transported 

into a most sought after state of ecstatic exaltation, 

experiencing same in any one or more of the wide varie ty 

of formats enumerated above. 

If you are a neophyte, i.e., one who has not yet had 

the good fortune of actually feeling the Presence of God 

within yourself as elucidated above, you will then need to 

be accompanied in Worship by the presence of another 

adept, who before you has already experienced this 

stirring of the soul in arousal; to bear witness to your 

"opening', baptism or re-birth, as it were. 

No concentration or any kind of wilful effort is  



 

called for. Having summarised the true technique of 

worship/meditation and its ramifications, which revolve 

around the prime requirement of complete self - 

effacement, let us now explore the various religious 

Gospels to validate the need for these basic criteria and 

their sub-divisions. 

Total Self-effacement in deep Surrender and 

Submission in all World Scriptures 

Entered below are references from the  Sikh 

Scripture, Sri Guru Granth Sahib  (SGGS) and from the 

Scriptures of other Faiths which establish this prime 

requirement as the most efficacious and basic technique 

of worship/meditation (Bhagti), whereby we don't have to 

put our attention or thought on anything, not even God 

and His various attr ibutes! 

(i) "We are spontaneously led to Worship and 

Meditation in an Egoless, Desireless State, 

when we sacrifice our Body, Mind, Soul and the 

very Breath of Life on the altar of God."  

SGGS - Page 742 

(ii) "The highest form of meditation (Bhagti) is 

achieved by total self-surrender in worship. 

Nanak liveth in a state of animation by complete 

effacement of the self in Meditation."  

SGGS - Page 263 

Similarly in the  Hindu Scriptures we have the 

following cogent quotations. For instance in the Narada 

Bhagti Sutra, we come across, 

"Bhagti is verily of the nature of Complete 

Submission in Devotional Love."  

The above quotation proves that the current 

accepted translation of the word 'Bhagti', to mean 
just "Devotion to God' is incomplete and therefore 
incorrect. There is the important element of  self- 
effacement in Devotion, which has been missing all this 
while. Without total surrender, the meditation or Bhagti 
is ineffectual and rather superficial. This essential 
ingredient of total  self surrender, in worship/Meditation 
is further emphasised in the following Scriptural 
passages from the  Bhagwad Gita:- 

(i) "With your heart full of love and devotion, 

worship God by annihilating and surrendering 

your entire body, mind and soul. Having thus 

become wholly absorbed in me, to me you will  

surely arrive." 

Chap. 9 (34) 

(ii) "The self and soul of a Yogi begins to be purified, 

once he has not only obliterated and effaced his 

body and mind in unconditional surrender, but 

has also offered his very soul in sacrifice before 

the altar of God." 

Chap. 5 (11) 

The Christian Gospels validate the above theme in 

the following manner :  

(i) "Die unto yourself and be re-born." 

(ii) "Absent in the Body and Present with Christ."  

(iii) "In order to gain one's life one must lose it."  

(iv) "Whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom of 

God as a little child, he shall not enter therin."  

Mark 10 (15) 

In (i) total self abnegation in prayer is referred 



 

to as "Die unto yourself", and when one takes this 

stance, then through the Grace of the Lord, a welling-up 

in varied forms of ecstasy is experienced by the stirring 

of the Holy Spirit within, referred to as, 'be re-born'. 

In passage (ii) "absent in the body" again is figurative 

of total surrender of body and mind and "present with 

Christ" refers to the body then being filled with the power 

of the Holy Spirit (Christ) to give the experience of an 

arousal. With the above explantations, the quotation at  

(iii) becomes self- explanatory. The phrase "as a little 

child," in quotation (iv) allegorically refers to becoming 

simple in surrender, by shutting off our analytic mind in 

prayer. The rest of the passage is self -explanatory. 

Here is further coroboration from Dhammapada the 

Buddhist Scripture on the above point.  

"With the self (ego) well subdued in self -surrender, 

one can then find total refuge within, which otherwise is 

difficult to obtain."  Verse 160 

Let me now take another very popular saying in 

Buddhist circles, which shall soon reveal to us a great 

spiritual truth, normally side tracked, because of an 

erroneous translation of the original Pali text. It is:  

"Dhammam Sharanam Gacchami" 

The orthodox translation reads thus: "I go to the feet 

of the ultimate Truth of the Awakened One." But the 

correct translation would read as follows, "I take the 

stance of complete effacement of the Self in deep 

submission, to realise the ultimate Truth."  

Hence, total annihilation by surrender in meditation  

appears to be at the very core also of Buddhist prayer 
principles. Yet very few any Buddhist authors on 
meditation have been seen to emphasize this vital point 
in the various articles and books written by them on this 
all important subject. There is too much talk about 
concentration and various other disciplinary efforts in 
meditation, whereas true meditation is jusl the opposite. 
As summarised earlier on, meditation has to be Simple, 
Natural, Effortless and Spontaneous. Concentration of 
any kind or doing this and that, has no part in real 
meditation. 

Coming next to the  Muslim faith, we do not have to go 

far in our research to realise that the technique of 

efficacious prayer is already spelt out in the very word  

"ISLAM". This is an Arabic term which literally means, "with 

love in your Heart submit and surrender to the Will of 

Allah." Also the word Muslim is pregnant with meaning. It 

comes from the word Muslimin", which means to 

surrender. Hence a Muslim is one who surrenders to the 

will of Allah especially in prayer. 

Incidentally, the Arabic word  Islam happens to be the 

exact equivalent of the Sanskrit word,  Bhagti, which also 

means that with Love in your heart, submit and surrender 

to the will of Allah. Isn't it a pleasant surprise to note that 

the very word which connotes the Religion  (ISLAM), has 

embodied within it, the complete technique of the highest 

form of worship; which is by way of complete surrender 

to the Creator! 

We shall now turn to the  Quran to glean instances 

where surrender/submission is enjoined in prayer. 



 

(i) "Lo! the religion before Allah is the surrender 

(al-Islam).... 

... if they surrender, then truly they will be rightly 

guided in prayer." 
Surah 3 (19, 20) 

(ii) "O, ye who believe, completely efface yourselves 

in self-surrender when worshipping your Lord, 

and do good, that happily ye may prosper." 

Surah 23 (77) 

A large part of Lao Tzu's  Taoist tradition enshrined in 

the celebrated Tao Te Ching, is devoted to the above 

principle, as a means to achieving solace and the 

attendant super-conscious states. Here are some 

quotations from the Tao Te Ching, which highlight our 

research in this direction: 

(i) "I do my utmost to attain emptiness and vacuity 

and in this I hold firmly to the state of sti llness 

and perfect peace." 
Chap XVI 

(ii) "Block the openings, shut the doors, blunt the 

sharpness, untangle the knots, become 

surrendered as dust. Let your wheels move along 

spontaneously. 

Chap LVI 

Note the excellent allgory and metaphor used to 

convey the essential surrender and submission to the 

Divine within.  

In Nonhangmun, a Scriptural work by the Founder 

Ch'oe Suun of the Native Religion, Ch'ondogyo of  Korea, 

the following quotation is of great significance. 

"Our way is  Muwi Ihwa. If anyone stills his heart and 

being in sublime inertness, and thus ensures connection 

(resonance) with the right energy (Life Force) within, he 

will manifest naturalness (spontaneity)."  

Hence the above quotation from Ch'ondogyo reveals 

precisely the same technique of true worship and 

meditation as appertaining in the other religions already 

proved above. 

Symptoms of Ecstasy and Arousal 

In true Meditation, after deep surrender and 

submission has been achieved, there must arise a 

Reaction to serve as proof that the desired rapport with 

the Divine within has indeed been achieved. This results 

in an ecstatic arousal as an euphoric exaltation 

accompanied by various spiritual experiences, which 

have been entered at the beginning and categorised 

under broad headings. For these to be genuine and 

desirable they must find place in the world's Gospels. 

Such validation is recorded below in the following 

quotations, starting first with the  Sikh Scriptures. 

"A God - guided devotee may burst into a state of 

Laughter or Crying. When this happens through 

following the Scriptural injunctions, then it is a sure sign 

of truthful meditation."  

SGGS Page 1421 

"In whom the Holy Life Force (Naam) has stirred into 

manifestation, he may begin to utter a medley of strange 

sounds" 

SGGS Page 917 



 

The Hindu Scriptures from the Bhagawatam in Canto  

12 have the following to say in this regard;  

"When the devotees heart melts in my Love and his 

voice is broken by sobs, and who without any feeling of 

shame sometimes weeps profusely or bursts into 

laughter, or sings aloud, or at times dances in ectasy, 

such a Bhagta, who is thus united in Me, can even purify 

the whole world". 

Even in Christianity similar ecstatic occurrences are 

recorded as given below: 

"O clap your hands, all ye people; shout unto God with 

the voice of triumph." 

Psalm 47 (1) 

"Praise ye the Lord. Sing unto the Lord a new song, 

and His praise in the congregation of saintly people... Let 

them praise his Name in the Dance... Praise Him with the 

timbrel and dance... Praise Him upon the loud cymbals: 

praise Him upon the high sounding cymbals.:  Psalm 149 

and 150. 

The phrase "shout unto God with the voice of triumph" 

and "praise Him upon the loud cymbals... and high 

sounding cymbals", refers to the same type of 

experiences in prayer and worship. When deeply 

surrendered within, and with the awakening and 

manifestation of the Holy Spirit, it happens sometimes, 

that through God's benevolent Grace, one is 

spontaneously made to emit rather powerful loud 

sounds, almost amounting to shouting. This is most 

appropriately phrased in the above revelation as, "shout 

unto God with the voice of triumph." Similarly, reference 

to "loud cymbals and high sounding cymbals" is quite a 

correct metaphorical expression, meaning just a loud 

voice. 

One has to actually go through such states of exalted 

arousal, culminating in loud (shouting) outbursts of 

voices, to appreciate and understand the allegory of the 

above scriptural utterances. If this aspect of the 

charismatic gift is not experienced, then "loud cymbals" 

and "high sounding cymbals" would remain as abstract 

and rather incoherent expressions.  
Speaking in Tongues 

Let us also in passing, cover another well known 

spontaneous occurrence in prayer/worship, after one 

has adopted the stance of total self -surrender, here 

referred to as  'speaking in tongues' or glossolalia, in 

Christian parlance. Various aspects of such utterances 

have been entered above under Sikhism and Hinduism. 

The validity and veracity of such experiences in true 

prayer, are also revealed in the following passages from 

the Christian Bible.  

(i) "They are all filled with the Holy Spirit and began 

to speak with other tongues as the Spirit gave 

them utterance." 

The Acts 2(4) 

(ii) "Likewise the Spirit helps us in our weakness, for 

we may not know how to pray as we ought to. But 

the Spirit itself intercedes for us in groans too 

deep for words". 
Romans 8 (26) 

(iii) "...Whatsoever shall be given thee in that hour, 

that speak ye, for it is not ye that speak, but the 

Holy Spirit."  
Mark 13(11) 

Let us now return to quotations from the  Muslim 

KORAN for corroboration of this phenomenon of 

"speaking in tongues." 



 

"Only those who believe in our revelations, who when 

they are reminded of them, at once get emptied in body 

and mind, with spontaneous vocalisation  in adoration of 

Him, and they are thus humbled and left devoid of pride"  

Surah 32 (15)  SAJDAH - the Prostration (Surrender).  

We next move on to the other symptoms of these 

Spiritual awakenings. -------------  

(i) "Saying 'Glory to our Lord, Verily the promise of 

our Lord has been fulf illed,' they  fall down again 

very limp and  weeping. This increases the 

earnest humility in them." 

Surah 17 (108) 

(ii) "When the Angelic Hosts descend upon the 

chosen ones, as the blowing of a soothing 

winnowing wind, or of the fall ing of mana as like 

heavy rain, they glide, sway and move in ecstasy, 

affirming the truth of the Benevolent Grace 

promised by the Great One." 

Surah 51 (1-5) 

The dynamic reactions of violently falling down and 

burst into crying as alluded to in passages at (i) above, 

would at once present an impossible poser to many, as 

something weird and unholy. On the other hand, it does 

not surprise us one wee-bit after having experienced, by 

the Grace of God, precisely the same 'violent' reactions; 

and now as experienced also by many other members in 

our group of meditators. One wonders how precise and 

accurate to every minor detail, these God sent 

revelations can be! At the same time, these God guided 

free flow movements in deep worship, can on other 

occasions, 

assume the gentle, gliding and smooth swaying 

nuances, as depicted beautifully in the passage at (ii) 

above. 

Stand up to Worship 

Actual Worship/Meditation when carried out in the 

standing stance, is known to bring about accelerated 

and deeper benefits. The arousal in this mode could 

induce movement and dance for the betterment of the 

individual. Here are cogent quotations from the Sikh 

Scriptures supporting the above contention:  

(i) "The Lord alone knoweth, and when He actuates 

the process Himself, the Dance of Ecstasy 

(Raas) cometh by itself. This happens when we  

stand up in meditation in complete submission 

to His Will.  

SGGS Page 1093 

(ii) "As the elephant surrenders its will to the iron 

goad of the mahout (the driver), and the anvil 

submits to the beatings of the blacksmith, so 

should one completely surrender and submit 

one's body and mind to God, while worshipping 

in the standing posture." 

(iii) "A holy man dances spontaneously while 

worshipping God. May I be given the privilege of 

meeting such a Saint, whereupon I shall wash 

his lotus feet". 

SGGS Page 368 

From the above it is clear that the experience of 

ecstatic arousal while in the  standing stance is valid 

and much preferred. Here is a quotation from the Quran 

to substantiate this requirement.  



 

"Be mindful of your daily prayers. The best and most 

excellent amid all forms of worship, is one where you  

stand up and with utter submissive devotion, surrender 

to His guidance." 
Surah 2 (238) 

Many translators may seem to have side-tracked 

from the real purport of this important Surah, albeit 

ignorantly. 

CONCLUSION 

Perhaps this may be the first such .ccasion, where an 

honest attempt has been made to correlate the deeper 

and real aspects of worship and meditation as enshrined 

in all the World's Scriptures, to show the striking 

similarity of the techniques involved amongst all Faiths.  

Why Arousal (Ecstasy) in Prayer 

Since these dual aspects of worship,  

i) Complete negation and effacement of Body and 

Mind in deep self-surrender, 

ii) Followed by an arousal and an ecstasy, leading 

to 'speaking in tongues', and other varied actions 

and reactions, sometimes in the standing mode. 

This has seldom if ever before, been brought out 

in this fashion. I don't need to prove further the 

validity of the above stance and the varied 

occurrences experienced in true worship,  

i) Self-Surrender 

As to the need and importance of self -surrender and 

complete effacement of the personality in prayer, the 

explantations and Scriptural references quoted 

above, should provide direct proof for the dire need to 

adopt this all important ageless stance in true worship. 

ii) Arousal and Ecstasy 

It is this second aspect, we may require further 

elucidation. Since the why and how of true worship is 

already firmly enshrined in the various Scriptures of the 

World, I shall begin my explantation by a quotation from 

Page 4 of SGGS, the Holy Scripture of the  Sikhs. 

For Purification 

"Bhareeai mat papaan kai sung. Oh thopai nawai kai 

rung." 

This beautiful poetic couplet (note the rhyming), says 

it all! It means, "When the being and the mind of man is 

polluted brimful by sinful acts, it is cleansed only by the 

welling up of the Holy Spirit as a vibratory arousal in 

worship." 

Thus a large measure of purification is achieved, by the 

flowering and stirring within us of this Holy Life Force.  I 

therefore do not have to reiterate the reason why a 

meaningful exaltation and an ecstasy is of prime 

importance in prayer. The sublime experience of these 

ecstatic feelings in prayer, is indeed a rare gift and not 

easy to come by. Confirmation of this is found in the 

SGGS on Pg 279, where it is recorded.  "The euphoria of 

the awakened Naam (Holy Life Force) gives us 

complete peace and solace, but only the fortunate few 

can receive such a rare Grace."  

Actual Communication with God 

The other very important reason why we need to 



 

go through these eurphoric states,  is that these very 

experiences, become the vehicle through which we can 

receive replies from God, to any question whose answer our 

normal mind and senses cannot furnish. In other words, we 

are then able to communicate with the all knowing Divine 

Source already within us. The answers will be received by 

us as a direct voice (akin to the "speaking in tongues'), a 

vision, a vibration, an appropriate feeling, a meaningful 

impression, or in any other form of reaction we have been 

used to receiving, in our normal "dynamic' (vibrational) 

worship/ meditation sessions. 

I venture to label them as "dynamic', to give credence 

to the fact, that a meaningful happering, an arousal and 

an ecstasy, does take pleace in true worship. If one's 

normal worship sessions are devoid of any feeling or 

reaction, then when an attempt is made to seek an 

answer from God in any difficult situation, the chances 

are that you will get or feel no response from the Divine. 

This is because you have not really gone through the 

stages of effective worship/meditation, which are 

accompanied by a happening, an experience or what I 

would l ike to call, "an arousal'.  

c) The Way to "SEE' God 

Several other reaons are enumerated in our 

Scriptures, as to why this state of arousal is an essential 

ingredient in true worship, but I shall here include just 

two more reasons to keep this rendering as brief as 

possible. The only way we can be sure that we have 

indeed established a genuine communion with God or 

have 'seen' God as it were, is through the experience of 

these very states and symptoms of  

arousal amplified above. Here is a passage from the Sikh 

Scripture the SGGS on Pg. 490, which confirms this 

contention thus, 

"When God grants his blessing and His grace, the 

ecstatic arousal takes place within us. It is only through the 

experience of such feelings and reactions that we can 

sense the Presence of God, and thus achieve oneness with 

Him." 

It is reiterated very often in the Scriptures that the 

only sure sign of proving the relevance of God is to Feel 

His Presence, as opposed to seeing  visions of Him. 

Experience has shown that seeing 'visions' of God can 

be misleading and not authentic proof of His existence, 

because God to be Omnipressent (immanent) cannot 

have any particular form or shape.  

Hence, many such  'visions' which the devotees 

sometimes see of God, are not accurate and not 

received from the highest source. This is why God 

reveals in the Scriptures that the only precise and 

correct way to prove His presence or to  'see' Him as it 

were, is to get a  feeling of His presence, as we 

experience in true prayer/ meditation, which is 

accompanied by a Divine arousal. In Ken Upanished, 

one of the famous Hindu Holy Books, this is di rectly 

corroborated in the following statement.  

"God is Realised in the arousal and Euphoria of 

the Awakening." 

(d) Evaluation of Spiritual Progress 

Through the vehicle of these arousal symptoms, we 

are also enabled to check and chart out our progress in 

Spiritual development from time to time. There are 

certain set methods of verifying one's  



 

spiritual progress by judicious use of these arousal 

symptoms after these have been codified and 

systematised. These are taught in  the Advanced 

Courses in (VCM) Vibrant Celestial Meditation. Hence 

this aspect of prayer/meditation is also of utmost 

importance. 

10 
Science Validates Sensational 

Spontaneous Reactive 

Symptoms During Spiritual 

Awakening 
We have thus far identified such responsive 

vibrational reactions as appertaining to Hinduism and a 

sprinkling of them from the Christian and Islamic 

sources. Sikhism is no exception. As a matter of fact, it is 

in the Sikh sacred Scriptures, that the most prolific and 

most varied variety of such vibrational experiences are 

inserted in adequately detailed rendering. These are 

recorded mostly in mystical metaphor and allegory, 

which an average seeker cannot fully fathom and 

understand. Not only among the laymen, but even the 

very devout and spiritually inclined Sikh intelligentsia, 

including the acknowledged Sikh savants, were not able 

to recognise the legitimacy of these Holy happenings. 

That's the main reason why these salient Spiritual 

occurrences have lain hidden for centuries on end. An 

honest attempt is being made hereunder, to unravel this 

regrettable omission, resulting from a misunderstanding 

of a really mammoth magnitude, mainly caused by a lack 

of the actual practice of "true" meditation. 

While doing so pertinent references also from the 

non-Sikh Scriptures are inserted to give it an 

International touch. Although this may appear to be mere 

repetitions from other parts of this book, these are meant 

for better readability and at the same time  



 

to lend further credence to such righteous hallowed 

manifestations, of the various categories listed below.  

1. WHY VIBRANT REACTIONS IN 

MEDITATION 

There is a very clear reason for the rightful and 

authentic outcome_of these vibrant and sometimes even 

dynamic responses during meditation. This well - 

founded phenomenon is connected with the nature and 

the workings of the Universal Intelligence, the Primordial 

Power, the Holy Life Force, the Holy Spirit, known as the  

Naam Kallaah in Sikh circles, the  Aath Para Shakti in 

Hindu terminology, 'Zat Allah and Roll Illahi in the 

Muslim chronicles and the  Chi or Ki among the Chinese 

and the Japanese. The dire need for vibrant reactions in 

Meditation have already been recorded in the previous 

Chapters 4 and 5. These are again reproduced here in 

brief to further establish their significance. Hence you 

will pardon us for what may appear to be some 

repetitions. The attributes of the Naam Kallaah's, the 

Universal Primordial Energy's awesome power, are  

precisely and succinctly described in the Sikh Scripture, 

the Sri Guru Granth Sahib (SGGS), in the Sukhmani 

Sahib at Canto 16-5 as follows: 

"Naam kei dhaarei aggaas pethaal Naam Kei dhaarei 

sagal akaar Naam kei dhaarei purian sabh bhavan" 

meaning: "By the gigantic and colossal potency of the 

Naam, with this Primordial Power, are created, carried 

and supported, the Higher and the Nether regions, as 

also are various Realms of Creation including all the 

Galaxies upon Galaxies of the entire Cosmos."  

This, therefore directly declares it as an awesome 

Power and a fathomless kinetic Energy and not merely 

just the 'Name' of God, as many Sikh theologians would 

have us believe! Since this is a direct representation of 

God in the Universe, it must be Omnipresent, that is, 

present everywhere all the time. Therefore it must also 

reside inside of our own body/mind complex. It will be 

most interesting to know precisely in what form does it 

reside within us? 

Th^, SGGS once again provides the right answer! 

Also found in the Sukhmani Sahib, on page 293 is the 

most informative and most revealing quotation, which 

says.... 

"Nau neth amrit prabh kaa Naam, dehee mei is  
kaa bisraam", 

meaning: "Naam, the Primordial Power which can 

perform multitudinal miracles, and is as pure as Nectar, 

resides  inside man's body, but in a  restful sleeplike 

state". 

It cannot and should not be allowed to be dormant all 

the time. It says in the Scriptures, very emphatically that 

this Almighty potential power  must be awakened before 

any meaningful meditation can commence. Also, if this 

pure potential power is not awakened in man, he is 

severely reprimanded by God with the use of the 

following unpleasant phrases. 

Firstly, such a negligent person "becomes a 

maggoty Secondly, that he "commits suicide of the 

Soul", and thirdly, a most unusual dressing-down rebuke 

is hurled at such a careless (self -centred) man, i.e., "he 

becomes a devil." This hellish result eventuates, if 

during his noble embodiment as a 



 

human being on Earth, he does not find an effective 

methodology of awakening and arousing this mighty 

power lying dormant but docile within every human being.  

From the above facts it is amply clear that this 

erstwhile dormant  Naam power, must compulsorily be 

awakened in man. A key question then arises which not 

only the Sikhs, but everyone else must answer, because 

all the accepted genuine Scriptures of the world belong 

to the entire humanity and not alone to each religious 

community. The valid question is: when this immense 

primordial Naam power is awakened into an activity, will 

it not be tangibly felt by us as a meaningful Reaction and 

a Response, leaving behind an appropriate telltale sign? 

As already realised from the above spiritual 

pronouncements, since this is indeed a great gigantic 

power that can carry the myriads of heavy and immense 

objects of Creation, consisting of all the Galaxies in the 

entire Universe, will it  not jolt us into an actual tangible 

experience when dynamically awakened through His 

grace and stirred into a Holy happening? 

The inevitable answer is a definite YES. This 

awakened power is so vast and awesome that some 

authorities even go so far as to claim in jest, that it could 

very well propel and push us into a virtual orbit around 

the Earth!! Unfortunately very few masters if any, have 

hitherto told us that a real reaction which will touch all 

our five and more senses, must take place in true and 

genuine Meditation, which must result in its awakening. 

Rather, an enforced passivity verging on rigidity has 

been the accepted norm all these centuries! What a f law 

of facts! Of course, on some occasions, this  

vibrant awakening could also be somewhat inert, silent 

and imperceptible. 

2. TRUE MEDITATION NUANCES 

Before we go to recount the varied Sensational 

Reactions during the Spiritual Awareness, let us lay 

down the concise format, such a meditation would 

assume. As a consequence of the arousal and the 

awakening of the erstwhile dormant Divine but dynamic 

Potent Power in true Meditation, these vibrant and 

sometimes even bizarre, but always benevolent 

responses are sometimes experienced. These sanctified 

nuances cover and engulf all our five and more Senses in 

varying degrees including the Physical, Mental, Visual 

(Visionary), Auditory, Vocal, Feeling, Emotional and all 

other ancillary faculties which our body/mind complex is 

capable of responding to. 

It may well surprise an aspirant that the experience of 

this rapture and euphoria known as Rus, Racis, Rengan 

and Kheidhaa in Sikh parlance, can manifest 

spontaneously as even Laughing, Crying or just 

Tearfulness, Yawning, Coughing, Salivation, Swaying, 

Trembling, Change in Rate and Rhythm of Breathing, 

Feeling Extra Heavy or very Light, Feeling very Warm or 

Cold and Benumbed, vocalizing all manner of Strange 

Sounds (Vajei Shabath Ghaneireh) known in Christianity 

as 'Speaking in Tongues' or Glossolalia, and so forth. 

In Ken Upanishad, one of the famous Hindu Holy 

Books, the above ecstatic experiences are corroborated 

in the following pithy statement:  

"God is Realised in the arousal and Euphoria 
of the Awakening". 



 

This statement bears testimony to the fact that the 

awakening is usually preceded by some, if not all the 

above recounted holy happenings, which come under the 

Reactive and Rapturous modes. 

We tend to call all these multitudinal responses 

collectively under one all-encompassing word, which is  

VIBRATION. Every aspect of Creation around the 

Cosmos is continually in a perpetual state of 

VIBRATION. Please glance once again through the short 

Chapter at No 6  "The Law of Vibration 

3. SCRIPTURAL VALIDATION OF 

VIBRATIONAL OCCURRENCES 

Since these are rather strange and full of surprises, 

we lay down hereunder corresponding Sikh and other 

religious Scriptural statements fully corroborating and 

validating these sublime Holy and at the same time very 

wholesome experiences, as we shall soon learn further 

down. 

Laughing and Crying in Meditation 

We record here only a few of the multitude of 

occurrences recorded in the SGGS to validate the 

Laughing and Crying  experiences. 

(i) Page 1422 "Gurmukh hesai Gurmukh rowai. 

Jae Gurmukh Kareh saaee Bhagteh hoewai"  

meaning: "A God-enthused person starts to laugh 

and also to cry. If it is through God guidance, it is a sure 

sign of truthful (Bhagtee) meditation by surrender" 

In my personal experiences around the World, the 

crying and laughing mode sometimes begins to occur  

even while I am attempting to describe from the SGGS 

the true way of worship, particularly in the Sikh  

Gurdwarcts (temples), even before I commence the 

meditation proper. This surprises every one in the 

audience including myself. Perhaps God is dramatically 

trying to re-establish amongst the  Sangat (holy 

congregations) the true manifestation of the soul-spiritual 

awakening, long lost through inadequate understanding 

of the Scriptures and lack of the actual practice of true 

meditation. For it is 'True Meditation' which enables us 

experience the arousal. 

(ii) Page 473 "Rung hesai rung rohwai choep bhee kar 

jaaheh. Perwaa naaliee kesai keliree barge sechei 

naah", 

meaning: "In a state of exaltation  (rung) one laughs 

and may also cry and at times even assume silence. 

Ignore the sceptics, but cherish the intimacy established 

with your Beloved (God)". 

(iii) Page 1319  "Hari jun gun gawath husseiaah. Hari 

Hari bhagtee bailee muth gurmat dhur mustakh 

prabh lekheiaa",: 

meaning: "The beloved of the Lord bursts into 

laughter when praising God. The Divinely guided 

(Bhagti) meditation by Surrender, is bestowed on them 

as a gift through God's writ (command)".  

The Hindu Scriptures from the Bhagavatam in Canto 

12 have the following to say in this regard :  

"When the devotees heart melts in my Love and his 

voice is broken by sobs, and who without any feeling 

of shame sometimes weeps profusely or bursts into 

laughter, or sings aloud, or at times dances in 

ecstasy, such a Bhagta (holy man), who 



 

is thus united in Me, can even purify the whole 

world". 

Heed the varied number of reactions recounted 

above. Please note that very few Hindu Saints and 

Mystics if any, have highlighted these exuberant and 

holy reactions in true meditation todate.  

4. SCIENCE VALIDATES LAUGHING AND 

CRYING 

Not only in the VCM style of deep meditation that 

members are sometimes made to cry and laugh 

profusely, but we have come across ordinary devout 

Sikhs and non-Sikhs as well, who are not regular 

meditators, who are often brought to tears when hearing 

well sung Kirtan (Holy Hymns). This is indeed a 

manifested blessing bestowed on them by God, as 

corroboration from the Scriptural quotations entered 

above. 

We give below references through systematic 

research carried out by eminent  scientists and not 

saints from around the world, who validate the varied 

benefits of both  laughing and crying. 

Doctor Sheldon Hendler MD, PhD, in his book, "The 

Oxygen Breakthrough" on several pages he recorded 

actual cases (patients) of his who benefited by carrying 

out real bouts of  laughing and crying. He quotes, "I 

consider laughter and even crying the ultimate 

sedentary aerobics." Doctor William Fry, a psychiatry 

professor at Stanford University's School of Medicine, 

USA, calls laughter, as internal jogging!  

He noted that laughter can give you, "A  really good 

workout, because the muscle activity involved 

is the same as in exercising. While not as demanding 

as jogging and callisthenics, you can laugh a lot more 

times a day than you can do push-ups."! Dr. Fry 

hypothesized,  laughter gives the body-cells an oxygen 

bath that elevates mood and induces a feeling of 

exuberance that persists for a time, even after the 

laughter has ceased. Among the many benefits he 

attributed to laughter, was the prevention of 

premature ageing and wrinkling on the face".  This is 

confirmed by another researcher. Dr. Israel Waynbaum.  

Dr. Sheldon Hendler has further found, that even 

Crying can also have beneficial stress/relieving effects. 

He goes on to say, "Stress reduction and the energising 

effects of a good Cry can be something worth beholding! 

Crying then, becomes a way of ridding the body of some 

of the malevolent chemicals of stress." His other findings  

reveal, "Profuse male crying even has an effect on the 

male sex hormone, testosterone and the effect can be 

quite marked. Crying seem to bring the Hormone level 

into proper balance, raising it in men in whom there was 

too litt le and reducing it those in whom it was too high, 

which frequently resulted in hyper aggressiveness, 

irritability and greater vulnerability to stress."  

From these scientific findings, it becomes clear, why 

God in his Benevolence induces quite often, the actual 

experiences of Laughing and Crying as part of the 

meditation process. God should know better! It must be 

pointed out here that in nearly every place in the SGGS, 

where actual laughing and crying is directly mentioned 

as in some of the quotations entered above, hardly any  of 

our translators 



 

have introduced the actual words of ' laughing' and 

'crying' into their interpretations.  

This has happened because of the prevalent notion in 

the Sikh theological circles, that laughing and crying is 

odd and therefore cannot be part and parcel of the proper 

meditation experiences. These holy happenings are 

certainly not odd or unbecoming, but most welcome and 

wholesome, as adequately proved above. We consider 

this rejection through sheer ignorance as almost 

amounting to contempt of God realm, by these 

translators wilfully misleading the masses! They have 

thus manifestly added some bad karmas on themselves, 

by expounding such misinterpretations of the Holy 

works, contained in our sanctified Scriptures! Hope God 

forgives them for their trespasses committed ignorantly.  

5. AUTOMATIC SPONTANEOUS UTTERANCES 

(AKATH KATHAA) 

Also known as Speaking in Tongues,  Ajapaa Jciap, 

Akath kathaa, Anhadh dluin and so on. In Christian circles 

this phenomenon is also called Glossolalia.  

Again there are innumerable such instances 

validated in the Scriptures, but only a selected few need 

be recorded here. For instance the phrase  akath kathaa 

appears in nearly every other page of the SGGS. 

(i) Page 507 "Bhagat jenaah ki ootham banee, gawai 

akath kathaa neit neiaaree. Safal janam bheiaa tein 

keiraa aap teirae kul taree" 

meaning: "Magnificent are the sayings of thy Saints 

for they contain  spontaneous utterances afresh and 

anew. Blessed is their l ife and living. Not  

only do they save themselves but also their entire 

ancestry as well".  

(ii) Page 917 "Naam jenkei mun veseiaah, vaajei 

sabath gheneirei"(Anand Saheb)" 

meaning: "Those who have had the experience of the 

awakened (Naam) the Holy Life Force; they may begin to 

utter a medley of sounds". 

This is a much sought after Gift from God. After years 

of such spontaneous utterances, which usually may not 

have any decipherable intelligence, God is oiling our 

throat as it were, to prepare us for the time when we will 

begin to have such a creative power in our voices, that 

whatever we then utter will begin to materialize and take 

shape! 

Note how blessed are those aspirants, who during 

their profound meditations beside other arousal 

experiences are also gifted by spontaneous utterances 

of one kind or another. These may include anything that 

issues from the mouth, such as laughing, crying, 

vocalized yawning and other unintelligible sounds. 

(iii) Page 1272 "Preyaa ki soeb sohaavnee neckee. 

Haa haa hoo hoo, ganthrabli apsraa anand mangal 

ras gavanee neekee", 

meaning: "Glorious, O glorious, is the glory of the 

beloved (God).  Haa haa hoo hoo, constitute heavenly 

praise-worthy utterances of joy and bliss with a 

melodious tinge".  

Although the utterances may appear to be abstract 

hootings as quoted above, since they are prompted and 

propelled by the awakened Divine within, they are 

pronounced as heavenly, melodious and blissful. Note 

the encouragement and the appreciation of these 



 

effortless spontaneous reactions, which are a hallmark 

of God guided responsive and vibrant meditation, which 

the Sikhs and other religionists generally have been 

devoid of, thus missing out something very valid for all 

these long centuries!  

(a) From Christian Scriptures 

The "Speaking—rn Tongues"  (akath katliaa), 

phenomenon has a pride of place even in the Christian 

Bible at the Acts 2(4) as, 

"They are filled with the Holy Spirit and began to  

Speak with other  Tongues as the Spirit gave them 

utterances" 

and in Mark 13(11) as, 

"Whatsoever shall be given thee in that hour, that 

speak ye, for it is not ye that  speak, but the Holy Spirit.  

Hence a similar sort of situation as  gleaned from the 

Sikh Scriptures is again echoed in the  Christian Bible. 

(b) There are instances in the  Muslim Koran 

already recorded elsewhere in this publication citing 

similar examples. 

6. VALID DANCE MODES IN MEDITATION 

Like the phrase "akath kathaa" meaning spontaneous 

utterances, reference to movement and dancing as,  kael 

kelaalee, nuch necliai and nereth, are innumerably replete 

in the SGGS. For brevity we quote below only a few to 

serve as a sampling.  

(i) Page 368 "Hari jun naacho hari hari dheiaaei. Aiseh 

sant melei meireli bhaai hum jun kai dlioewah 

paaeh", 

meaning: "A God surrendered devotee  dances with 

the repetition of God's name on his lips. If I can chance 

on meeting such a Saint, may I have the privilege of 

washing his feet" 

The above explicitly says it all. It fully validates 

movement and dance as welcome signs in God guided 

meditation. 

(ii) Page 1377 "Kabir jou tohei saath paerum kee sees 

kart kar gohei. Khaelet khaelet haal kar joe kesh 

hooei ta hoei", 

meaning: "O' Kabir, if you want to play the game of 

Love, then sever thy Head and treat it like a Ball. Play so 

intensely with it simulating a dance of ecstasy, that what 

ever then happens so let it happen"  

The above couplet beautifully portrays in allegory 

and metaphor a Vibrant Celestial Meditation (VCM) 

process, where after surrendering yourself completely 

(cutting off your head and make it into a ball) you go into 

a Dance (vibrant meditation) effortless and 

spontaneous, lett ing it happen whatever the result. Note 

the extensive amount of action and reaction involved; a 

far cry from the passive and rigid meditations we have 

been taught to observe all along! 

(iii) Page 891 "Sant kai sung raam rung kail. Aagai jum 

seion hoei na mail" 

meaning: "In the presence of the Saints, revel in the 

Lord's ecstatic Dance. Then you meet not with the lower 

Satanic forces in the hereafter".  

The above is short and sweet and to the point, 

manifesting a state of Dance as the ecstatic experience 

in Meditation, and how it can ensure protection from the 

Lower Negative forces ever after. 



 

(iv)Page 124 "Hown waree jeeon waree Hari Hari 

Naam sohaawania. Gurmukh gaawai Gurmukh 

nachai hari sethi cheth laawanian" 

meaning: "I revere in total humbleness those that 

look beauteously embellished in the Holy Naam Power. 

Such God enthused Saints praise and  Dance with the 

awakened Lord within them". 

Dance and movement is again featured in wondrous 

spiritual experiences. 

Please refer also to the quotation from the Hindu 

Scriptures entered in the last part of Section 3(a) above, 

which fully validates these Dance modes. 

The Dance modes are also corroborated in the 

Christian Bible at Psalms 149 and 150 thus. 

"Let them praise His name in  Dance  ...........  Praise 

Him with the timbrel and  Dance". 

7. WRONG DANCES WARNED AGAINST 

The SGGS is comprehensive and complete in 

describing all manner of Reactions which man can be 

exposed to, covering some movements and pseudo 

Dances that could emanate from the power of the lower, 

negative and the Satanic sources. It is most appropriate 

that these warnings are provided, to enable us to 

develop the powers of discrimination, to tell which 

Reactions are not from the right and correct Sources. We 

give below a few instances of such warnings.  

(i) Page 159 "Bagtee kereh murakh aap janaaweh. 

Nach nach tappeh bohoth dukh pavvai" 

meaning: "He who carries out pseudo  Bhagti as 

a piece of showmanship, he dances in vain and thereby 

suffers grievous pain" 

(ii) Page 121/122 "Oocha kookeh taneh pashaadhei. 

Maya moh joeheaa jamkaaleh, maya moh es 

maneh nachaaei unter kapat dukh pawaneiaa" 

meaning: "If one screams aloud and waves and 

swings about one's body, but is attached to Maya 

(material world), such a one is ever affected by Satan. 

Dances he to the tune of Lust and  Maya, and for his inner 

guile suffers much Pain." 

These delusions into the negative material forces are 

brought up as valid warning signals, which we must be 

alerted to. Many devout Sikhs who are utterly opposed to 

this, they unkindly calling it cacophony, will quote the 

above type of critical quotations, to cause unnecessary 

confusion and delusion. Beware of such prejudicial 

views! 

8. FALL ON THE GROUND AND ROLL IN ECSTACY 

In addition to other numerous sensational reactions 

in meditation, falling on the ground and rolling appears 

more than half a dozen times in the SGGS plus o ther 

supplementary Scriptures. 

A few of them are recounted here as validation:  

(i) SGGS Page 350 "Bhaoe pheiree hoevai mun cheet. 

Behendia udlit Ilia neetaa neet laten late jaanai tun 

sohaah. Eit rung naachow rakh rakh paaoe." 

meaning: "Let the euphoric reactions prompted from 

within through thy mind take shape, and  



 

become as swaying in dance upstanding and down- 

sitting and forever anon.  Roll on the floor in complete 

Surrender. Yea, dance thou to these steps with thy 

nimble feet" 

(ii) SGGS Page 836 "Raam guru mohan moe mun 

layeeai. Hown aakal bekall bhaee g u r  theykhei 

hown lote pote hoei payeeai" 

meaning: "Oh Lord, my mind has been bewitched by 

my beloved Guru. I became dazed in rapture in beholding 

my Guru with the inner eye, whereupon I fell to the 

ground and rolled in reverie." 

Note how distinct, direct and dynamic are the above 

quoted reactions although couched in beautiful allegory. 

Hardly any translator of the Sikh Scriptures has 

understood these strange reactions, because of a 

complete lack of any such vibrant experiences in their 

own meditation modes. When confronted, these 

translators had to fall back on literal and mere academic 

translations, because they confessed that they had not 

carried out any serious meditation practices themselves!  

We on the other hand, straight away understood 

these dynamic vibrant valid states, because we had 

sometimes actually experienced every one of these 

nuances in our weekly Group Vibrant Celestial 

Meditation (VCM) practices around the world!  

IN THE MUSLIM KORAN 

The falling on the floor phenomenon is not confined to 

the Sikh Scriptures alone. Here is one of the few 

instances in the  Muslim Koran where this is again 

validated in Surah 17(108) as, 

"Saying 'Glory to our Lord, verily the promise 

of our Lord has been fulfilled', they  fall down again very 

limp and weeping. This increases the earnest humility in 

them". 

9. A RARE EPISODE OF DANCING 

This took place at Nanded, a city around sou[j i west 

India, the passing away place of the 10 Prophet of the 

Sikhs, Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji, which I visited several 

years ago. I was allotted a Vi hour slot in the main 

memorable Gurudwara (Sikh temple) to conduct Naam  

Simran (Sikh meditation). After a detailed dissertation on 

the technique to be adopted by giving copious quotations 

from the SGGS, the meditation proper in sitting postures 

commenced. Very soon, nearly every participant 

received vibrant and rather dynamic experiences, out of 

the ordinary. When these euphoric reactions and 

responses increased to a real crescendo, I thought it 

wise to terminate this holy session, a fair bi t before the 

end of the 30 minutes given to me. 

As soon as I came out of the Gurudwara, nearly half 

the participants followed and mobbed me outside, 

seeking further clarifications. They said that before, in 

the presence of so many Saintly preachers, such an 

unbridled exuberance had never taken place. I replied 

that such an awakening would have been even more 

expressive and exuberant had I started the meditation in 

the standing up mode. They were even more surprised 

with this pronouncement of mine. They naturally asked 

for relevant quotations from the SGGS to validate the  

standing-up procedure. This I did with ease to 

everyone's surprise and satisfaction.  

At this point a youngish individual from among them 

hugged me and dragged me to a vantage point 



 

from where we could view the straight road leading to 

this famous shrine. There were a line of shops on one 

side interposed by a couple of smaller  Gurudwaras. He 

pointed to one of these  Gurudwaras and related a very 

interesting episode which occurred in the recent past. A 

fairly aged and a very learned Priest of that Temple who 

he said, used to  stand up in front of the well decorated 

centre-piece, the Sri Guru Granth Sahib, immediately 

after termination of the evening Service of the  Raheraas, 

and used to start  dancing very vigourously to every 

one's bewilderment.  

He also said that,  "because he was so old and so 

full of wisdom they could never pluck up enough 

courage to stop him, from what they thought was 

sacrilegious and irreverence, he was afording to the 

SGGS by carrying out such a wild act! But after 

hearing from you of the validation and corroboration, 

you have so ably provided from the Scriptures, we can 

now declare him to be a fully realised and truly God 

guided personage. We are most indebted to you for 

your clear clarifications. He unfortunately died last 

week, otherwise he would have been very happy and 

blessed to have met you." 

The above is yet another genuine occurrence which 

God is showing to the Sikh  Sangat (congregation) the 

most effective manner of  Simran (meditation). Hopefully 

a day would dawn when some central relevant authority, 

would declare the legitimacy of such a God-guided 

manner of true vibrant worship. However, the 

standing-up stance in a Group in front of the SGGS 

especially in a Gurdwara setting is not recommended. 

For a more fuller explanation on this please read Section 

17 ahead. 

10. ADOPT A STAND-UP STANCE IN 
MEDITATION 

None of the above manifestations of movement can 

take place unless one adopts a  standing up stance, at 

least at the commencement of Meditation. Here are 

some appropriate Scriptural quotations recommending 

such_ a posture. 

(i) Page 648 "Hustliee seire jeon angkas hai, aihren 

jeon seire they; Mun tun aagai raakli kai oobliee 

seiv kerei", 

meaning: "As the elephant surrenders its will to the 

goad of the mahut (the driver) and the anvil to the 

beatings of the blacksmith. So should one surrender 

one's body and mind to the Lord in the standing stance 

in Meditation".  

In most places where the word Sewaa (literally 

meaning 'Service') is used in the SGGS, it means 

Meditation and not Service to mankind. Note how 

elegantly in true allegory and metaphor the  standing 

stance is portrayed and thus recommended.  

(ii) Page 856 "Tharmaanthey dhandei therbaar. 

Tujbein surat kehai ko meiree dershan tlieejai 

khole kawaadli" 

meaning: "I surrender before Thee O'Lord in a 

standing stance. Who but Thou wilt take care of me? So 

open thy portals and usher me into Thy Presence" 

This is another instance of how in beautiful allegory 

the standing stance at the commencement of meditation 

is preferred. There are scores of other instances where 

the standing stance is recommended some of which 

appear in other portions of this Book.  



 

However, we reckon that the above quotations will 

suffice for this rendering. 

There have been a number of cases during my world 

tours when during the very first meditation session, 

when giving my Introductory Address to the beginners, I 

had not said anything about the need for a standing 

stance. On such occasions, and this has happened 

during quite a few times, that always two and not just one 

person, would be urged from within, to stand up and go 

into a swaying motion, akin to a Dance. Does this not 

clearly show to us that God would desire mankind, that 

we should init ially adopt a  standing up stance in true 

worship/ meditation? It certainly does, because in such 

instances, I had not said anything about the need for a 

standing up stance in my preparatory Introductory talk!  

This posture and the ensuing swaying motions that are 

bound to occur do not befit a Gurdwara setting. Please 

refer to section 17, ahead, for more detailed views on 

this phenomenon. 

11.PRIME PRECAUTIONS AND A WORD OF WARNING 

As far as the Sikhs are concerned, the current 

curriculum in the Gurdwaras (Sikh Temples) with Katha, 

Kirtan and a smattering of simple meditations, is 

acceptable and so should continue. This more advanced 

format of Vibrational Meditation should not be done in 

Gurdwaras and in other places where the SGGS is 

installed in full regalia. The movements and other 

contortional responses that normally occur, especially 

when in the standing stance, could become sacrilegious 

and disrespectful when the SGGS is installed and in the 

"open" mode. 

Once we have completed the Simran Abhyaas, the 

Meditational Exercises (Abhyaas) we then are better 

eligible to go into the installed SGGS area, to offer our 

gratitude and at the same time pay respectful obeisance 

to this, the ever "living" GURU. 

Hence separate spaces must be found for such 

vibrant meditation practices and after having completed 

these spontaneous 'relaxation responses' in Simran 

Abhyaas (meditational practice), the participants could 

then enter the sanctum sanctorum of the nearest 

Gurdwara (Sikh Temple) setting to offer their due 

homage and thanksgiving. 

12. REACTIONS FROM WRONG SOURCES 

As a word of warning,' it should be mentioned herein, 

that there are passages in the  SGGS, which are also 

critical of such vibrational reactions. It is indeed good for 

humanity that such warnings have been recorded. The 

wrong reactions written about are usually induced by the 

outside agencies, such as the prolonged beating of 

drums, vigorous passion-filled non-religious chantings 

and the like, which usually tend to incite the lower forces 

in man, bringing about uncontrollable vibrational 

reactions. 

Incidentally, these externally induced self -willed 

practices can also bring about almost similar strange 

reactions, as we receive in VCM practices. Hence, it is 

most necessary to be able to discriminate against such 

deviational directions, which fortunately we in VCM can, 

through the clairvoyant acumen bestowed on us, to 

discern and decipher these delusions. Actual scriptural 

quotations to prove their presence is already covered in 

section 6 earlier on.  



 

13. SCARCE ELIGIBILITY TO RECEIVE THE 

VIBRATIONAL AWAKENING 

The holy vibrational reactions (the arousal or 

awakening) occur only by God's Grace. Even in this Dark 

Age of Kali Yuga, many have been exposed to the 

Scriptural teachings, which clearly clarify the experience 

of an arousal by way of a dynamic response. Still they 

reject it. God has decided that in this lifetime they are not 

yet ready to receive this precious Gift.  

It is really not 'they' who reject, but these very subtle 

opposing lower forces, which for want of a better name, 

we may call as  'satan'. It is this opposing force which 

effect nearly every one, that brings about such a sorry 

situation. All the Scriptures declare without exception, . 

that in the present Dark Age, very mysteriously these  

satanic forces are the 'real' rulers of the earth! Some 

Scriptures say that this World is under the  jurisdiction of 

these unwelcome opposing forces. These are called by a 

variety of names in the different Scriptures. In the 

Christian chronicles they are referred to as  'Satan' or 

sometimes even by the very harsh word, the 'Devil'. In the 

muslim Koran they appear as  'Saitaan' or 'Iblis', as 

'Asuri' in the Hindu holy books, as 'Jum' in the Sikh 

scriptures, and so on. 

Nearly everyone on earth is subjected from birth, to 

their opposing negative influences. This is to varying 

degrees depending one one's spiritual development 

status and also on past Karmas. Unfortunately among 

the Sikh intelligensia, very few have really fully 

understood the role of  'Jum'. Where this phrase appears, 

and it does in nearly every other page of the SGGS, the 

translaters have invariably 

equated it to Dharam Raaj the Angel (agent) of death. 

Whereas as recorded above, it serves as a continuing 

negative influence from our very birth.  

More on the how and why, of these out of the ordinary 

situations, will be addressed in the future WSF 

publications. 

14. REVIEW & SUMMARY 

What have we learnt from the earlier 9 Chapters, 

including and even the more detailed rendering in this, 

the 10 Chapter? That in all the Religious Doctrines the 

identical and the Same, Simple and Spontaneous, 

Effortless system of Worship/Profound meditation 

prevails, accompanied by a Real Response and a 

meaningful arousal. Unlike the Passive sometimes even 

Rigid and Dormant Inert Systems, prevalent all these 

long Centuries, a more alive, vibrant and passion 

percolated system surfaces as the ideal attribute to 

aspire for. This is carried out preferably starting with the 

standing mode, although parts of its practice can still be 

carried out in a sitting posture in silent solace. The 

option is yours for its adoption.  

We have taken the liberty to purposefully highlight 

the dynamic and dramatic nature of these vibrant and 

lively reactions and responses in 'true' and meaningful 

meditation, to incite the populace out of their 

self-imposed doldrums of passivity and the 

over-conservative rigidised nature of the orthodox and 

generally accepted meditation modes. These vibratory 

modes have been categorised here into the following 

styles: 

(i.) Laughing and Crying 



 

and she has never had any such bothersome epileptic  

attacks ever after. She has been declared by the  

Doctors as fit and fine, thanks to this vibrant format  

of dynamic but Celestial Meditation that we regularly  

practice in several countries around the world!  

There have been numerous other such cases in  

our midst, where due to these God-given vibrant 

nature of this meditative practice, remarkable healings 

keep taking place. So much so, that we had to  

inaugurate a healing Wing called Naam -Ri, which 

brings about even faster and more deeper healing 

compared to REIKI and other such spiritual Healing  

practices current in the world to-day. Many REIKI 

masters are beginning to testify to the remarkable  

efficacy of these Naam-Ri modalities. You will hear 

more of these findings in our future publications.  

16. CONCLUSION 

All of the above SGGS quotations and the  

dissertations that followed, affirm the fact that the 

truthful and more productive Meditation modes  

referred to by Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji as  Haal ki 

Mustee (spiritually intoxicated dance) in his final  

Chapter of the  Prem Somarag Granth is really 

experienceable. This book, the Prem Somarag Granth, 

which is mostly dictated by Him except for a few 

interpolations which are not consonant with his  

teachings, contains the actual meditation method the  

Sikhs and every one else should adopt. Of course  

accompanied by its responsive reactive experiences, 

by way of which we hope to achieve meaningful  

speedier spiritual development. Sitting meditation is  

also acceptable, as long as the subtler reactive  

component, personifying and verifying the awakened 

Holy Spirit, is duly experienced as well. 

(ii.) Dance-like movements 

(iii.) Spontaneous involuntary Utterances (Speaking 

in Tongues, Akath Kathaa) often in 

meaningless sounds, such as "Ha Haa, Hu 

Hoo, (SGGS pg. 1272) covered above 

(iv.) Falling on the floor and Rolling, and capped by 

even Guru Nanak's much misunderstood 

'Devilish' and "Lunatic" reactions! More on 

this in the next chapter.  

Then there are occasions when situations styled as 

"ghum ghum ghumaei" are also described, meaning "our 

body starts whirling like a top spinning round and round 

and subsequently falling on the ground". In the Hindu 

main and Supplementary Scriptures more vigourous and 

dynamic reactions are recorded. These are listed in the 

Section No 12 in Chapter 11 ahead. Hence these 

reactions are not confined to the Sikh Scriptures alone; 

but are very ubiquitous and universal in their nature and 

hence their genuine occurrences during profound and 

'true' meditative modes.  

15. HEALING BLESSINGS 

Arising out of these, dynamic movements in 

Meditation, a miraculous healing took place in 

Melbourne, Australia within our WSF ranks, not so long 

ago. The grown up daughter of one our VCM Instructors, 

who had been suffering from recurring epileptic fits all 

her life, one day in our VCM style meditation, she was 

flung to the floor with her head hitt ing the side wall with a 

loud thud. There occurred no bruises to her skull, but 

after this dynamic happening the girl was instantly rid of 

the ever recurring epileptic fits! Many years have gone by 



 

Considering all the various genuine aspects of the 

above explained meditation, the Word used in the title of 

this Chapter, "sensational" need not require to be used. 

It is because these spiritual reactions and responses 

detailed herein, are really very natural and normal 

according to God's own norms and standards. They 

certainly are no more really abnormal or  strange and 

sensational but genuinely normal and natural in true and 

profound meditation systems, guided intimately moment 

to moment by God for man! 

Applications and Ramifications of 

These Sublime Relaxation 

Responses 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Following up on all what has been recorded in the 

preceding Chapter 10, herewith we submit some 

applications of all these Spiritual responsive 

manifestations. To begin with, we shall share with you 

one of the far reaching revelations on and by Prophet 

NANAK about himself. It contains a very strongly worded 

happening, which the world has been made to reckon 

with, learn and accept the situation which is dramatised 

through the following hallowed enigmatic expressions. 

2. GURU NANAK'S STRANGE (Devilish) 

MEDITATIONS! 

To cap up these various strange reactions listed we 

might as well consider now, such abnormal and in fact 

bizarre experiences of Guru Nanak himself, the very 

founder of the Sikh Faith. Here is a relevant but very 

queer quotation, which appears in the  SGGS on Page 991 

which to this day has defied correct understanding!  

Page 991 "Koee aakhai bhoothnaa koh kahai 

baethaalah. Koee aakhai aathamee Nanak Veechaarah 

". 

The literal and orthodox translation of the above very 

strange saying, would read as follows:- 



 

"Some call me a  Devil, others say  I am a  madman while 

Nanak is categorised as a pitiable mere man".  

Leave alone a Prophet, this is the worst  insult calling 

someone as a Devil and a Madman, which even an 

ordinary man cannot accept! Hence the above literal 

translation cannot be true, because it does not explain 

the enigma that one is shockingly put through by such an 

unbecoming description of the Prophet. 

The Divine through the Prophet NANAK, has thrown 

a challenge to the Sikh Society, especially the Sikh 

theological intelligentsia and the world at large, to dig 

deep into the Spiritual Realms to provide an accurate 

answer to this riddle-like exposition. 

Before we attempt at the true translation of this 

strange passage, it is important to determine the 

meaning here of the last word which is a key phrase, 

"Veechaarah", because this has been largely wrongly 

understood by nearly every Sikh theologian, we had the 

occasion to refer to. Taking some of its various literal 

meanings, it has been translated as "poor", 'pitiable', 

'discuss or dissertate' or "concept", "view", "opinion", 

"reflection" and so forth. These are its colloquial, 

orthodox and rather literal meanings, without allying it to 

any spiritual connections. But in most places in the  SGGS 

where it appears as Vicliaar (Bichaar) or very often as  

Sahej vichaar, it invariably stands for  "meditation". The 

very word "sahej" leads us to a state of tranquillity , 

equipoise and calmness bringing us nearer to a 

meditative stance and not when we conjoin "Veechaarah" 

with its literal meanings with words such as, "discussion, 

reflection, dissertation" etc. Hence,  vichaar here 

cannot stand for any of its literal meanings listed above. 

Here are some examples from the  SGGS sources 

where  meditation is directly implied.  

(i) Page 685 "Anand moot anaath atliaaree. 

Gutnukh Bhagteh Sahej Bichaaree." 

meaning: "He is the Source of all Bliss, the support of 

the Supportless. The God enthused beings dwell upon 

Him through (Bhagtee Sahej Bicharee) meditation 

absorbed in Spontaneous Surrender". 

Hence, Sahej Bicharee is directly made equal to 

Bhagtee (meditation). The key lies in the word "sahej", 

meaning effortless spontaneity, which at once alludes to 

worshipful practices and such connotations and not with 

the words recounted above that provide only a simplistic 

and literal meaning of this word Veechaarah. 

Another example to further elucidate the same theme 

reads as follows:- 

(ii) Page 1144 "Jugei jogenter eh tatt saaar Hari 

simran saachaa bichaar", 

meaning: "It is the quintessence (wisdom) through 

the ages, that God guided meditation is (saachaa 

bichaar) truthful worship." 

Here again it is reiterated even more empathetically 

and very directly, that truthful meditation is  saachaa 

Bichaar (vichaar). 

(iii) Page 1429 

For this third example we take you to the first line of 

the  last stanza in the entire  SGGS sacred 



 

volume, under  Mendhavni Mahla 5 (uttered by the 

5* Prophet Arjan Dev Ji)  - the most celebrated 

and very popular quotation:  

"Thaal vich tein vastoo payeeoh sat santokh 

vichaaroe. Amrit naam thakar ka paayoe jeis kar 

sabhas athaaroe." 

- the meaning of which demands a more profound 

understanding of the word,  vichaaroe. Instead of the 

more literal meaning alluded to it as 'discussion',  

'dissertation', etc. that certainly does not befit the  

elevated occasion here. This should pertain to deep  

meditation in the surrendered mode as already brought 

up in quotations (i) and (ii) above.  

Here is its  true translation : 

"In the platter of life and living, three states of  

being are placed: Truth, Faith (patience, 

contentment) and Meditation (profound prayer styled 

as Vichaaroe). To these is added the nectar  Naam 

(the holy Life Energy) which together ensures  

salvation to all."  

Thus the Creator towards the very end of this  

monumental revelation (the  SGGS), wil l not place 

anyone to a mere state of 'discussion and 

conjecture'!' which does not give us the peace,  

solace and spiritual upliftment, promised by God in  

the entire  SGGS. 

Hence, as soon as we equate the word  vichaaroe 

to mean 'meditation' the proper and poignant meaning 

of the above quotation, becomes at once clear and 

explicit and not rather vague and abstract, as has  

been the case with the current orthodox renderings 

(translations) which equate  vichaar to 'explore' and 

to 'find out' to 'discuss' and other of its such simplicit 

and literal implicit meanings. 

Reverting back to the quotation, by and on Guru 

Nanak, it is clear that those very strange reactions of 

being called a mad man and a devil, were caused by Him 

carrying out God-guided meditation in the standing 

stance, which^type of  dynamic vibrant meditation has 

already been sufficiently validated in the previous 

Chapters of this book. In one of these spontaneously 

guided meditation modes, the Prophet NANAK may have 

gone through the very dynamic vibrant state of vigorous 

movements including perhaps the  'falling down' 

posture, as already validated from the  SGGS by the 

cogent quotations entered above. The correct translation 

of the above phrase on Guru Nanak would thus read: 

"Some called me a Devil, some said I am a Lunatic, 

some referred to me as a mere man, but Nanak was 

absorbed in the reverie of deep (VIBRANT, standing 

stance) Meditation." 

We are the least surprised, at the odd phrases used 

above to describe Guru Nanak's strange situations, 

because we have ourselves, on certain occasions, gone 

through this seemingly unwholesome nuances and 

contortions, in the  dynamic vibrant meditation, that we 

regularly practice in groups, once or at times twice a 

week. 

As matter of fact, when we for the first time chanced 

to see such a devout group swaying and dancing, the 

initial impression that struck our minds was that these 

people must be mentally deranged because they 

certainly looked very queer to us or possibly they are 

possessed by the devil. No wonder  



 

why God has used almost similar type of expressions for 

Guru Nanak's meditative state as recorded above.  

To further prove the point that actual God-given 

meditation, as recorded correctly in all the world's 

Scriptures, but usually in allegory and metaphor, starts 

with a standing stance, and subsequently may follow 

into a dance mode, we take you to the instance in 

History where Guru Nanak along with His most  devoted 

companion Bhai Mardana, actually participated in a 

Dancing-type meditation with a contemporary 

prophet-like spiritual celebrity of Bengal, India,  

Mahaprabhu  CHAITANYA Vishwambhare. 

3. GURU NANAK'S PARTICIPATION IN DANCE OF 

ECSTACY WITH LORD CHAITANYA at JEGANATH 

PURI, ORISSA, INDIA (in August 1518). 

Guru Nanak Ji's and  Mahaprahbu CHAITANYA 's 

memorable meeting at  PURI has been clearly described 

by the  ORIYA poet Ishwardas in  "CHAITANYA BHAGVATA" 

where he is recorded as having participated in the  

KIRTAN and  DANCE as given below, rendered in 

Romanised transliteration, thus:  

"Sumvasa ye Vashwambhara, Kirtana madhye Bihara 

Nanak Saranga edni Rupa Sanatna duibhai Jagai Madhai 

ekatra Kutana Karanti e neretya". 

Translation: 

"Vashwambhara (CHAITANYA), the resort of the World 

takes delight in Kirtan song with Nanak and Saranga 

(presumably Sarangi-wala, this simple musical 

instrument that Bhai Mardhana always carried), the two 

brothers Rupa and Sanatana together with Jagai and 

Madhai. All of them danced in ecstasy while participating 

in the kirtan." 

Incidentally, there is also mention of Guru Nanak Ji's 

further four meetings with Prabhu  CHAITANYA in 

Chapters 47 and 64 in the above publication CHAITANYA 

BHAGYATA. The above have been gleaned from relevant 

historical articles, which appeared in the  Sikh Review, a 

popular prestigious monthly magazine emanating from 

Calcutta, of  November 1985 and November 1988 

issues. The above mystical quotation from  SGGS Page 

991 on Guru Nanak's strange experiences in Meditation, 

which hitherto has defied correct and comprehensive 

understanding, actually alludes to the spiritually 

intoxicated movements and dance, akin to what Guru 

Nanak must have experienced when he used to perform 

the afore mentioned Dances of Ecstasy and Euphoria 

with Prabhu  CHAITANYA recounted above. 

The great Guru may have also experienced the 

tumbling-down dynamic reactions likened unto a mad 

man! However, this very strange, but a welcome 

reaction, is already covered under the relevant 

quotations in the  SGGS entered under Section  8 in the 

last chapter. 

4. DISCERNING AND DIVINING 

We make use of all these responsive and reactive 

states in meditation, to talk to God as it were, and/ or to 

the awakened Naam power within, to solve all our 

problems, which our analytical mind cannot sometimes 

decipher and answer. This acumen comes in very handy 

to ascertain Food Allergies and many other such 

awkward situations that confront us in daily living. Even  

in Spiritual matters this new found acumen can reveal to 

us whether or not we are really receiving our inspiration 

and guidance from the 



 

correct/higher sources, as is always desired. A fair 

amount of description on this theme has already been 

covered in other parts of this Book. Dreams and the 

interpretation of copious Visions received during VCM 

form of meditations, need also to be learned in more 

thoroughness, which will form an important topic in 

future WSF publications. 

5. REPETITIOUS RECITATIONS 

Instead of accepting and adopting the God-given 

simple and spontaneous meditation system as 

adequately spelt out in the Scriptural quotations already 

entered above, the aspirants keep on observing mainly 

the Nitncime, the obligatory recitations of the five  Banis 

(the allotted passages from the Sikh Scriptures) which is 

the central forte of the Sikh theology. Although this mere 

recitations and repetitions of these Scriptural 

pronouncements will give us a certain measure of peace 

and solace, but by merely reading these beautiful 

instructions on the meaningful meditation techniques 

given in these Nitnames, over and over again, without 

fully understanding and least of all actually putting them 

into practice, wil l certainly not provide us with the fuller 

benefit desired. This point is amply clarified not just once 

but on two separate occasions as cogent quotations 

entered on Pages  66 and  491 of the  SGGS,  listed 

hereunder; 

(i) Page 66 "Pcicidh pedhai naa bujaee bhaekhee b 

ha ram bhullaaei, gurmatee hari sadhaa paayaa 

resenaan hari ras semaaeh". 

The current orthodox translation reads as follows: 

'Thou knowest not Him by merely reading and reciting 

the Scriptures but are really deluded by  

illusion. Throughout the Guru's instruction one getteth 

the Essence of the Lord and one's  tongue is ever replete 

with the Lord.' This is not quite a correct translation.  

To get to the correct interpretation we must first of all 

understand the deeper meaning of the key word 

"Gurmat". The literal meaning -oL this word is "Guru's 

Teachings", but a profound meaning, which is more 

applicable here, can be deduced from the following 

quotation from a supplementary Scripture, by Bhai 

Gurudas Ji Vaar  31(10)  "Bhaao bliagti Gurmat Hai, 

Thurmat Thargei Lehai Na Dhoee" meaning, 'Love 

(devotional) Bhagti is  Gurmat and irreligious ways are 

not accepted in God-realm'. Hence Gurmat is equalized 

to Bhagti.  BHAGTI is made up of two words  Blwvanaa 

(Love) and Agaathi (Surrender). Therefore, the very 

word reveals the technique, meaning "with Love in your 

Heart surrender deeply to God".  

Hence a more authentic interpretation  would read 

as follows:  'By merely reciting the Scriptural 

compositions one could get deluded into delusions. 

Gurmat (meditation by total surrender to the Divine 

within), will always bring us to imbibing God through 

actually experiencing the rapturous spiritual 

reactions that follow.' 

Please note that here  resenaan does not mean a 

taste of the tongue but a 'taste' of  spirituality! Notice 

how our interpreters have manifested a glaring 

misunderstanding here! 

The second quotation appears thus on :  

(ii) Page  491  "Raam Raam sab koh kahei kalieeai 



 

Raam na hoeai Gurprasaadhee Raam mann 

vasai tan phall paavei koei" 

meaning: 'Everyone meticulously repeats over and  

over again the Name of God. But one does not  

imbibe (attain) God by merely repeating His Name.  

It is through the Grace of an enlightened Guru that  

one gets enthused in God. Only then do we receive 

the fruits of our Holy observances'.  

There are a few other occasions in the Scriptures  

where these mere repetitions are not encouraged,  

although it must be accepted that for beginners and  

in emergency situations, the wilful repetitions of  

certain set passages from the Scriptures are indeed 

also beneficial.  

6. RAMPANT RECITATIONAL PRACTICES 

Not only the Sikhs but also the Hindus, Buddhists  

and even other Religionists lay over emphasis to the  

recitational nature of their prayer practices, at the  

expense of  'receiving', (listening to God) which only 

happens when the exhortations we utter (repeat,  

recite) are terminated and when we are absolutely  

surrendered during the deep meditational stage.  

Many elderly Sikhs are now coming forward to  

confess that in spite of the decades of reciting their  

five obligatory scriptural passages  (netnames) they still  

do not feel much benefit from such repetitious 

repetitions. The above two cogent quotations bear  

testimony to their pitiable plights. The present day  

Sikh practices of a preponderance of  kirtan coupled 

with the obligatory recitations, without recourse to  

Naam Simran (meditation) does demand a measure 

of some  change, although both these observances do 

serve their set purposes, but on the overall analysis, only 

to a limited degree. 

We on our own volition are not demanding the 

required change. The very pronouncements from God, 

through the above quoted SGGS quotations at 5(i) and 

5(ii) are indicative of such a change in our practices. 

What is missing in the  Gurdwaras is the inclusion for the 

need of Naam Simran (meditation) in addition to the 

usual kirtan and kathaa, which in themselves are also 

necessary. If when meditation these days, is at all 

included, this is carried out merely by a continuous 

chanting repetit ions of 'Satnaam Sri Waheguru' for long 

periods of t ime, without the much needed  quietened deep 

relaxation mode, followed always by a reverberant 

vibrant reaction as an  answer from God, as adequately 

pointed out above. 

We are not advocating here the elimination of the 

Nitname (the daily obligatory prayers of the Sikhs). 

These contain the  Dhor kee hani (the utterances of God) 

and therefore these observances alone must give us a 

measure of due benefit. In any case, fortunate are those 

who can religiously spare and devote their precious time 

on these daily revered recitations.  

7. DURING THE TIME OF THE SIKH 
PROPHETS 

Incidentally, all of these seemingly weird and rather 

sensational reactions do not happen all the time even in 

the correct meditation practices. They are simply 

entered in the  SGGS to give us validity and support, so 

that we keep to our composure and accept them, should 

these strange dynamic and 



 

vibrational reactions sometimes  suddenly do arise from 

within, which they do on rare occasions. 

There have been instances in Sikh history of such 

strange happenings recorded in some of the Saakhees 

(anecdotes), when during the time of Sri Guru Hargobind 

Ji (the 6 l Sikh prophet), within the congregation, one 

person started to manifest some wild trembling 

movements. The participants asked the Guru to stop 

such peculiar reactions. Whereupon the Guru replied, 

that since the Divine has directly caused these 

reactions, it is not in his right to stop them. They will 

cease themselves after they have carried out their 

required purposes. Hence, there have been stray cases 

in the past too, among the Sikhs, when such situations 

have arisen. It was perhaps not necessary in those 

comparatively more peaceful times, for such radical 

reactions to set in, during group meditation sessions of 

those days, when life generally was going on at a slower 

and a less stressful state.  

8. HAAL KI MUSTEE 

(DANCE OF INTOXIFICATION) 

Permit us to take this opportunity to include herein a 

famous sU^tement made by Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji, 

the 10 Sikh Prophet, in His unique Treatise entitled, 

"Prem Somarag Granth"  (LOVE, the Super Highway to 

God) which reads, "Of all the intoxications, the highest is  

Haal Ki Mustee", meaning, "Inspirational Intoxicated 

Dance, which could include many of the 19 odd 

vibrational happenings, listed in Section 12 ahead.  

This special happening is also allegorically termed as  

Sahej Yoga (Spontaneous Yoga), Hukam, literally 

meaning (Command of God) and also as  Ek Naam, 

literally  (the one and only Incomparable Naam). 

However, each of the above terms collectively stand for 

the process of  profound Meditation, which not many, 

can fathom comprehensively enough.  

One may ask, that if it is so meticulously recorded in 

the Scriptures as already brought out above, why it has 

taken so long to come out into the open? We cannot 

really blame the public for such an apathy. It is the very 

custodians of Religion, the Spiritual Savants and Saints, 

who due to their lack of an actual experience of these 

vibratory arousal states coupled with their inability of a 

fuller and deeper understanding of these scriptural 

injunctions, that such 'Passive' and spiritless meditative 

state of affairs have arisen. 

9. HOW THE AWAKENING 

More than a theoretical and academic understanding 

of the Scriptures, one also needs at most times an 

Initiator (a competent Guru), to physically stand or sit 

next to you, to bear witness, to enable the Divine to 

directly awaken you to receive these desired Reactions 

indicative of the enlivened Holy Spirit within. It has 

already been recorded in the Scriptures as, "Gurusaakhi 

joet pragat hovei", meaning "A competent Guru's 

presence is necessary to act as the  witness to the 

awakening". 

10. "DANCING" RELIGION 

The 'arousal' that we often refer to, is beginning to be 

experienced throughout the world. For instance, there is 

a movement in Japan, the  TENSHO-KOTAI- JINGU-KYO 

initiated by a God-enthused lady called 



 

Ogamisama, which is being described by the Press and 

other communications media, as a "Dancing Religion", 

where thousands of her Devotees gather in open public 

places, to carry out their spiritual practices accompanied 

by prolific movement and 'Dance'. Hence these vibrant 

states in true worship/ meditation are coming to the fore 

more and more as days go by. 

11. UNIVERSAL APPLICATION OF THE 

VIBRANT (DYNAMIC) FORM OF 

MEDITATION/WORSHIP 

(a) Christian Charismatic Movement 

I must mention here a fact which a large proportion of 

humanity are not quite aware of, with regard to the 

increasing popularity of the above 'relaxation response' 

format of worship/meditation, especially appertaining to 

the Christian groups around the wor ld, styled as the 

Charismatic Movement. In this form of meditation, all 

participants start in the standing posture accompanied 

by movements, utterances (akath kathaa) which the 

Christians term as 'Speaking in Tongues' (Glossolalia), 

various feelings of l ightness or heaviness, visions or 

complete quietitude and inertness and on the other 

extreme even at times the rare experiences the 

participants sometimes go through of even falling down, 

etc. 

To an uninitiated onlooker this cacophony and 

vibrant gymnastics although interposed by periods of 

complete silence and composure, can appear quite 

disconcerting and unholy. When it f irst started about 

three decades ago, there was for many years much 

passionate debates and confusion within the Christian 

ranks. This was between those who were so used to  

the basically quiet and composed manner of orthodox 

worship and those that were personifying this new 

radical vibrant form of worshipful practices. This nearly 

brought about such a division amongst the various 

denominations of Christianity that the Reformist Groups 

were about to leave the main body and start their own 

Churches. 

At that juncture, the Pope for the Roman Catholics 

and the Bishops of the other Christian denominations, 

came up with a compromise solution of allowing this 

Reformist Group to use the same Church building on a 

weekday, whereas the regular main group to keep on 

using the same Church on Sundays. By these 

compromises they seem to have solved their problems. 

This Charismatic movement is now fast expanding as the 

newcomers realise that this is the system that really 

affords them the opportunity to feel and really 

experience the actual awakening up the Holy Spirit,  

which is everyone's desired goal. A similar sort of 

situation may begin to prevail with the other religions in 

due time. Let us give  credit to the Christians,  who have 

officially included this vibrant nature of the 

worship/meditation called the  charismatic system  into 

their main stream practices. 

Remember that it is only through the practices of a 

charismatic  vibrant meditation system, that real rapid 

spiritual development will take effect, which will even 

astound the aspirant.  

(b) Susila Buddhi Dharma 

There is another universal inter-faith type spiritual 

movement started in the 1960's through revelations 

received directly from God-realm but with minimal 



 

references from the acknowledged Scriptures. This has 

now spread to some fifty odd countries around the world 

called, Susila Buddhi Dharma. They follow an almost 

similar form of vibrant worship/meditation as what we 

practice in VCM. They also go through the various 

external and of course internal experiences of the 

awakened Holy Spirit the primordial Universal Life 

Force, adequately described above. They also 

commence their Meditations always in the Standing 

stance at least for an initial period. This organisation 

although started in the East has rapidly expanded to the 

West and all over the new world with their Headquarters 

now centred both in the East and West in the U.K. and 

the U.S.A. areas. 

12. YOGA AND THE NEW AGE HINDU 

MEDITATION PRAYER PRACTICES 

Even among the new age Yoga practices, gone are 

the days when the Lotus Posture type rigid and passive 

form of meditation modes were the standard norm. A 

revised form of Yoga is beginning to be practised, styled 

as  VIBRANT SPONTANEOUS YOGA described by Swami 

Rajarshri Muni in his latest book entitled  "The 

Philosophy and Psychology of Spontaneous Yoga"  

1995 and also in Yogacharya Swami Kripalvanand's  

"SCIENCE OF MEDITATION" 1977. In these 2 books and 

there are a few more coming out, everyone of these 

strange reactions recounted heretofore, are listed plus 

even a few more are brought into the picture. In addition 

to these 2 books there are another 2 more Hindu based 

Divine Doctrines which also recount the same order of 

vibrant experiences. These Doctrines are: 

(i) The  "NECTAR of Devotion", which describes 

in some detail the vibrant devotional worship as 

practised by Sri  CHAITANYA Mahaprabhu, who 

appeared about 500 years ago in west Bengal, 

India, a contemporary of Prophet NANAK, the 

founder of Sikhism. It is on record that Prophet  

NANAK is known to have participated in some of 

the holy dance-type meditation sessions of Sri  

CHAITANYA Ji, already brought out in Section 2 

and 3 of this Chapter. The second Doctrine is 

entitled, 

(ii) "A Guide to Human Conduct - Jivan Veda" by 

Sri Anandamurti Ji, the founder of the famous  

ANANDA MARGA international movement which 

initially started in India. 

All the 4 above mentioned Divine Doctrines, 

interestingly portray the self same train of sublime 

Reactions, which we choose to record below, for ease of 

reference and to serve as a more permanent record 

(i) Trembling (Kampa) 

(ii) Sweating (Sveda) 

(iii) Tears from Crying (Ashru and kroshna) 

(iv) Bursting into Laughter (Attahasya)  

(v) Dancing (Nritya) 

(vi) Singing (Geeta) 

(vii) Falling down and Rolling (Vilun Thana)  

(viii) Whirling (Ghummna) 

(ix) Deep Repose of the physical body 

(Tanumotana) 

(x) Yawning (Jrumbhana) 



 

(xi) Roaring like Expressions (Humkara 

Svaraveda) 

(xii) Salivating (Lalasrava) 

(xiii) Horripilation - Hair standing on end 

(Romainca) 

(xiv) Spontaneous Utterances (Svara Bhanga)  

(xv) Speaking in Tongues (Akath Katha)  

(xvi) Breathing heavily (Beeragh Ashavasa)  

(xvii) Astounding or Arresting of Motion (Stambha)  

(xviii) Change of Colour in Visions (Vaevarrna) 

(xix) Passivity, Peace and Restfulness (Loka Peksa 

Tyaga) 

The above experiences are termed as Mahabhava or 

Sattvika Bhava (Supreme Ecstatic Exaltations) in the 

Indian language. 

These varied attributes of 'real' meditation clearly 

show that beyond the present day popular passive 

meditation practices, the responsive, ecstatical and 

euphoric states are even more important and valid to 

achieve the desired total transformation in Body, Mind 

and Spirit. Since each one of these 19 sublime reactions 

have been given an individual name, as also are 

mentioned in the Scriptures, these must be genuine 

necessary happenings! 

13. REMOVAL OF DROSSFUL AND TRAUMATIC 

INCURSIONS 

- 'CLEANSING' In Meditation 

Some of these reactions do not appear pleasant and 

wholesome. Some of these weird reactions are 

the very ones through the vehicle of which, the dross 

and the 'dirt' deposited in us, sometimes even from our 

past lives, commence to come out. As we already know, 

dirt when being removed cannot show up as something 

pleasant and beautiful. Hence the nature of these 

unwholesome reactions, which manifest during the 

removal of some long-standing Traumas. The more 

chronic is the trauma to be released, the harsher would 

be the meditation reaction ensuing. 

Of all the Scriptures, the  SGGS of the Sikhs, seem to 

contain a more comprehensive description of each such 

divinely guided experiences. As these manifestations 

become more prolif ic once you have achieved a deeper 

and a more total submission to the Divine within, it is only 

then that God takes over to prompt us into receiving 

these hallowed welcome experiences. In a sense, it can 

be rightly inferred, that from then on, He is actually 

carrying out the various meditative modes, which are 

next tangibly experienced by us. This situation is clearly 

defined in the SGGS on Page 754 as, "Harikee 

Bhagti Sadaah Rang Raataa  ............. " meaning: "God 

prompted meditation is  always accompanied by a 

tangible Holy manifestation". Therefore do not give up, 

until you have found the right type of meditation, which 

provides proof of these holy experiences.  

14. PASSIVE YOGA 

The reason why the orthodox passive Yoga practices 

have stayed non-vibrant for so long is because no 

translator of the  Patanjali's Yoga Sutras (the Yoga 

Bible), has adequately understood the scriptural type 

enigmatic and allegoric Patanjali's expressions this far. 

For instance in Patanjali's Verses 



 

1.30-1.32, where this great sage speaks of these 

euphoric sublime reactions and responses, all the 

translators have erroneously referred to these as, 

"Symptoms of Disease" !! More relevant details on 

these unfortunate misinterpretations will emerge in our 

later publications. 

15. ACCOLADES TO THE CHRISTIANS 

Of all the main-stream, meditational/worshipful 

practices carried out by the various religious groupings, 

the Christians are to be congratulated for having 

successfully established on a regular routine basis, 

these charismatic (vibrational) services in nearly all their 

main-line Christian groupings. This achievement is even 

more complementary because, compared to the Hindu  

and the Sikh Gospels, the Christian Bible contains 

significantly less references to the more  "vibrational" 

nature of the meditational procedures.  

12VCM In Relation to 

Other Spiritual Systems 

(1) Before we dwell any further on the above important 

topic, we must first of all clear the air on the  

semantics of meditation. In other words, let us be 

clear as to what the term Meditation stands for.  

Meditation in ordinary parlance is meant to mean, 

Contemplation, Musing, Pondering, Reflection, 

Cogitation, Study, Thinking and so on. Some 

Dictionaries define it as,  "A form of private devotion 

consisting of deep, continued reflection, on some 

religious theme". Other Dictionaries define it as,  

"Deep, serious reflection and contemplation".  Hence 

meditation could mean dif fering activities to different 

sets of people.  

(2) In modern, New Age terminology, it invariably 

connotes a form of  profound prayer and a religious 

worship. In theological terms  prayer is a verbal 

recitation directed to God, which can also be referred 

to as a form of worship. We in WSF (World Spiritual 

Foundation) refer to Meditation as the experience of 

a fulfill ing relationship with the Divine whereby we 

receive multifarious meaningful responses as a 

tangible answer to our prayers! VCM meditation 

therefore serves the purpose of what we tend to call 

Prayer and Worship. Since it really is a Prayer and a 

Worship, logic dictates that the details of such a 

technique must be recorded in the World 's 

accepted Scriptures. We in WSF have not only 



 

found this to be so, but that the techniques enshrined 

in the Gospels of  all Religions, manifest an uncanny  

similarity, which to us are welcome premonitions of 

the ultimate merger of all Religions into a single 

unified world religion, based on a similar and unified 

format of worship, somewhat akin to  V.C.M. 

The VCM SYSTEM 

(3) VCM, short name for  Vibrant Celestial 

Meditation, is thus a form of Prayer / Worship/ 

Contemplation, or more correctly a simple spiritual 

practice, the detailed methodology of which as 

indicated above is indeed enshrined in the 

acknowledged Scriptures of all the world's Religions. 

This truly is so because as defined in Section 2 

above, it is indeed a God inspired prompting or prayer 

all along. The criteria which can be used to describe 

VCM and incidentally the qualities and the 

ingredients which any spiritual system must have, 

before it can be considered as Divine-devised and not 

man-made, ought to be : 

(i) Simple 

(ii) Natural 

(iii) Effortless 

(iv) Spontaneous 

(v) Joyful 

(vi) Loving 

(vii) Deeply Surrendered 

(viii) Accompanied by an  Animation, an Arousal and 

an Awakening, all of which we call by the one 

word,  VIBRANT. 

The above features incidentally have also been 

adequately covered in Chapter 2. All the above criterias 

(i) to (viii) have already been described in some detail in 

Chapters (3), (4), and (5). To refresh your memory these 

Chapters are herein summarised briefly with their main  

Titles reproduced for clarity:  

Chapter (3) - Self Surrender and Deep Submission 

during Meditation (Initial Step of Self- Surrender and 

Deep Submission Common to All Scriptures)  

In this Chapter are recorded, pertinent quotations 

from the various Scriptures pointing to the need for total 

and utter  Surrender just before commencement of 

Meditation. No rigidised posture or placing of attention in 

any specific area of our Body/Brain structure is 

recommended. 

Chapter (4) - WHY A REACTIVE VIBRATIONAL 

COMPONENT is a MUST in MEDITATION (Similar 

Format of Meditation/Worship in All Religions)  

As the Title suggests, relevant passages are quoted 

from many Scriptures to validate the need to experience 

the various  reactions such as  movements, feelings, 

utterances (Speaking in Tongues), singing, sobbing, 

laughing, dancing, etc. Scriptural quotations on the 

requirement to initially  stand-up are also recorded. 

Chapter (5) - WHY VIBRANT LIVELY REACTIONS 

are further WELCOME and NECESSARY DURING 

AUTHENTIC MEDITATION 

Although there are more, the following 5 main 

reasons are recounted. 



 

(i) For Purification 

(ii) Actual Communication with the awakened 

Divine within, in Discernment for solving strange 

situations as are confronted.  

(iii) The way to "see" God. 

(iv) Evaluation of Spiritual Progress and of other 

related Parameters. 

(v) Many other usages of further importance in our 

daily activities are recounted.  

OTHER SYSTEMS 

In contrast, most other systems of meditation 

currently practiced, do not have their origins directly and 

in detail described in the Scriptures and they therefore 

do not quite meet the above criteria set by the Divine for 

man. Hence, they can be dubbed as mainly man-devised 

contrivances, although they may in their own right, be 

benefitting humanity to varying degrees. All of these are 

invariably and subtly  effort orientated and not  

spontaneous as proved further down. 

Their tangible features are collected herein for better 

insight into their man-devised leanings :- 

(i) Fixation of attention at various parts of our 

body/brain structure. 

(ii) Too prolonged repetition and chanting of set 

phrases, mantras or sutras. 

(iii) Rigidity in postures and particular positioning of 

hands and fingers in what are called, Madras. 

(iv) Control of Breath 

(v) Ceremonial Rituals and Symbols 

(vi) Picturing of forms of Masters, demi-Gods, 

Goddesses and Deities. 

(vii) Calling upon Masters and Guides in channelling 

processes. 
(viii) Over-disciplined

 dietary requirements. 

(ix) Turning of beads and other mechanical 

 artefacts -----  

(x) Taking artificial stimulants and going into deep 

trance states. 
(xi) Guided and self imposed techniques  

(xii) Physical (mechanical) doings and 

contrivances. 

As opposed to the above listed features, true 

meditation is always carried out in a  simple, natural and 

in a most relaxed,  effortless and spontaneous manner 

without recourse to any of the ritualistic and 

"mechanical" features enumerated above. Critical 

commentaries on their unnecessary adoption, have 

been addressed in various parts of this publication. 

There are a few systems which approach somewhat 

parallel to the VCM technique and are serving the 

masses in their own spheres of activity. We wish them 

well. But many others are, a way off the standard 

stipulations, and these may be adopted with due 

caution, although they could be enjoying widespread 

appeal. Because of the present Dark Age (Kali Yuga) the 

genuine and true meditation systems will attract only a 

minority of mankind. Hence do not adjudge the 

worthiness of a spiritual system, by the numerical 

numbers of its adherents. Hence be sagacious and wise 

in the ultimate choice of the spiritual practice you adopt.  



 

Guru and the Disciple Lurking 

nside of Us 

(Shabath Guru Surat Dhun 

Cheillaah) 
TITLE DECIPHERED 

The Divine Dynamic Power (Naam Shabath) is the 

GURU. The Experience of its Awakening (Surat Dhun) 

is Discipleship (Cheillaah), more details follow:- 

SYNOPSIS 

This famous enigmatic and at the same time 

pragmatic proverbial statement appears in the Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib (the Sikh Scriptues) under the Chapter 

called Sidli Gosht (Dialogue with the miraclc performing 

Yogis), by the first founding prophet of the Sikhs,  Sri 

Guru Nanak Dev Ji. It mainly embody a synopsis of 

Answers to searching Questions put to the Prophet, by 

the premier Yogic Order of the 15th century India. These 

answers cover a wide variety of spiritual Reality and 

Truth. It thus lays down in brief the central basis of true 

Religion. 

As a corollary, it puts into proper perspective the 

prevailing false beliefs and notions held by the Yogic 

cults of the times, who were then toting around some of 

their ignoramus views on the masses of India. As such, 

the Sidh Gosht is most revealing, inspirational and 

elevating. It embodies primordial truths of how the Soul, 

the Atma of man, can claim its high heritage by aligning 

into rightful resonance with the Param-Atma, the Cosmic 

Creator. 



 

Among a host of other equally mystical and 

metaphoric outpourings, "Shabath Guru Surat Dhun 

Cheillaah", stands out as a cardinal Divine direction, 

which demands a comprehensive cognition of its true 

meaning and import. It is a far reaching, penetrative and 

all-embracing pervasive pointer, which when adequately 

understood and thereafter imbibed, opens the door to 

ultimate solace and' salvation. We shall then need no 

external Master or Guru, to give us answers to our 

multifarious daily doubts and difficulties. Such is its 

importance and value, that the entire teaching of the Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib (S.G.G.S.) can be encapsulated into 

its mystical meaning and allegory. The metaphor 

employed in it has hitherto defied a thorough and 

comprehensive comprehension of its true interpretation.  

PRE-REQUISITE 

This short dissertation will attempt to unravel the 

mystical meaning behind this cryptic divine direction. 

Permit me to mention as a prelude, that until and unless 

one is already blessed with the actual experience and 

feeling of the profound spiritual states of arousal and 

euphoria in meaningful meditation (Simran/Bhagti), 

variously alluded to as  Vismaath, Rengan, Kheidaah, 

Vajjath, Anand etc., one will never be able to fully grasp 

and understand the Divine meaning behind this and 

many other such mystical utterances enshrined in our 

sanctified Scriptures. Until then, we will keep on giving 

only literal interpretations and providing merely 

academic expositions, thus inadvertently and ignorantly 

misleading the masses. 

Such renderings and dissertations, when wantonly 

and egoistically continued, can even reach 

blasphemous proportions, which perforce have to be 

repaid in unimaginable and hell ish after -lives. Hence, it 

is prudent to be mindful of our present inadequacies and 

incompetencies and thus wait for the ripe moment when 

God, through His benevolence and grace, has 

eventually prepared us for such an onerous task of 

correct translations of our Sancti fied Scriptures. 

SHABATH 

The first word  Shabath (Sabalh) depending upon the 

context in which it occurs, can have 4 main meanings. 

They are, 

(i) The Word or Teaching of the Guru, which in its 

elevated connotation originates from God.  

(ii) Through the Teaching of the Guru and/or God.  

(iii) The all-pervading Divine power, the Holy Spirit, 

which percolates the entire Universe. This is 

also alluded to as Naam or  Naam Kallaah which 

is resident inside of man but normally in a 

dormant, inert state.  

"Nau neth amrit prabh kaa naam, tliey liee mei is 

kaa bisraam". 
In Sukhmani of the  SGGS 

meaning, "The providential  Naam which can 

bestow on us with plentiful treasures and is a 

Nectar, is resident inside of man in a restful, 

dormant state." 

(iv) The fourth meaning is, "the process and the 

actual vibratory experience of this awakening of  

Naam (the Holy Spirit)", which under normal 

circumstances is usually lying sleeping,  



 

and dormant but docile in man as brought out 

under (iii) above. 

In the title phrase under review, this first word 

Shabath carries all the four meanings heretofore 

enumerated, but more emphatically the connotation at 

(iii) above, which is  Naam Kallaah (the Holy Life Force). 

Additionally, it also refers to the hidden aspect of God 

within us, the Jeev-Atma, which has the potential of 

manifesting a multitudinal attribute of the  Paramatma, the 

Creator. 

GURU 

This second word  Guru does not require much 

explaining :  

It simply means a Guide, a Master; someone who 

removes darkness, an Enlightener. But the third and 

fourth words  Surat dhun need careful study. 

SURAT 

Just like the word  Shabath, Surat and also Dhun, 

reflect many a meaning depending upon the context in 

which they are employed.  Surat can mean, 

(i) Ordinary Consciousness. 

(ii) Sub and Superconsciousness, the Budhi.  

(iii) Inner superior knowledge; knowing.  

(iv) Attention, Contemplation, profound Prayer/ 

Meditation. 

There is a cogent quotation from Bhai Gurdas ji's 

(a notable Sikh Divine's) Varaan (the lyrics) 

which uses the words Shabath and Surat in the 

context of the meaning enumerated above.  

"Raag naath Sabkoe Sunai, Shabath Surat Samjai 

Veirloee" meaning.  

"Each and sundry listen to melodious music (practice 

of praise of the Divine in devotional Bhagti), only a 

fortunate few can understand (imbibe and feel the depth 

of such devotion)" 

As you will note, this quotation ~of Bhai Gurdas Ji is 

itself rather enigmatic and is replete with mystical 

meaning. 

In the title phrase under consideration, this word, 

Surat reflects all the various definitions listed above but 

more particularly those under (ii), (iii) and (iv).  

DHUN 

Likewise, the word  Dhun can also be used in various 

applications and connotations such as: 

(i) Sound, Spontaneous utterance or Reaction, as 

referred to in the  S.G.G.S. Ramakali by Guru 
Nanak, " .............. Dhun Vaajei anhath 
ghoeraa........ " 

(ii) Vibration, Trembling, Ecstatic and Euphoric 

Feeling and Experience. 

(iii) Echo, Reverberation, Automatic Outcome, 

Spontaneity. 

(iv) A Song or Tune's basic central theme, as in the 

Science of Music  (Sangeet Vidhya). 

In the title phrase under deliberation, this word Dhun 

manifests all the meanings categorised under (i) , (ii) and 

(iii) above, but more pregnantly that l isted at (ii), which is 

a Feeling, a religious spiritual Experience and 

Reaction, variously referred to as Anhad Dhun, Shabath 

Dhun, Akaath Kathaa, etc. 



 

CHEILLAAH 

The last word Cheillaah has also here a deeper and 

more profound meaning than ordinarily attributed to it, 

which is, 'a Disciple'. In the phrase under discussion, it is 

more akin to Discipleship or better still, Receivership.  

Having briefly explained the meaning of each word, 

the correct translation or interpretation of this famous 

proverbial but pragmatic and pithy pasage,  "Shabath 

Guru Surat Dhun Cheillaah", would read as below: 

TRUE TRANSLATION 

Having laid down the possible meanings of each word 

in the uniqe quotation under review, a translation of it is 

herewith attempted, which perforce may yet require 

further elucidation. 

"The potentially powerful and all-pervading Naam 

lying dormant within man, is our eternal and ever 

present Guru and Godly Guide (Shabath Guru). We 

become the Recipients (Cheillaah, Discipleship) of its 

ever available guidance always from within, when it is 

awakened into a vibrant, meaningful feeling and 

experience in effortless spontaneity (Surat Dhun)." 

The above translation although appearing as a fairly 

detailed interpretation, would still require further 

clarification to render it more readable and 

understandable to an average aspirant, most of whom 

are still neophytes into the deeper spiritual insights of 

our Scripural utterances. 

NAAM AND SHABATH AS A DIVINE POWER AND NOT A 

MERE NAME OF GOD 

Before we can delve deeply into the Scruptures,  

we must first and foremost get established in our minds 

that on most occasions where the word Naam appears in 

the Gurbani, it does not connote a mere name of God, but 

a tangible entity, and a powerhouse of a tremendously 

potent and powerful source of all -pervading energy, 

normally lying still,  dormant and inert in man. The 

following passages from the Sukhmani Sahib in  SGGS will 

make this point clear:- 

"Naam thei dhaarei agaas pathaal. Naam thei dhaarei 

sagal akaar. Naam thei dhaarei pureiaan sabh bhavan" 

meaning :- 

"All the Planets, whole Galaxies and the entire 

Cosmos is created and subsequently supported and 

sustained in their proper and precise orbits, by the 

Divine Power of  Naam." 

Again it is recorded towards the end of the formal 

Sikh Ardaas,  "Nanak Naam Chadhthee Kallaah, Terei 

Bhanei Sarbat Thaa Bhellaa". 

We have seldom if ever, suspected that in this the 

daily prayer/ardaas of the Sikhs, that  Naam is succinctly 

defined directly as a  Chadthee Kallaah, a Power House of 

limitless  Energy that is never depleted but is ever in 

ascendancy, i.e., always self - replenishing and 

exuberant, which only God, the primordial Creator can 

actuate and personify. 

THE WAY OF AWAKENING THE DORMANT BUT 

DOCILE 'NAAM' IN MAN 

As already pointed out under the third attribute of 

Shabath above, Naam is also resident inside of man, but 

normally existing in an inert and dormant state. This can 

be awakened but only through God's  



 

Grace and Benevolence, after we adopt a stance of total, 

utter and unconditional surrender/submission to the 

depths of the Divine within, during our meditation 

moments in meaningful worship. This is corroborated in 

the  SGGS as follows :  

Page 268: "Asthir Bhagti Saad ki Saran, Nanak jap 

jap jeevai Har kei Charan"  meaning.  

"The highest form of meditation (Bhagti) is carried 

out by completely surrendering oneself to God. 

Nanak liveth by worshipping submissively in a 

totally surrendered state".  

Please note that  "Saad" here does not mean a Sadhu 

or a Saint, but God Himself, and since God, the formless 

all-pervading presence, cannot have any feet,  "Har Ke 

charan" also alludes allegorically to surrender in 

complete submission. 

SGGS Page 754 

"Har Ki Bhagti Sadaah rung raatei, hoitmei vichoen 

jaallei", meaning,  

"Meditation (Bhagti) actuated by God is  always 

accompanied by a feeling of ecstasy and a reaction 

(rung raatei) when the egoistic and other such 

self-willed tendencies are exterminated."  

The Awakening, The Arousal 

When this all important charismatic commodity of life 

(Naam Power) is awakened from its state of slumber 

(Bisraam), it must leave behind in its wake, a tell -tale 

sign and an esctatic experience. How could it be, that 

when this great sleeping giant  {Naam Power) is aroused 

and awakened inside of us, that we 

will not receive any sort of feeling and experience? 

Surely we must! 

If inspite of our many holistic efforts, there occurs 

none of the prescribed experiences as copiously 

described in our Sanctified Scriptures, then we can be 

certain that it has indeed not yet been stirred into the 

requisite and much sought after awakening, variously 

termed as Naam Rung, Naam  Rus, Naam Thaan (Gift of 

the awakened Naam), (become recipients of Naam) Naam 

melai ("Nanak Naam melai Taan Jiwaan, Tan mun Theewei 

Hariaah") - This is the last sentence in the entire  S.G.G.S. 

on Page 1429 meaning : 

"Only when I received this Gift of the awakened 

Naam, can I be considered as really alive and 

living, resulting in my Body/Mind complex blooming 

in radiance." 

Another synonimous statement which also appears 

in the  SGGS on : 

Page 279: reads as follows,  "Naam rung sarab sukh 

hoei. Bud bhagee kesai prapat hoei",  meaning :  

"The experience of the arousal of Naam Power gives 

complete peace and solace, but only the fortunate few 

can attain to this high state" 

The dire need for the  "Naam Rung", the awakening in 

ecstasy of this Holy Life Force, is further emphasised in 

the next quotation which the Sikhs regularly recite in 

their morning obligatory prayers, without paying much 

heed to its importance and least of all, how to go about 

imbibing its Truth! 

SGGS Page 4 (Japji Sahib) 

"Bhareeai mutt pappaan kai Sung. Oh thopai nawai 

(naam) kairung" meaning 



 

"When the mind and being is polluted brimful by 

sinful activities, this is cleansed and purified 

through a vibrant stirring of the awakened Naam 

power (in meditation)."  

APPLICATION of SHABATH GURU SURAT DHUN 

CHEILLAAH 

It is only when the  Naam Power (Shabath) within us 

has already been stirred into an awakening as described 

above, that we are able to communicate meaningfully 

with the Divine centre, the  Shabath Guru within us, which 

is the direct representative of the  Param-Atma, the 

all-knowing aspect of our Being. He will then provide us 

internally with answers and solutions to any question or 

doubt which we need to pose to it.  

The modus operandi of such sanctified and 

charismatic communication is through the vehicle of an 

ecstatic experience (Surat Dhun), similar to what we may 

have been used to receiving, in our usual Simran-Bhagti 

(Meditation) sessions. The more sensitivity we have 

been gifted to experience, during these mystical higher 

states of altered consciousness (Surat Dhun), the more 

accurately will we begin to receive the desired answers 

from the awakened  Naam within us! 

These could manifest into a variety of vibrant and 

dynamic modes including physical, mental, visual 

(visions), auditory (Sunanaa), Vocal (Akath Kathaa), 

Sensory, ie. through all our other supplementary senses, 

which our body-mind complex is capable of responding 

to. Through all these responses we assume the 

metaphoric receivership role of a  Cheillaah. 

(discipleship) 

This is how the Master, the  Shabath Guru, the 

motivating Naam Power within us, becomes the internal 

Guide and how our recipient and responsive aspect, 

assumes the Discipleship  (Cheillaah) through the 

all-important link of a sensitised  Surat Dhun. This is 

similar to the  Guru-Cheillaali relationship, where the 

Guru is the Giver and the Cheillah, the Disciple, is 

usually the Receiver. 

We are then able to claim our high heritage bestowed 

upon us by the Creator, and thence, we do not have to 

seek any external Guru or Guide, because we have at 

long last found Him resplendent and awakened within 

our own noble Being. Then the search stops, for we 

begin to become recipients of bountiful blessings of the 

awakened Shabath, the Divine Guru within us. You may 

now turn back to the  "True Translation" appended 

above, to grasp and comprehend its fuller meaning and 

thus appreciate its importance. 
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Mantras in Meditation 

Many senior  VCM (Vibrant Celestial Meditation) 

exponents have discovered through their clairvoyant 

inner perception that the most potent and efficacious 

Mantra available to man-kind as of now, is the MOOL 

MANTRA, which incidentally appears at the very 

commencement of the main Sikh Scriptures, the SGGS 

and is again repeated at the beginning of each Chapter 

and other major Sections of this Holy Book. 

This along with the  NAAM MANTRA and the 

GUR-MANTRA are usually chanted in sequential order 

just prior to entering into the deep and spontaneous 

surrendered state in VCM particularly when the 

meditation is carried out mainly amongst the Sikhs. Bu t 

at the Advanced Levels nearly everyone, Sikhs and 

non-Sikhs prefer to use these Mantras. They are 

recorded here in the Romanised form together with their 

translations: 

1. MOOL MANTRA (The Epic Primordial Mantra) 

EK OENGKAAR SATNAAM 

The True One and Only Omnipresent Immortal  

Essence of Reality 

KERTTAA PURUKH NIRBHAU 

The Creator, the Omniscient and Omnipotent, the  

Incomprehensible (the Fearless) 

NIR VAIRR AKAAL MOORAT 

Before all Beginings and after all Endings, Beyond  

Time, Space, Form, and (Enmity) 



 

AJOONEE SAI-BHANG GORPARSAAD 

Free from the cycle of Birth and Death the self - 

manifested; the Loving Merciful Enlightener 

(Realised with His Grace through total submission to 

His Will).  

2. NAAM MANTRA (Mantra of the Cosmic 

Intelligence; the Holy Life Force).  

SATNAAM SRI WAHEGURU 

The Laudable God, (Lord that is the Wonderment), the 

Dispeller of Darkness, enveloping all as the Immortal 

(Unchanging) Life Force. 

3. GUR MANTRA (Mantra of God's Grace) 

WAAHEGURU 

God, the Laudable, Dispeller of Darkness.  

Word for word translation of the MOOT. MANTRA 

EK 

The One 

and Only 

ONEGKAAR SATNAAM 

The all Prevading The Immortal 

Omnipresence 

KERTAA PURUKH 

The Creator, 

the Omniscient 

the Ominipotent (the Creative Entity) 

NIRVAIRR  

Without Hatred and Enmity 

Without Limits, Unfathomable 

AJOONEE 
Unborn 

SAI-BHANG 
Self-Created 

Evcrpresent 

Primordial power 

(Holy Life Force) 

NIRBHAU 

Un fearing (without 

Fear) The 

Incomprehensible 

AKAAL MOORAT 

Beyond Time. Space 

and Form 

GORPARSAAD 

(i) The Loving and 

Merciful Enlightner. 

(ii) Realised only 

through His Grace 

when Surrendered. 

Another shorter mantra worth noting here is "Raam 

Naam Satnam" or a little longer version of it as, Raam 

Naam Satnaam Sri Waheguru." As a matter of fact there 

are other innumerable shorter phrases in the SGGS 

which also qualify for such eminence.  

In mixed gatherings, simple elevating passages in 

English, (Mantras, if one would like to call them), which 

are basically in praise of the Divine, seeking also His 

protection and guidance, are chanted (intoned) as 

preparatory to actual Meditation. One such mantra is  

"Praise Divine, Grace Sublime, Love Divine, Truth 

Sublime". Please note that in the final analysis, as we 

advance in spiritual development, preparatory  chantings 

of mantras can be eliminated altogether.  

Many non-Sikh Meditators have lovingly opted to 

chant the above Sikh mantras instead of the Chants in 

English. The reasons given for such choices vary from a 

Desire to Feel the originality and purity of the Mantra, or 

a wish to experience the potent, loving and ecstatic 

vibrations which such sanctified Mantras generate.  

Since we in the World Spiritual Foundation spread 

into 33 countries around the World are made up of 

members of a varied variety of the world's communities, 

we hasten to include herein the more popular Mantras as 

appertaining to the different religious groupings.  

HINDUISM 

Apart from a host of shorter Mantras, the most 

celebrated piece is called the famous  Gayatri Mantra, 

which in Sanscrit reads as follows: 



 

Om Bhur Bhurva Swaha Tatsavitri Thoorva 

Reinyam 

Bhargo Devasya Dimahi 

Diyoyona Prya Chotha Yathe; 

meaning : 

"Let us adore the sublime supremacy of the Sun, the 

God-head, who illuminates everything from Whom all 

proceed. We invoke Him to direct our understanding 

aright in our progress towards emancipation".  

This is held in such high regard and reverence, that 

every child or adult among the Hindus, has invariably 

learnt it by heart.  

A shorter mantra much in vogue reads as, "Om Namo 

Sivaya" or "Om Namo Narayana" the later version with  

Narayana is more preferred because the word  Siva at 

most times apply to the third deity of the Hindu triad, 

whereas the word Narayana is exclusively used to 

connote God. Namo means, surrender or submit to. 

CHRISTIANITY 

The Lord's Prayer which appears in the Christian 

Bible (new Testament) in St. Mathews at 6(9) may be 

rather longish for rapid repetition as we normally do with 

the shorter Mantras. It reads as under,  

(i) "Our Father Which Art in Heaven. Hallowed be 

Thy Name. 

(ii) Thy Kingdom come. Thy Will be done on Earth 

as it is in Heaven. 

(iii) Give us this Day our daily Bread. 

(iv) And Forgive us our Debts as we Forgive our 

Debtors. 

(v) And lead us not into Temptation. 

(vi) But deliver us from Evil. 

(vii) For Thine is the Kingdom, Thy Power and the 

Glory for Ever. Amen." 

There are other shorter Mantras, which are often 

recited such as, "Hail Christ, Hail Mary or Hail Jesus, 

Hail Mary" or just "Halleluyah", meaning "Praise 

Jehovah (God) or  "Maranathah" or just repeating the 

single expression,  Jesus, Jesus or Moses, Moses  and 

so on. The most favoured of all Mantras according to our 

Scriptures, is a phrase where  God is Glorified. The 

meaning of the word Maranathah is not clear. It has been 

lost in antiquity. 

In view of this consideration, for a single word 

Mantra, "Halleluyah" would appear more appropriate 

ISLAM 

There are a host of the most inspirational phrases in 

the Koran and Hadiths that could stand out as suitable 

mantras. The following few short phrases appear to be 

those most commonly used. 

(i) ALLAH Hu AKBAR, means "Praise Be to Allah 

who is the Greatest.  

(ii) Lail I lahi-Illallah Muhamadur-Rasullah, 

meaning, I absolutely believe in None except 

You O'Lord and in your messenger the Prophet 

Muhammad". 

(iii) Bismillah Rahhmani 'Rraheem'- In the name of 

Allah the Beneficent, the most Merciful.  



 

(iv) A longer and most important passage is that 

which appears at the very commencement of the 

A1 Koran. It is in the 1 Surah (Chapter) the 

Al-Fatihah "The Opening" which reads in the 

Arabic language as:  

1. Bismillah 'Rahhmani 'Rrahheem. 

2. El-hamdoo Iillahi Rabil Alameen 

3. Arrahhmani Raheem 

4. Maliki Yowmi-D-deen 

5. Eyaka Nahboodoo Waeyaka Nestaeen 

6. Ihdina 'Ssiratal Mustakeem 

7. Siratale Zeena Anhamla Aleihim Iheiri-'l 

Mughloobi Aleihim, Wallal Lahleen- Amean. 

It translates as follows: 

1. In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the most 

Merciful 

2. All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds  

3. The Beneficent, the most Merciful  

4. Master of the 'Day of Judgement'  

5. Thee do we Serve and He do we Seek for help  

6. Guide Thou us on the Right Path 

7. The path of those upon whom Thou hast 

bestowed favours. Not (the Path) of those who 

earn Thine Wrath nor of those who go Astray.  

This Al-Fatihah is justifiably known as the Essence 

of the Koran and has also been called the 'Lord's Prayer' 

of the Muslims. Coincidentally, it has the same number of 

7 steps as appertaining to the Christian version! It is an 

essential part of all Muslim worship, public or private, 

and no solemn contract or transaction is complete unless 

it is recited. This Surah is also often referred to as  

"Saba'an min al- 

Mathani",- meaning ...........  "The seven of the Oft 

Repeated" (verses being understood).  

BUDDHISM 

The one passage here which stands out supreme is 

the oft repeated phrase, "Dhammam Sharanam 

Gacchami", unlike the standard literal and orthodox 

translation normally presented, this sublime Mantra 

really means "I take the stance of complete effacement 

of the Self in deep submission to realise the ultimate 

Truth". 

Hence total annihilation by surrender in meditation 

appears to be at the very core also of Buddhist prayer 

principles, yet not so often personified as such.  

JAPANESE (BUDDHISM/SHINTOISM) 

This one phrase most uttered by more than one 

spiritual organisation in Japan reads as  

"NAMYO HOREN GEKYO" 

meaning, 

"The Holy Life Force created and controlled by  

the Divine resuscitates every aspect of Creation".  

TIBETAN 

Their most celebrated single Mantra reads as follows 

: 



 

"Om Mane Padme Hum" 

meaning : 

"The Lotus-like Jewel of the Creative Divine Power 

transforms all living Life". 

Everyone of the above Mantras have their own 

characteristic potencies and power. You may select for 

use whichever suits your natural disposition.  

Glimpses into Testimonies 

from Around the World... 

For want of space, a few Testimonies, are briefly 

recorded herein, from the grateful and fortunate people 

who had a 'once in a lifetime' experience, in an encounter 

with Sri Bhai Sahib Kirpal Singh Ji Gill, during his 

spiritual tours around the world, promoting True and 

Meaningful Worship through Vibrant Celestial Meditation 

(V.C.M.) Seminars. 

Rose Chin (Malaysia) 

"I was rather sceptical on the first two days of the 

Course, but on the third day, I began to experience some 

asepcts of the Arousal you spoke of. It was during the 

follow-up session on Monday that I truly experienced 

your Power. I was able to move spontaneously. By 

nature, I am shy and introverted and couldn't imagine 

myself 'Surrendering' to what seemed to me weird 

actions and movements. I am grateful to God for guiding 

me to you." 

Lucy Langford (Australia) 

Vibrant Celestial Meditation is:  

"The most effortless form of Worship I have ever 

known. It is Chanting, Singing, Dancing, Moving, Healing 

and Ecstasy in Joy. It is the Purest Spring of Water which 

activates, removes and cleanses the shadows, the stains 

of your Body, Mind and Soul. It is a warm golden Honey, 

whose sweetness spills and fil ls, heal ing your very 

Being, bringing forth Love in its Highest Form."  



 

Joan P. Bennett (New Zealand) 

"I conclude that it is the most erudite Seminar on 

Meditation of all the avenues I have tried over several 

years. VCM most surely must become in the future, the 

most effective, universal and yet simple method of 

meditation. Bhai Sahib Ji, speaks on all the world 

Religions and quotes frequently from them to prove 

various points. An "illustrious and distinguished 

gentleman - a privilege to know him and to learn from 

him." 

John Francis-Hurely (USA) 

"Different from any form of Meditation I have ever 

done and very effective." 

Jennifer Castle (France) 

"I feel cleansed, more whole, taller, thinner, with 

almost a bounce in my step. I have always wanted to 

move and dance in meditation; and now I can! Thank 

you." 

Robert Pearce (Australia) 

"I have gained many useful insights from this Course 

and I have found it very practical for every day living." 

Geoff McDonald (Australia) 

"This simple and effortless system (V.C .M.) must be 

taught to all people to transform everyone to really 

understand our Life on Earth."  

Janice Smith (Hongkong) 

"This Course has given a completion of my search for 

Spiritual information and the Truth that I have been long 

looking for.  

Myra Tiinmerman (India) 

"This Course has given me a new insight into 

Meditation and opened up a whole new, joyful 

dimension."  

Eileen M. Gordon (USA) 

"A very down-to-earth form of Spirituality which is 

most palatable for those hearing and experiencing the 

information for the first time. The highly practical method 

of Meditation and for l iving Life is given so that one is 

more effectively able to merge both, so as to live Life on 

higher levels and in greater fullness."  

Leek Chak San (Malaysia) 

"It is very-very simple but very-very effective." 

Lee Burns (England) 

"The course is very simple and effective. I am already 

releasing and mediating much more deeply and find I 

have started to get definite responses and results. 

Thank you." 

Neena Scott, Sydney 

"VCM (Vibrant Celestial Meditation), is the most 

Practical , Easy and Instant meditation available. It is a 

Superlative simple gift of self -improvement available 

today. 

"It is easy, instant experience that I am Pure Energy, 

Divine Light, personification of the vibrant Spirit and 

Love and that I AM perfect and Whole right now. It is the 

only CONSTANT part of us from the moment it  'clicks' in 

our Being, while the rest of our Body and Tissue will of 

course eventually die and decay."  



 

"It also awakens our innate Healing Energy and 

through physical movements releases Tension, 

Blockages and Disease, to become the Vibrant Healthy 

Beings we were born to be, really fully living a Life of 

Ease." 

"In our vibrant freshness with VCM we automatically 

start to Select Foods with the Life Energy to enhance our 

own Life Force and can further Test to evaluate the 

goodness of other varied enhancing activities of our 

lifes. Fears, I' iiobias and such other Traumatic residues 

get erased, as the sublime Life Force and our enlivened 

Spirit begins to bloom, flow and glow."  

"Last but not the least, know that VCM is the most 

funfilled, Joyful, Light-hearted and Loving experience 

that spontaneously Lightens up (what some people say 

is) the 'Depressed' World today'. Try it, you will like it."  

SPECIAL NOTE 

Do not at this juncture fail to read a detailed 

testimony of VCM which is recorded by an American 

Councillor and Consultant entered here at Appendix III.  

* * *  
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Summary and Conclusion 

If you the Reader have carefully completed going 

through every page of this long saga of somewhat radical 

spiritual Truths,which may be new and perhaps 

appearing strange at first reading, we congratulate you 

for your tenacity and persistance, which we sincerely 

hope will be adequately rewarded in due time.  

Some portions may have been heavy reading but 

hopefully beneficial in the final analysis. Your candid 

comments if any, will be highly appreciated. As 

suggested in the INTRODUCTION we solicit your 

forbearance with an open mind.  Metaphysics of today 

have always become the accepted  Physics of the future. 

It has always been that way. In the same sense, the new 

and unpioneered Scriptural edicts having been buried for 

all these long centuries, are being made manifest in this, 

the crucial era in human history. Many new discoveries 

even in the spiritual realms are in the offing. We must 

prepare ourselves for these later day revelations, which 

are but the revival and the renaissance of the same 

ancient Truths, having remained oblivious and hidden for 

painfully so long a period. 

The final message which we have endeavoured to 

convey in the realm of Spirituality is that Meditation or 

Profound Worship as described in all the Scriptures, as 

the most potent prayer, takes place when the process 

proceeds entirely by God's own prompting moment by 

moment, whether it is as an Utterance, an Emotion, a 

Movement, a Vibration 



 

or any other  Ecstatic or Euphoric outpourings. It must 

be noted that we have no part to play, especially our 

normal coarse senses, in the  reactions in Meditation that 

begin to occur. The various nuances entered above, 

well-up through the vehicle of our finer senses. This 

incidentally has to be actually experienced to believe and 

thus to eventually appreciate such Holy happenings.^  

As would have been repeatedly noted, the prime 

prerequisite of profound Prayer/Meditation is total and 

utter Surrender and Submission, not to any Saint or Sage 

outside of us, but internally to the awakening of the 

Divinity within. After this Sanctified stance has been 

adopted, the process of Meditation that follows is beyond 

our own will and volit ion, but completely and solely 

prompted and guided moment to moment by the stirring 

and awakening of the Soul within our Being. The process 

then emerges as totally effortless and thus becomes, 

straight forward and spontaneous, as heretofore 

described in appropriate detail in the past pages.  

You would have also noticed that none of the opening 

of Chakra and Kundalini awakening has to be resorted 

to, because no mention of these rather involved and 

effort-oriented techniques are prescribed in any of the 

mainline acknowledged Scriptures of the World. You may 

be surprised to note that even the Father of Yoga, the 

eminent sage Patanjali has not made much mention of 

the Chakra/Kundalini episode in his much acclaimed 

treatise on the Yoga Sutras. 

As an update on current concepts in this field of 

Divinity, you may consider subscribing to our Journal  

RHAPSODY (WISMAATH NAATH) and even attempt to 

participate in the on-going Spiritual Seminars that we 

hold in various parts of the world. We must always 

venture into imbibing the same old Truths but which this 

time are being brought out in a logical, scientific and true 

spiritual sequence. This is the object and the cherished 

aim of the World Spiritual Foundation.  



 

 

Comprehensive Aspects of Divinely 

Directed Meditation Processes 

Outstanding Features of the Vibrant Celestial 

Meditation (VCM) Courses. Usual Contents of the 

Flyers and Pamphlets Issued. 

(1) VCM is a Tantalizing Transcendental, Effortless 

and Spontaneous System of Meditation, by which 

Superconsciousness (and the Subconscious) are 

brought into our ordinary Conscious levels with 

accompanying Clairvoyance, to enable us to 

decipher our daily doubts and difficulties. 

Elimination of Stress and Strain, achieving 

Emotional Balance with all other Solaceful benefits 

are also added on. 

(2) True meditation has to be the most profound and 

sanctified form of prayer/worship known to man. Its 

methodology must therefore appear in the revered 

Scriptures of all Religions. Unlike other man-made 

Meditation systems, the WSF Course offers a 

technique corroborated by pertinent  guidance 

already enshrined in the world's Scriptures.  

(3) It is a Simple, Effortless, Spontaneous, and Vibrant 

type of Meditation, led moment to moment, through 

an euphoric prompting by the awakened Divine 

within. In this way, all the vital psychic centres are 

purified and enlivened, resulting in intuit ive 

acumen, with the ability when fully flowered, to 

discern happenings and 



 

situations seen and unseen, anywhere, anytime. 

This happens after the Kinetic Kingdom within has 

been vibrated into an awakening and a rare 

awareness. 

(4) Besides enhanced well -being of body, mind and 

emotions, the I.Q. (Intelligence Quotient)_of 

Meditators is also developed to a high degree. 

Much benefit will thus accrue to young and old, the 

layman, the cleric and the student.  

(5) Hate and Hurt Feelings and even deep seated 

Traumas are automatically released and removed. 

Allergy Identification, Divine Healing and Dream 

Interpretation are an added bonus.  

(6) Self development, posit ive psychology and mind- 

imprinting techniques, to eliminate harmful habits, 

beneficial attributes towards becoming successful, 

prosperous and noble beings, are included.  

(7) Although based on the Scriptures, the Course 

unfolds as a step by step Scientif ic process. 

Interpretation of visions and removal of past 

Engrams and Fear Complexes will also be featured 

as a logical extension of, and a sequence to 

meditative practises. All other current Meditation 

systems are also studied and discussed for broader 

understanding. 

(8) Time Honoured Tradition of Meditation 

For thousands of years the il lumined and il lustrious 

Sages and Savants of the World have advocated 

mankind to set their priorities right, by first and foremost 

discovering how to awaken the Primordial Divine (Naam) 

Power that lies dormant 

and deep within our Being. "Know Thy  Sublime Nature", 

has been glittered above the Gates of the ancient Halls 

of Learning. This admonition is just as valid today as it 

was in the past. 

We are not merely a bundle of Body. Mind the 

Emotions, but also something more Sublime, the 

Spiritual, the Psyche. IF we are not aware of our pristine 

potential and latent capabilities that far surpass the 

mundane material modalities, then we are simply not 

living our lives in accordance with our noble natures and  

comprehsnsive competence. 

Vibrant Celestial Meditation is the key to unlocking 

these untapped tapestry of Truths lying resplendant 

within our very Being. Traditionally Meditation is reputed 

to grant Health, Happiness and Tranquillity. It can 

bestow all these modalities and very much more.  

(9) Benefits of Meditation 

When you begin to practise meaningful Meditation 

regularly, you will be pleasantly surprised to find the 

following benefits coming easily into our life's 

experiences : 

(i) Enables the use of more of our Minds, thus 

increasing our IQ with improved learning 

Concentration capabilities.  

(ii) Numerous Clairvoyant Powers (Ridhi, 

Sidhis) will spontaneously fall into our laps 

as gracious Gifts of the Divine.  

(iii) Giving us the acumen of identifying 

correctly, all manner of Allergies for our 

ourselves, our family and even our friends.  



 

(iv) Thus obtain much needed solutions to 

pressing problems without recourse to any 

outside Agencies. 

(v) Will enable you to Check and Verify the 

extent of your own and even other's Spiritual 

development from time to time.  

(vi) Many a Situation and Circumstance will 

mysteriously begin to turn in your favour in 

pleasant strange ways. 

(vii) A protective Umbrella will start to emerge 

around your panorama of activities.  

(viii) Gradual removal of deep seated Traumas, 

Hurt feelings and Emotional Scars, from the 

present and even past l ife times.  

(ix) Reduction and release of Stress, Anxiety 

and Worry. 

(x) Keep basic Stress below the levels required 

to trigger off Migraines, Asthma attack, 

Insomnia, Heart problems and 

Psychosomatic afflictions.  

(xi) After achieving the desired Spiritual 

Elevation, we can become Catalysts in the 

removal of negative psychic attacks on the 

unfortunate victims. 

(xii) Equalises and synchronises the Brain 

waves from the Left and Right Hemispheres 

to bring about better balance and much 

improved performance. 

(xiii) Reduce high Blood-Pressure, chronic 

Muscular Tension and Constricted 

Breathing. 

(xiv) Enhances Motor Performance and Co 

ordination (Meditation is now increasingly 

used by sports people). 

(xv) Our effective Metabolic Rate can drop 35% 

to 40% below that normally experienced in 

Sleep. Hence Meditators need less Sleep 

and less Food intake. 

(xvi) Slow down of the Ageing process. Begin to 

look Younger than your actual age.  

(xvii) Become Cool and Contented by the 

attainment of Solace and Inner peace.  

(xviii) Clearing of unconscious Mental Blocks 

leading to more Creativity and Innovation.  

(xix) Build up Energy, Enthusiasm and Zest for 

living a more Fuller Life.  

(xx) Tap on the Sources of Joy and Happiness 

thus awakening Love and Empathy. This at 

most times can be spontaneously brought 

about whenever desired! 

(xxi) Increase rate of Healing after Injury. 

(xxii) Get in touch with the Divine Depths within, 

while enhancing Self esteemand Confidence. 

(xxiii) Become a (Silent Instrument)in decreasing the rising Disharmony and Discord around the Community,  the Country and the World at large.  

(xxiv) You will be given the Forbearance, Patience 

and the Resilience to Bear up with any 

remaining vicissitudes that may still confront 

your life's affairs. 



 

(xxv) Your Morals and Ethics if below the accepted 

norm, will slowly, but surely and in a 

spontaneous manner, take a turn for the 

better, without too much of a struggle on 

your part. 

(10) Practice of True Meditation 

As opposed to the many primarily man-devised 

systems, which most current Meditation techniques are 

based upon. True meditation in all its finer detail, has to 

be found enshrined in the sanctified Scriptures and 

Divine Doctrines of all the acknowledged Faiths. It is 

indeed there for everyone to see, but unfortunately not 

adequately understood by many a modern day Master or 

Mystic, because of the sublime allegory and metaphore 

used. 

However, to learn and practice Meditation, it is not 

necessary to join a Cult, Religion or some such 

organisation, nor require the need for any major change 

be made to our way of living. Meditation is not Hypnosis, 

nor Auto-suggestion, nor does it involve a wilful activity 

of any sort. It is a Simple, Natural, Effortless , 

Spontaneous and Loveful technique of deep 

Self-surrender to the Divine within. No effort is ever 

made towards concentration or even the tedious and 

tenacious control of our thought processes. 

What follows is an automatic Response, an 

enjoyable Experience, a Happening and an Euphoric 

Awakening, which constitutes the basic core of the 

sublimely inspired inner Guidance and Promptings from 

moment to moment. This same Sublime Source is the 

one that really Heals us when we are Sick, keeps our 

Heart beating incessantly, our Hair and Nails growing all 

through our lives and is also at  

the back of the very Creation of all Thoughts and Images 

that fil l our Minds. The unused portion of our brains, 

which incidentally constitutes even more than 90% of our 

full potential, is slowly awakened into activity, so that we 

can then begin to use more of our minds to advantage. 

This indeed is one of the biggest breakthroughs !  

Basics of Dream Interpretation with the help of our 

unique meditative responses and reactions are also 

featured. Ancient esoteric secrets will be laid bare by 

building up our inner Primordial Powers, ultimately 

achieving Self Realisation and  SALVATION.  

(11) Time Needed 

The time to be spent meditating is dependent 

entirely upon each individuals convenience, but is 

usually around 15 to 30 minutes, once or twice a day. It 

can be practised anywhere, anytime and no special 

abilit ies or requirements are necessary, once you have 

completed the Basic Course. The entire process is so 

Natural, so Simple and so Effort less, that it often defies 

acceptability! 

(12) Who Can Benefit 

Since the IQ of Meditators is bound to increase, it 

is particularly suited to the Students and for that matter 

even the Grown-ups of all ages. Although the Course is 

of an advanced nature, it is specially designed to cater 

for Beginners as well. Many new and deeper areas are 

covered, which hardly any other similar Course has 

hitherto unravelled. It will also be most useful to many 

present day Teachers of Meditation and even the Clergy, 

which will stand them in good stead, in their future 

benevolent and altruistic activities.  



 

As mentioned in many places earlier, we have at 

long last discovered that the Highest, the Purest, the 

Speediest and the most Effective technique of meditation 

is spelt out in great detail as a Universal System 

enshrined in the Sanctified Divine Doctrines of  all the 

world's Faith's, which we choose to call, Vibrant 

Chrismatic or Celestial Meditation  (VCM). The 

awakening and flowering of the lofty and Subl ime 

Superconscious giant, the Holy Spirit within, is actually 

felt as a Vibrant Euphoric experience in myriad mystical 

ways. These ecstatic experiences, we firmly believe are 

absolutely essential, not only to ensure wholesome 

spiritual development of the aspirant, but are also a 

prerequisite towards the fruition of other prominent 

personal parameters in achieving the much desired 

effective transformation. 

(13) Total Topics Covered 

For more details of the topics covered, these are 

clearly spelt out in the 3 Level Courses, the BASIC, the 

INTERMEDIATE and the ADVANCED level enunciated in 

the next Appendix. 

DETAILED COURSE CONTENTS BASIC 

LEVEL 

Section 1 : TOTAL WELLNESS OF SPIRIT, MIND & 

BODY 

(Through Vibrant Celestial Meditation and 

Supplementary Practices) 

1) Basic Structure of Man -  BODY, MIND, EMOTIONS and  

SPIRIT (SOUL). Balanced Development Desired.  

2) Primordial Cosmic Power, Ethereal Divine Energy, 

Holy Life Force, Divine Dynamic Power. Indwelling 

Potential Presence  (NAAM). 

3) Three Levels of  CONSCIOUSNESS, three MODALITIES 

and 4th State of  TRASCENDANCE (TRIVASTHA, TRIGUNNA 

and TURIYA). 

4) Different systems of Meditation. Most are Effort - 

Orientated and man-devised. 

5) True Technique of  MEDITATION - NATURAL, 

EFFORTLESS, SIMPLE and  SPONTANEOUS System. 

Validity in all inspired Revelations (Scriptures). 

6) Relaxation Response. Effortless Spontaneity, 

(SAHEJ) Intuitiveness.  INTONING,  a way to achieve 

successful and more rapid Spontaneity especially in  

utterances. 

7) Why  VIBRANT, EUPHORIC, ECSTATIC and CHARISMATIC 

with Mystical Experiences?  



 

8) Secret  MANTRAS or  OPEN Secrets! Singing (Chanting) 

of Hymns. Speaking in Tongues, Utterances  

(Akath-kathaa, Ajapaa-Jaap). 

9) Concentration? Science of Breathing. Positions and 

Postures. (Mandalas) Thought Fixations and 

Visualisations. 

10) SCIENCE to  SPIRITUALITY. Convergence or 

Divergence. Entire Spectrum of NATURE, is a 

manifestation of  VIBRATIONS! GOD the Cosmic 

Presence within, is known only through a VIBRANT 

Feeling ! 

11) What and Where is God. Angelic Hierarchies. Need 

for a Living Master? 

12) Who am I?  SOUL, SPIRIT  and  SELF in Man. You are 

potentially  GOD-l ike! Claim your Heritage.  

13) Why  MEDITATE. Any Dangers? Precautions  to be 

taken. 

14) On the Resonance and Wavelength of 

Unconditional, Compassionate,  DIVINE LOVE. Its 

Potential Power and Efficacy (PREMA-BHAGTI, PREM A 

PRABHU). 

15) Various YOGA systems,  INTEGRAL YOGA, SAHEJ 

SARAN YOGA, Kundalini.  

16) All CHAKRAS opened Simultaneously and 

Solacefully, unknown to most Masters.  

17) Harmonisation and adequate Control of the 5 

SENSES. Development of the 6th  SENSE. 

18) Empathy and Sympathy. (Ghat Ghat Vasai Sarab 

Nirantar - The Divine mysteriously pervades every  

Atom of the entire  CREATION. 

19) Slow down the Ageing Process with Bestowment of 

Peace, Harmony and Happiness. 

20) Eradication of  INSOMNIA. Achieving Emotional 

Balance. 

21) Good Morals and Noble  ETHICS a basic necessity. 

22) SERVICE to  HUMANITY, a Subline Sacrament. 

23) Practise  CHARITY. It is in the  GIVING that we RECEIVE 

back  multifold. 

24) Purpose of  LIFE and Role of Religion. Rituals, 

Dogma, Orthodoxy. 

25) MAN an  AIR-PUMP Mechanism (Aadami). Rebound 

and Re-Live. Best all-round Exercise discovered by 

Man. 

26) Simple  YOGIC AEROBICS for superb Suppleness. 

27) LIVE, DEAD and Double DEAD Food and Drinks! The 

Circardian Metabolic Cycle.  

28) The 5 WHITE Killer Foods. 

29) Food Purification and rarely known Wholesome 

Preparation Techniques. Correct Food 

Combinations and the ideal Consumption 

Practices. 

30) Allergy Identification. Right Food and Drink. 

Fasting. Naturopathy, Divine Healing.  

31) Biologically Correct order of  FOOD Intake, (i) Sweets 

(Desserts), (ii) Fruits, (iii) Salads, (iv) Main Meal. 

Quite Opposite to what we are presently used to!  

32) Lurking Dangers in  SOUL Travel, Astral Projection, 

Channelling, Mediumship, Groping for GUIDES. 

Seeking Psychic Powers. 



 

33) DANCE OF ECSTASY & EUPHORIA (Haal Kee Mustee) 

Stand up to Meditate.  

34) How Meditation must not be a Delusion and a 

Self-Deception. 

35) Removal of  NEUROSIS, Negative Deep-Seated 

TRAUMAS, HURT & HATE  Feelings of Present and Past 

Life times. 

36) Five unique Vibrant Celestial Contemplative 

practices, with the last three manifesting useful 

practical applications in daily life. The following 

technical terminology indicate their category : - 

(i) Free Flowing 

(ii) Empowerment and Induction 

(iii) Discernment and Testing (Divining). Self 

propulsion. 

(iv) Divine Healing and Trauma Termination 

(v) Cleansing and Euphoric Rejuvination 

37) Elimination of  ANGER, STRESS and  STRAIN through 

Spontaneous Release. (Due to constraints of time, 

some of the above items may be carried over to the 

first and subsequent weekly Follow- Up Meditation 

Sessions). 

38) Evaluation of oneself and that of other people's 

SPIRITUAL and  MENTAL Progress can be verified. 

Vital prognosis on any other personal parameter 

can also be known. 

39) SELF-REALISATION, SALVATION,  Satori, Nirvana, 

Jeevan Mukti. Total  TRANSFORMATION. 

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 

Section 2 : MASTERING THE MIRACULOUS MIND 

MYSTERIES 

1) Makings of the  MIND, 3 Levels of Consciousness - 

CONSCIOUS, SUB-CONSCIOUS and  SUPER- 

CONSCIOUSNESS. 4th  STATE OF TRANSCENDANCE. The  

TURIYA. 

2) 4 Aspects of Mind Activity:  BETA, ALPHA, THETA and  

DELTA. Their significance. The role of  ALPHA and  

EPSILON.  

3) Normally we use only around 7% of MIND'S total 

Capacity! How to tap and utilise the remaining vast 

Resources of the mind. 

4) THOUGHTS are Material Things. They have Body, 

Mind and Wings. 

5) Miraculous Creative Powers of our Sub-Conscious 

Mind. 

6) Whatever our Mind can  CONCEIVE and  BELIEVE it  can  

ACHIEVE ! 

7) MICROCOSM Equals  MACROCOSM. INNER Reflects the  

OUTER. Whole-brain thinking through Hemispheric 

Synchronisation. 

8) Primary  LAWS OF THE MIND - (i)  REFLECTION, (ii)  

ATTRACTION, (iii)  OPTION, (iv)  INSERTION and (v)  

CONSUMMATION/COMPLETION.  

9) Everything is Energy and all Matter Vibrates.  

10) ALPHA-GENIC, EFFORTLESS, SPONTANEOUS, 

CONTEMPLATION. A VIBRANT CELESTIAL MODALITY 

(VCM). 

11) Your THOUGHTS are Creating your REALITY. How 



 

to Change them. Thought Radiation, Creative 

Visualisation, Picturisation, Imaging.  

12) Miraculous Powers in man as Gifts from the Divine. 

The Spiritual Dimension. 

13) AFFIRMATION plus  VISUALISATION plus  EMOTION 

 ___ = SUCCESS. 

14) POSITIVE, NEUTRAL and  NEGATIVE Thinking.  

15) Increasing our I.Q. and Learning Abilit ies, Become 

Grade 'A' Students. 

16) Change Bad Habits by Corrective Imprinting on the 

Sub-Conscious. 

17) New Gifts will Rush into a Void and a Vacuum.  

18) Build Absolute  FAITH in Your Sublime Divine Being.  

LET GO & LET GOD! 

19) PROSPEROUS LIVING is the Natural tendency of the 

SUB-CONSCIOUS and of our Being.  

20) AMBITION Write-Up,  DECLARATIONS, Efficatious 

AFFIRMATIONS, and Rapid  VISUALISATIONS. 

21) Overcome nasty  TEMPER. Accomplish  HEALING. 

Realise your Deserving Desires. 

22) Eradication of INSOMNIA Achieving Emotional 

Balance. 

23) PROSPERITY CONSCIOUSNESS should  be your 

Watchword. It is your Right to  be Rich. 

24) PERSEVERANCE and PATIENCE always PAYS.  

25) On the Resonance and Wavelength of 

Compassionate Unconditional  DIVINE LOVE.  Its 

Power and Efficacy  (PREMA-BHAGTI). 

26) Management of  STRESS, STRAIN, ANGER, TURMOIL and  

TRIBULATIONS. 
r 

27) Mental Hygiene and Psychosomatic Medicine.  

Section 3 : DREAM and VISIONS 
INTERPRETATION (ANALYSIS) 

1) Everyone Dreams -DaHy^ technique of 

Remembering one's Dreams. How are our Dreams 

manufactured? Why does one have to Dream? 

2) Are Dreams Critical of us or Complementary. The 

Sub-Conscious is our nightly  GURU\ 

3) Why we Dream in Symbols and Allegory. Source 

Symbols of Earth, Air, Fire and Water.  

4) Recurring Dreams. They deliver very important 

Messages. 

5) Dreams that come in a Series, with a Serial 

progressive effect. 

6) 'Hodge-Podge' meaningless types of Dreams. Day- 

Dreaming. 

7) Continuation of Daily Problems in Dreams.  

8) Nearly every situation in Dreams, indirectly webs 

around and points insidiously to our own 

personality. 

9) Dreams related to Correction of Physical conditions. 

Need to Excercise? 

10) Dreams indicating Repressed, Emotional Conflicts 

from Childhood or during Adulthood.  

11) Warning Dreams indicating wrong Diet, and the 

Digestive System. Assimilation and Elimination.  

12) Dreams specifying Spiritual guidance.  



 

13) Nightmares; Monstrous and Hideous Dreams.  

14) Dreams of  DEATH. Premonitions, Prophetic or 

Metaphoric. 

15) Inspirational Dreams and Divine Revelations. 

16) What is  LUCID Dreaming and Reverie.  

17) Dreams indicating 'Escape- Valve' and 'Letting off 

Steam' 

18) Dreams denoting Past Life Episodes and Wish 

Fulfilment. 

19) Compensatory factor in Dreams, manifesting 

Extremes. 

20) Understanding all manner of  SYMBOLS, including 

Colours, Flowers, Animals, Jewels, Foods, 

Waters, Alphabets, Numerals, Vehicles and 

Buildings. 

21) Acumen of Correct Categorisation of Dreams before 

commencing Interpretation's compulsory. Actuated 

and discerned through a meditative clairvoyant 

process (V.C.M.). 

22) Taking a look at some  of our  DREAMS. Trying our 

hand at actual interpretation. 

23) Dream Analysis as a Self-Developed Tool for a more 

Wholesome and Fulfill ing Life.  

ADVANCED VCM COURSE (Detailed SYLLABUS) 

The Course will encompass the following Syllabuse 

accompanied with appropriate Notes and practical  

participation and/or demonstration as applicable.  

1. The all pervading Infinite Positive Energy, the Divine 

Dynamic Vibrant Power, the Holy Life Force versus 

the Dark, Negative Subtle Satanic Forces. 

2. Closeness of God (the Divine) to Man and His 

Creation. 

3. Vibrations of Total Nature. Cosmic Holy Power, 

Love, NAAM Nuances. 

4. Greatest binding (bounding) and all pervasive Power 

in the Grasp of man is  LOVE. How to use it Effectively.  

5. Not Beta, but effective Meditation only in Alpha, 

Theta and the Delta Realms. What is the EPSILON 

realm ? 

6. Why Meditate, any Dangers; Necessary 

Precautions; Spiritual Crisis. 

7. Why Dance of Ecstasy and other strange and 

mystical Responses in VCM. 35 and more reasons to 

validate their need. 

8. Utilisation of these reactions in proper Prognosis 

and Discernment. 

9. Guru, Guide, Master. Is a good genuine one 

absolutely necessary? 

10. Visualisation of Master's Form and Lotus Feet? 



 

11. Self-Actuated, Empowered, Augmented and 

Intensified Worship/Meditation for speedier spiritual 

development. 

12. Dangers of Inviting Guides and 'Masters' 

(Mediumship) to receive messages, guidance, 

channeling, etc. New Age Esoteric jargon. 

Witchcraft. Shamaanism. 

13. The Divine is very close to us in Sleep with Dreams.  

14. Visions in Meditation and Dream Interpretation.  

15. Open Eyes Meditation, not Passive but Vibrant; 

producing instant Prognostic Ability.  

16. How to attain TURIYA, the 4th State of 

Transcendance to Superconsciousness, 

spontaneously. 

17. Various Yogic Systems, Integral Yoga. Sahej - 

Saran Yoga, the highest. The only system described 

in minute detail enshrined in the World's accepted 

authoritative Scriptures. 

18. Do not ever Dwell on Negative and/or Neutral 

Thoughts. 

19. Fantasize on living in a Utopian Perfect Heavenly 

World. Claim your Godly Heritage.  

20. Change Bad Habits and Disappointing Situations by 

Corrective Imprinting on the Sub-Conscious through 

unique WSF techniques. 

21. Useful detailed Techniques of Testing, (Prognosis) 

and Telling through the Eyes, by Looking and/ or 

Visualising. Why through the Eyes - Testing 

(Divining) via visionary skills.  

22. Discerning and Divining (Testing) a person's: - 

(i) Vitality (Overall Physical Health) (ii) Mental 

Capability (I.Q.) (iii) Spiritual Development (iv) 

Divine Love content (v) Degree of Satanic 

Influences (vi) Irritability (vii) Irrationality (viii) 

Arrogance (ix) Stress and Strain, (x) Testing 

(Discerning) Ability (xi) Extent of Surrender (xii) 

Arousal achieved (xiii) Purity of Guiding Source 

(xiv) Body pH (Acidity/Alkinity) (xvi) Body and Mind, 

Collective Criteria. The persons overall State. Carry 

out Cleansing at termination of above Tests each 

time. Use Caution in divulging the spiri tual 

status/criteria of the higher Beings. Need to 

completely eliminate Pre-judging and Prejudice in 

all Discernment Exercises. 

23. Pros and Cons of Past-Life Readings, Soul Travel, 

Akashic Records, Fortune Telling. 'Ascended' 

Masters and such psychic pursuits . 

24. Techniques of Divine Healing and subsequent 

Purification of Self.  

25. Cannot avoid Exorcising as one grows spiritually! 

Chosen to Perform Divinely directed Services.  

26. Benevolent way of Exorcism, Elimination of 

possessing entities. To avoid danger of their 

tendency to Return. 

27. Cleansing of Haunted Homes and Redemption of 

'Lost' Souls. 

28. Be on guard for mounting opposition and criticism 

from within and outside of your Family Circle, as 

you\climb up the Spiritual ladder.  

29. Send and Feel  LOVE. Greatest Weapon. Every 

Obstacle Capitulates Before It.  



 

30. Removal of deep seated Traumas, Hurt and Hate 

Feelings, Anger and Fear Complexes.  

31. Allergy Identification. Correct Food and Drink. 

Naturopathy, Fasting. 

32. Yogic Aerobics, mainly to enhance the capacity of 

your  LUNGS. 

33. Group Meditation, Satsangat, absolutely necessary. 

34. Certain signs and symptoms of the Holy Spirit 

awakening, almost similar to Possession by Dark 

forces! 

35. Detailed Test Procedures on  CHARTS with Eye 

movements and Visualisations. 

36. Test for Best Talent. We are each created to be 

Super Stars! 

37. Process of Affecting People and Places without 

Physical Contact. 

38. Location of Trouble spots in the Body and other 

areas through rapid Image Scanning.  

39. May Test the goodness of other Systems of 

Meditation and their Master's Spiritual elevation, 

and precisely from which level do they receive their 

inspiration and guidance. 

40. Noble behaviour and good Ethics. Kindness Loving 

Humbleness needed. Donate time and/or money to 

Charities.  TITHING.  

41. SERVICE to Humanity or to God. 

42. Various circumstances in which actual possession 

by Dark Forces can occur.  

43. Multiple Gradations of the ever present, all - 

pervading Subtle Satanic Influences. How to keep 

them away. 

44. Behavioral Symptoms when over-powered by these 

Subtle Satanic Hierarchies. 

45. Secret Mantras, Open Secrets. Chanting, Repeat or 

Cogitate Names of God and His Prophets.  

46. Demarcation point beyond which total Redemptive 

(Self) Realisation and Salvation is achieved, Jeevan 

Mukta, Nirvaana. 

47. What and where is the Creator.  

48. Angelic Heirarchies, Devatas, Prophets.  

49. Various Sources of Inspiration (Guidance) etc.  

50. Become a better Religionist by applying more, the 

non-retualistic approach to Spirituality and 

welcoming the experiential ecstatical reactions in 

profound prayer and Spontaneous worship, as in the 

VCM model.  

51. Need to offer assistance to perpetuate the ideals of 

WSF. 

52. Questions and Answers. Miscellaneous pertinent 

Pointers. 



 

 

(a) Spontaneous Effortless Meditation 

(A Very Unique Experience) by Richard 

Lee Vaughan, Seattle, USA (b) Sri Bhai 

Sahib slows down the Ageing Process 

The floor trembled under my feet, my chair shook so 

violently that I jumped up thinking,  EARTHQUAKE! 

Opening my eyes I found the chair and floor were still, 

yet my body was vibrating as if I had been struck by 

lightning. Suddenly a song popped into my head and my 

body began to sponaneously move to the song's rhythm. 

For the next thirty minutes 1 danced, sang, vibrated, 

cried and laughed my way to euphoria. Mother Earth 

wasn't having an earthquake, I was!  

Over the past fifteen years, I have practised many 

different forms of Meditation and though my experience 

has been good, nothing has come close to the Divine 

connection I feel with this spontaneous, effortless form 

of meditation introduced by Bhai Sahib Ji. This 

meditation is simple and natural with the emphasis on  

complete surrender. The surrender that occurs is not to 

the illussion of the body, mind, ego or beliefs, but to your 

True Self. That vibrant Divine spark that is at the core of 

every being. 

This approach to meditation is in complete contrast 

to the traditional forms. Instead of sitting in one rigid 

position and repeating a mantra, you simply 'let go' and 

let the Divine energy within, move you moment by 

moment. Young children exemplify the qualities of this 

meditation in their daily lives. They 



 

freely dance, sing, cry, bend their bodies like rubber and 

laugh about almost everything. Jesus said, "Except ye be 

as little children ye cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven."  If 

this is the key to heaven on earth then doesn't it make 

sense that your meditation / worship reflect these 

child-like qualities? Children-surrender to the 

spontaniety of the moment. And in essence that is all this  

effortless meditation requires. 

I have listened to many Teachers, Masters and Gurus 

who praise the benefit of surrender, but it wasn't until I 

experienced the vibration within me, that I ever knew 

what or whom to surrender to! Rather than giving away 

your power to something or someone outside yourself,  

the meditation is an empowering action of surrendering to 

your own Divinity within. 

This meditation is often too simple for the complex 

logical mind to comprehend. The rational mind wants 

everything controlled which is of course, in total 

contradiction to the whole purpose of spontaniety. To 

practise this meditation, simply ask for Divine protection 

and guidance. Clear your heart of any negat ivity with 

forgineness. Then chant or sing a praise to the Divine 

and next surrender to the Divine Will within. That is all.  

Others who practice this spontaneous method say 

that each meditation is distinctly unique. Yet, whether 

joyful, uncormfortable, loud, quiet, vibrant or still, every 

experience is prompted by a vibrational energy from 

within. There is no guess work with this method. You 

experience an undeniable reality, that you are in touch 

with your own Life Force energy.  

Meditation in itself is deeply rewarding, yet applying 

it to your daily life brings forward it's full benefits. One 

woman said, since she has been doing this meditation, 

she doesn't panic anymore about decisions and her old 

negative habits are simply dropping away. Most people 

experience the release of rigidity from their bodies, 

feeling more flexible, energetic and intuitive.  

Another woman with a history of allergies says, she 

now feels guided from within. When she goes to a store 

or restaurant she knows exactly what foods suit her 

body. A man who has practised many forms of meditation 

said : "Other disciplines tell you how to seek God - so you 

are forever seeking. In effortless meditation, there is no 

need to seek. God is present. All you have to do is to 

Receive and Experience the Presence. God was Seeking! 

Now he has sought you!" 

To utilize this meditation it doesn't matter what 

religion or non-religion you claim. This process will 

strengthen and enhance your path. This meditation 

process is emphasised in all the major Scriptures of the 

world. The purpose is to connect you with your own Divinity 

so that you know what you truly are. You don't have to 

shave your head or sit on a mountain top. You don't even 

have to go to Church. You are the Church! And of course, 

people gathering together to meditate/worship increase 

the spiritual energy. The consistent practice of this 

meditation not only acknowledges who you are, it also 

proclaims your spiritual heritage of Grace.  

From this meditation, people discover their inner 

power. A business man said he only has to think  



 

something and it happens soon afterwards with amazing 

accuracy. Now he understands why it is so important to 

keep thoughts positive. Another man says, his favourite 

benefit of this meditation is how much his wife is 

sexually attracted to him. He said their sex life was 

always good. Now it's great!  

The practice of Meditation is the food that nurtures 

your spirit. Worship is the fuel that fans the flame of your 

own Divinity. In bringing this expression forward, you 

demonstrate the essence of you - the True you. Then 

everything in your life comes into alignment with this 

essence. "Enter the Kingdom of God within and all things 

shall be added unto you", so say the Scriptures very aptly. 

A husband asked his wife, "How do you do this 

meditation?" Her answer was to do nothing. He said that 

if everyone did nothing the whole world would fail apart. 

The point is not to be unproductive. It is simply to let the 

inner power guide you, to what needs to be done. 

Actually, inner guidance generates a motivation and 

inspiration to be more productive. Yet, it takes less  effort 

and energy, because the action is directed from within. 

Instead of swimming upstream in l ife, you simply begin 

to 'go with the flow'. 

This method is sometimes called  'Spiritual 

exercises'. Would you do physical exercise to increase 

the strength, stamina and health of your body? Spiritual 

exercises do the same for your spiritual body. This 

meditation is called effortless even though it is often 

physically active. In other disciplines you use effort to 

still the body and quiet the mind. Have you ever tried to 

quieten your mind? It is like 

putting a cork on an erupting volcano! In effortless 

meditation you just ' let go' and let the Divine energy flow 

freely through you. Therefore all action is effortless and 

you simply become a witness to your own Divin ity. 

With the awakening of your own true-self, criticism 

and feelings of separation melt away. You can 

experience a purposeful connection and atonement with 

all of life. An older woman told me that by using this 

technique daily, it has allowed her to forget about the 

past and quit worrying about the future. Everytime you 

meditate, it is in a sense, a cleansing. A releasing of the 

blocks, attachments and limitations that have kept you 

restricted from experiencing the Inner Life Force.  

I think the most confirming testimony to the validity of 

this meditation was from a mother of a large family. She 

said that years ago when her family first started 

meditating this way they received all kinds of amazing 

responses, spontaneously. They would praise God 

together and immediately start vibrating, laughing, 

crying, dancing and even 'speaking in tongues'. Because 

it was so natural and full of fun they continued this 

system for years. They later began to read books on 

meditation and spirituality and the responses went away. 

This happened because the books emphasised effort 

orientated techniques, which blocked their spontaniety.  

Once while meditating I spontaneously wrote: 'In 

every human being there is a richness, and being in the 

presence of that riches, enriches us. The degree and 

quality of your own richness is a measuring stick of how 

much you are demonstrating God.  



 

Seeing from your soul to another's soul, enables you to 

see beyond the physical facade and into the Divine part 

that connects us all.'  

One young woman said through meditation she has 

reached an attitude of love and acceptance she never 

thought possible The Kingdom of Heaven is within you. 

All the acceptance, acknowledgement, guidance and 

love you have ever wanted are as close as your next 

breath. 

I would like to express my unqualif ied gratitude to 

Bhai Kirpal Singh Ji Gill, for awakening me to this 

profound system of meditation. And for his dedication 

and perseverance in bringing it to the world.  

Richard Lee Vaughan, P.O. Box 351, BURTON,  

VASHON ISLAND, SEATTLE WA 98013, USA.  

The writer is a Counsellor and an Author  

specialising in learning disabilities, communication  

skills and self-esteem in Children and Adults.  

Note the beautiful way he has expressed highlighting 

and validating the "vibrational" nature of VCM, which he 

is sharing with the orthodox Church groups in his area. 

This is somewhat similar to the experiences that the 

present day Charismatic Church Groups, except that we 

have refined the process by capitalising on these 

vibrational modes to carry out clairvoyant discernment 

and divining to solve our daily problems, as already 

covered in various parts of this publication.  

(b) A News Feature on Sri Bhai Sahib as reported in Newspapers 

in SYDNEY, Australia (1992)  

SCIENTIST SLOWS DOWN THE AGEING 

PROCESS 
(Feature Writer - Robyn Ryan) 

Sri Bhai Sahib, Bhai Kirpal Singh Ji GillT a visiting 

Scientist from Malaysia and formerly Director-General 

of Malaysian Radio. Television and Communications, 

and concurrently its Director of Engineering, will be 

conducting a series of Seminars on the use of  Vibrant 

Celestial Meditation (VCM) techniques. The 

methodology has been highly successful in reducing the  

ageing process and preventing the onset of many stress 

related diseases. 

The results of his meditation techniques have been 

closely monitored by members of the medical 

profession in America, Japan, Malaysia, the U.K. and 

India. Many physicians are now using his innovative and 

yet simple techniques in their medical practices. During 

a recent investigation in America and the U.K., scientists 

noted a marked improvement in I.Q. and the ability for 

test groups to identify their own allergies after using the 

VCM techniques. 

Mr. Gill says that the ability to keep basic stress 

below the levels needed to trigger off  migraines, 

asthma, heart attacks, insomnia  and psychosomatic 

ailments, is attributable to harmonising of the metabolic 

functions brought about by this effortless, simple and 

spontaneous meditation system. The same techniques 

have contributed to the success in reducing blood 

pressure, muscular tension and accelerating the 



 

rate of healing, after il lness and injuries. Deep seated 

traumas and hurt feelings are also remarkably 

removed. All this is brought about by the speedy opening 

up of the Psychic centres (Chakras) simultaneously and 

solacefully. The meditators reach a stage whereby they 

can better interpret their dreams and even remove bad 

habits with minimal effort. This unique technique which 

is validated in all the world's Divine Doctrines, takes one 

much beyond the currently practised Yoga and allied 

systems. 

He has lectured and held Seminars in public, in 

Colleges, Universities and even in Christian Seminaries 

around the World. It may appear strange, but he has 

been called upon to deliver  sermons in Christian 

churches wherever he goes and for that matter in the 

Houses of Worship of all the other World's prominent 

Religions. 

Sydney 

How to Begin Meditating If 

No Help is Nearby 

When writ ing this book, the question' was" often put 

to us about how a reader or aspirant who wanted to 

begin the VCM Meditation could start on his own, 

especially if there was no meditation group within 

reasonable proximity. It is vital that arrangements be 

made to accommodate those in such a situation as 

certainly there may not be any active meditators whom 

the reader can contact in his/her own country.  

We are including herein an article recounting the 

experiences of James Ryan, a senior WSF meditator 

living now in Australia. His experiences in the early 

stages are very indicative of those which a new 

meditator may encounter. By no means is this the full 

range of experiences possible. His article entitled, "The 

Euphoric Evolution of a Meditation as It Ought To Be",  

which appeared in our Journal, RHAPSODY in 1993 is 

herein inserted for your guidance. Here is how it goes: - 

"In January'92, I had the good fortune of meeting 

Bhai Sahib Ji in Sydney. Through a set of strange 

fortituous circumstances, I spent a week of private 

discussions with Bhai Sahib Ji who taught me the 

fundamentals of VCM (Vibrant Celestial Meditation). 

I was very anxious to receive a response during 

meditation as had been meticulously explained by him. 

One week passed and no response occurred,  



 

despite our daily meditation sessions. Bhai Sahib Ji 

referred to a cosmic power which he said was vital in 

releasing these hoped for responses. He stated that an 

absolutely complete bodily  surrender was required for 

the physical responses to manifest. These are my 

experiences in brief. 

I was told to stand with my legs flexed and slightly 

apart and allow any natural movement of the body to 

occur without hindrance. Naturally, after a minute or so, 

one might sway slightly forward or backward and the 

tendency would be to correct the posture and wilfully 

retain the original stand. But the instruction was to 

surrender to the shifting tendency (not to try and correct 

it) and allow a natural movement of the feet in the 

direction which the body might tend to lean.  

As expected, nothing untoward happened. I would 

shift from one leg to the other and walk a few paces back 

or forward; in effect responding effortlessly, even to the 

point of leaning against the wall or lying down if I felt the 

urge. Any spontaneous physical movement or vocal 

utterance was encouraged by Bhai Sahib Ji as long as 

the "surrender" mechanism was operative.  

AN EXPERIENCE 

After the lapse of just one week, I had an experience. 

Suddenly during meditation, I noticed my arm starting to 

slowly move in an erratic manner, as if it were being 

gently pulled by a magnet. My feet started moving in 

circles, first slowly and then spinning me around. I was 

watching all of these happen with attempted 

detachment. I could stop at any time (because one is 

never in a trance with this  

meditation system), but I was advised to let it occur and 

not in any way attempt to restrain myself. It is a very 

strange feeling to watch one's limbs behave 

independently and without any volition on our part while 

trying to remain objective about it all.  

I continued with the meditation and started practising 

daily by myself. Every session would start bringing a new 

physical response/movement. This unidenti f ied driving 

force seemed to possess an intell igence of its own!  

MY SAD PLIGHT 

Some years ago, I contracted Ankylosing Spondylitis, 

resulting in a complete vertebral fusion with minimal 

back flexibility and some badly sore joints. In the 

meditation there now seemed to be some actual 

"intelligence" behind the force which was directing my 

seemingly uneordinated movement. Every movement 

(without my willing it) attempted to correct the 

malfunctioning joints and the muscles, by bending, 

rotating, flexing, jerking the body in every direction, so 

as to alleviate the tension and provide greater f lexibil ity.  

Now, the meditation took on a dramatic and 

unexpected turn. Bhai Sahib Ji advised me that the 

meditation could also be used to remove traumas and 

other such hurt feelings impregnated in us from past 

emotional and other such upsets. I attempted to do this 

under his guidance. I would invoke a thought, by which I 

desired a bodily response to indicate that some trauma 

was being removed in the meditat ion. The response was 

immediate. 

The "voice" (note my reluctance to say "my voice") 

started to emanate very strange sounds: snarls,  



 

gurgles, cooing sounds, moans, groans, laughter (of the 

maniacal kind), cries, songs, chants stutters, 

unmelodic/melodic melodies etc. The facial muscles 

started to contort grotesquely, teeth would bare, lips 

purse and grimace, tongue and eyes would roll. Every 

thing occurred with my being completely detached but 

quite aware of what was happening.  

Bhai Sahib Ji then taught me a method called 

"testing", which may be better described as discernment. 

Using the body responses in Meditation to get YES or NO 

answer, one can determine the best choices to be made 

in varying circumstances. These were the rudiments of 

the process of discernment and testing.  

"Some Examples:- 

I may test the suitability of a certain food in my diet; 

the degree of stress and anxiety of another person or 

oneself; the possible onset of a disease etc. Here is an 

example of allowing the meditative mode to supersede 

my own will. Recently, I drove back to Sydney after one 

of Bhai Sahib Ji's VCM courses in Melbourne. The 16 

hour drive is gruelling and after 9 hours behind the wheel 

I suffered acute cramps in my back muscles. The pain 

was excruciating. To relieve the muscle spasms, I did the 

obvious. I got out of the car and stretched, rotated my 

back, swung my arms, did stretching exercises; 

everything possible to increase mobility and rid myself of 

the pain. All to no avail. The agony remained. 

I decided to go to a local hospital and request some 

pain kil lers. However, another thought intervened. 

"Would Meditation work in such roadside 

circumstances?" I decided to give it a go. After an 

extremely brief request for Divine intervention, my left 

arm jerked violently upwards at about 45° angle with my 

shoulders. My arm started to make thrusting motions as 

if I were punching in the air. The movements changed so 

that the arm would remain extended for 10 seconds 

before resuming the punching movements once again. 

This continued for about 4 minutes. The relief was almost 

instantaneous. I was convinced that this solution was 

much faster and cheaper than the medication I had set 

out to procure. I was also convinced that it would have 

been nearly impossible to discover the correct arm 

angle, biceps tension and thrusting motions if I had relied 

only using my common sense and native intelligence to 

obtain relief.  

I was enamoured with this bag of "party tricks" and I 

asked Bhai Sahib Ji whether it will lead me to do 

something more substantive in so far as the development 

of my psyche, to the extent of eliminating the hodge 

podge of neurosis, phobias etc., that all of us succumb to 

in varying degrees. I was assured that this is a definite 

by-product of the meditation. This I cannot yet vouch for, 

as I am quite new to the technique and experimenting 

continually.  

At one stage, I began to get rather strong movements 

and jerks indicating the physical exercise type of format. 

Upon enquiring, Bhai Sahib Ji recognised these as 

indicating that I lack exercise, which was very true 

because I had given up physical routine for years on end. 

He said that if I resume my exercise, such vigorous 

format of movement in meditation would cease. When I 

restarted my long 



 

abated exercises, lo and behold, the strong gymnastic 

type of movement in meditations stopped on their own. 

One begins to wonder how precise these Divinely 

directed reactions are in VCM! Interestingly, Bhai Sahib 

Ji maintains that for the arousal symptoms to manifest, it 

is essential that an individual who has already been 

"awakened", i.e., has experienced these vibrational 

effects, be present, to initiate or act as a catalyst in order 

for the response of the types already mentioned above, 

to occur in another. 

"At this stage, I am very much of a novice continuing 

with a meditation which is in its essence very exciting, as 

each meditation session heralds a "new discovery" in the 

form of a fresh movement, utterance, emot ion or insight. 

I would never experience such startling and yet so 

meaningful movements, for the betterment of my life, if I 

had stuck to the rather passive and inert type of 

meditation systems in Yoga, I had been struggling with, 

all these years. Yet all such vibrational reactions in 

meditation and profound worship, are corroborated in 

varying degrees in all the World's Scriptures, alas, 

unknown to many a master." 

In the first instance, having read this book and before 

you attempt meditation, it would be advisable for you to 

make contact with an experienced meditator by phone, 

post, facsimile or e-mail. Either (i) Rose Corry of Sydney, 

(ii) Dr. Kanwaljit Singh of Auckland, New Zealand or (iii)  

Dr. P. S. Gill of Sydney, Australia, may be contacted. 

They are in constant contact with Bhai Sahib Ji. All three 

of them are senior meditators. Their e-mail addresses 

are: 

(i) rcorry@yourphonebill.com.au 
(ii) kanwal@ihug.co.my 

(iii) luckyg@bigpond.com 

respectively. 

A brief letter with your contact detail and explanation 

that you have read the book and wish to be introduced to 

VCM practices will suffice. Some indication of your 

current meditation practices, if any, and a short 

history/background about yourself would be helpful. 

Either of these three or even Bhai Sahib Ji wil l then reply 

to you and put you in contact with a meditator or group 

close to you, if there is one. If there is no one in your area 

then your practices will be guided by phone, fax, post or 

e-mail by mutual arrangement.  

This is already being done with meditators in all 

continents when found necessary. Direct contac t is very 

important as you will be instructed about possible 

"pitfalls" to be avoided which can hinder your progress. 

You will certainly need guidance from a highly 

experienced meditator with whom to discuss your 

progress or concerns as you commence. An audio 

cassette tape narrated by 

Sri Bhai Sahib Ji, "A Guide to Meditation", is available 

upon request. The afore mentioned personages can also 

make available the VCM Course notes discussed in the 

relevant Appendices. These courses (Beginners, 

Intermediate, and Advanced) are being taught by Bhai 

Sahib Ji and his senior World Spiritual Foundation (WSF) 

meditators throughout North America, India, Asia, 

Europe, Australia and New Zealand.  

mailto:rcorry@yourphonebill.com.au
mailto:kanwal@ihug.co.my
mailto:luckyg@bigpond.com


 

(a ) A Word About the 

World Spiritual Foundation (WSF) 

and the Founder 

(b)  The Cleansing Process 

Sri BHAI SAHIB JI 

Our President Sri Bhai Sahib, Bhai  KIRPAL SINGH JI 

GILL, Kmn, Amn, Ppn, Fiee, Fiere, Sen. Mieee, a retired  

Dy. DIRECTOR GEN. OF RADIO/TV MALAYSIA  and 

concurrently its  DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING,  who has at 

one time also been a SQUADRON LEADER in the Royal 

Malaysian Air Force Volunteer Reserve, has had very 

strange and significant beginnings starting from his very  

birth. 

HIS BIRTH 

He was born on 16th Jan 1921 in Malaysia after an 

eminent Saint from India had suddenly set foot in 

Malaysia and related to his would-be parents more than 

a year before his birth the kind of Special Soul his body 

will inherit. They were told that a great Spiritual Master 

of old having achieved complete salvation (Nirwana) and 

had previously taken birth of phophet-like proportions, 

was desirous to take birth through them, the chosen 

parents, to complete his life's unfinished Spiritual 

Mission this time, of synthesising and integreting the 

various formats of worship as a single system common 

to all Religions. 



 

STRANGE HAPPENINGS 

He also divulged that he was destined to travel 4 

times around the world before the demise of the 

mother-to-be and during each tour, while addressing 

mixed congregations on spiritual topics, certain 

significant and momentous happenings would take 

place. It was only after every one of these happenings 

had taken place precisely as predicted, especially those 

on the fourth trip, that his mother fully believed that her 

son, Sri Bhai Sahib Ji, as he is now popularly known, was 

indeed the il lustrious one so uncannily predicted by the 

talented mystic from India, who just disappeared from 

the country with the same suddenness as when he had 

first made his appearance into Malaysia.  

DIVINE REVELATIONS AND HIS MISSION 

Sri Bhai Sahib Ji, who is now just over 80 year's old, 

started to teach Meditation and all ied Spiritual 

disciplines more than 50 years ago. His interest in the 

practice and preaching of Spir itual matters received a 

boost with a series of Divine revelations that began to 

appear from 1970 onwards. He was firmly directed first 

to proceed to Amritsar, India, the Spiritual Headquarters 

of the Sikhs, to deliver two sermons accompanied by 

actual Meditation sessions among the Sikhs, and the 

third similar dissertation to a mixed audience, where 

should be present, besides the Sikhs, representatives of 

other major Religions, namely, Hindus, Christians, 

Muslims and Buddhists. 

This third Meditation session, the designated 

organisers were not able to arrange because of the 

rather polygenous requirements of the congregation.  

It was only after a unique and strange coincidence, 

involving a very senior officer of the then Punjab Police 

and a family member from the Royalty of the Maharajah 

of Patiala, with whose benign interest and intervention 

that this near-impossible mixed gathering could be 

successfully arranged. Incidentally, this third 

dissertation involving people of all Faiths, - he now 

realises, was a symbolic indication by the Divine of the 

impending Universal and Inter Religious nature of his 

destined mission.  

FOUNDING OF THE WORLD SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION 

AND ITS GROWTH 

Later Bhai Sahib Ji started to receive further Divine 

directions that he should now form an Organisation or a 

Spiritual Society, otherwise, all the seeds he was so 

painstakingly sowing would not survive and sprout! He 

was still dragging his feet at the colossal task of 

formulating such a worldwide Society, when on the night 

of 16th September 1985, he recieved yet another 

revelation, this time enunciating in clear and forceful 

terms the very name of the organisation he must 

establish. This was to be called the  "WORLD SPIRITUAL 

FOUNDATION". 

This happening auspiciously coincided with the 

presence in his home of two very distinguished and 

world renowned guests, now demised, namely, Prof. Dr. 

Gobind Singh Ji Mansukhani and his equally talented 

sister, now also demised, Bibi Nanaki who held a Ph.D. 

in Divinity, and who was then Principal of a famous Sikh 

International College in the Simla area of India. Prof. Dr. 

Mansukhani, a Senior Educationist and author of over 40 

books on Sikh 



 

reilgion and ancil lary subjects, was a visiting  

Professor, then settled in the  U.K. Both these eminent 

personalities had come to  Malaysia to learn the finer 

points of this VCM variety of meditation from Bhai  

Sahib Ji. 

Hence, the beginnings of the birth of the  World 

Spiritual Foundation (WSF),  which was thereafter 

registered as a charitable Foundation in Malaysia and  

in Australia. Half of Bhai Sahib Ji's family live in  

Australia Since completion of Bhai Sahib Ji's . 9 - 

month trip, the 5th around the world, after termination 

of the Assembly of World Religions held in San 

Francisco in August 1990, where he was a guest  

speaker, arrangements are now afoot to have the  WSF 

registered in  USA, CANADA, ENGLAND, NEW ZEALAND,  

JAPAN, PHILIPPINES, AFRICA, INDIA, INDONESIA,  

THAILAND, NORWAY, BELGIUM, FRANCE, GERMANY  

SWEDEN and RUSSIA, and as God guides, it shall  

penetrate into other parts of the world in due course.  

Bhai Sahib Ji has now completed his 9th trip around  

the World and is now proceeding on his 10th World  

Saga. 

WHY ITS NEED 

Man is not merely composed of Body, Mind and 

Emotions, but also something more sublime, variously  

referred to as the Spirit, the Soul, the Psyche. These  

latter attributes are in fact more potent than our other  

potentialities. If we are not aware of this intrinsic  

endowment and its latent capacity, which far surpasses 

our other mundane material modalities, then we are  

simply not living our lives in accordance with our  

noble natures and comprehensive competence.  

The World's Divine Doctrines emphatically and  

laboriously counsel us that the pristine purpose for 

which we have been blessed with the precious human 

embodiment, is primarily to develop our Soul and our 

spiritual nature. All our sanctified Scriptures declare in 

unison that Prayer and mainly Meditation have 

compelling importance among life's many activities. 

Numerous passages therein invariably emphasize, that 

even the fundamental necessities of eating and drinking 

must take second place to it!  

In spite of the tireless and laudable efforts of all the 

old established and the few later -day Faiths, general 

conditions on Earth and even the condition of a vast 

majority of individuals, is far from satisfactory. Each 

Faith of necessity and according to its orthodox 

ideologies, is unobtrusively causing a measure of schism 

and division among the peoples of the world. Whilst 

every religion is doing pretty good work in its own sphere 

of influence and activity, it becomes apparent that there 

also exists a dire need for a unified and universal 

approach to the Divine.  

ITS PURPORT 

This is precisely where the WSF comes in not to down 

grade the good and noble intentions of each Religion to 

increase their membership, but to also explore the 

possibility of a unified and universal approach to the 

Divine. A complete system of Worship/Meditation has 

been discovered, which has always existed deep down in 

the enigmatic and oft times metaphoric writings of each 

Faith's religious Scriptures. 

With the WSF, therefore, people of different Faiths 

and even those with no religious leanings, can  



 

congregate together in a common format of worship and 

still continue respecting each other's religious beliefs. 

For sure, each member of  WSF eventually becomes a 

better religionist, in that he can thereafter understand the 

very essence of his own Religion in greater depth.  

WHAT IT STANDS FOR 

In keeping with the above perspective, the central 

core of the Foundation's activities focuses upon the 

observance of regular Worship/Meditation sessions of a 

type that are in harmony with the deeper and essential 

aspects of prayer prescribed and enshrined in the 

World's Sacred Scriptures. They all declare that true and 

genuine Worship/ Meditation has to be prompted and 

actuated from the Divine depths within man's own Being.  

The Foundation therefore personifies a populace, 

who are led and guided in Meditation moment to moment, 

by the awakening and stirring up of the Soul, the Holy 

Spirit, as a feeling, a vibration, an ecstasy and an 

excitement, after adopting in reverence, a spontaneous 

stance of profound and deep submission and surrender 

to the Divine, the Sublime within. 

With such Vibrant Celestial Meditation, popularly 

known as VCM for short, which not only transcends the 

ritualistic and doctrinal dogmas, but also goes beyond 

word, image and thought, we encounter and imbibe the 

true spirit of the Creator, which is Universal  LOVE. This all 

encompassing  LOVE binds together, first the immediate 

family, then the Community, next the Country and, 

finally, the entire World in Peace, Congeniality and 

Harmony. This is our cherished target.  

ITS MAIN ACTIVITIES 

• To promote, propagate and communicate the practice 

of Vibrant Charismatic "Celestial" Meditation 

amongst its members and the World's people at 

large. 

• To explore the vast hidden powers of the Mind with a 

view to utilising its full potential.  

• Work towards the ult imate realisation of World 

Peace, through establishing peace first within the 

individual man. 

• To preserve the Family and the sanctity of the Home, 

while channelling the vigour of Youth into more 

productive purposes. 

• To promote Universal Brotherhood without any 

distinction of Race, Colour, Sex, Caste or Creed, and 

thus to unite fellow people of goodwill everywhere, 

who seek to serve the world, wherever there is dire 

discord and disharmony. Towards this end to liaise 

with all other Organisations who show interest and 

sympathy in the Foundation's philosophy of 

Universality. 

• Study and pursue an integrated approach to Religion, 

Philosophy and the Sciences. Spirituality underlies 

all Religions and is the exclusive preserve or 

prerogative of none. Thus show respect and 

credence to the Sublime Scriptures of all the 

established Religions of the World.  

• To help greater National Unity through fostering an 

ecumenical approach towards each country's rich 

and diverse Religious traditions, hence bringing 

about inter-racial harmony and religious tolerance.  



 

WHAT BENEFITS 

Members receive free of charge the official Journal 

of the Foundation.  RHAPSODY (WISMAATH NAATH) which 

emanates at periodic intervals. Local Chapters provide 

their own Newsletters to serve the membership.  

The intuitive and superconscious guidance and 

fulfilment in the above format of worship leads man 

towards the cleansing and spiritualisation of the Soul 

and subsequently to the building of a noble and more 

wholesome life in accordance with HIS Will.  

In addition to receiving immense all -round benefit, 

members play an important Cathartic role in purging the 

anguished humanity of disharmony and discord, by 

offering themselves as Catalysts, during a portion of 

their regular group meditations, which is deliberately 

dedicated to achieving the above altruistic objectives. 

When we offer ourselves in such a service of the 

Creator, we assuredly earn in return double blessings of 

the Divine! 

Without regular Group Meditations, one's spiritual 

development cannot reach the highest heights hoped 

for. WSF affords this most needed avenue and facility at 

all its active Centres around the World.  

WHO CAN JOIN 

The Foundation is composed of adult members 

belonging to any religion or to none. There is also a 

Youth Wing. Their bond of' union is not the adherence or 

declaration of a common belief, but a common search 

and aspiration for  TRUTH. WSF does not actively seek 

membership, but it does welcome all who are in 

sympathy with its objects and to further their knowledge 

in them. 

MEMBERSHIP DUES 

You may ask, "Does it cost much to be 'one of us'?" 

There are modest membership fees and voluntary 

donations of course. How else could we pay for our 

expenses? Anyone can afford the membership dues and 

some donations, even the lowest income earner, if he 

values the work. Many ardent members do  Tithing, 

which is setting aside 1/10 of their net income towards 

the WSF cause. 

You are most welcome to join WSF if you so desire. 

We also need your valuable Services and complimentary 

or critical suggestions. Please come forward freely with 

these, and let us know in which area or category you 

could be of assistance. 

MEANING of RHAPSODY (WISMAATH NAATH) 

The Journal of WSF 

Before proceeding further, a word on the 

pronunciation of the Journal's title,  "Wismaath Naath" is 

in order. The "th' in both words is to be pronounced as in 

the word, 'they' or "this'. Now, to unravel the meaning of 

this title: 

RHAPSODY is defined in the dictionary as an 

ecstatic utterance or feeling; an unrestrained euphoria 

and an enthusiastic reaction. It also connotes Rapture. 

The actual and more detailed meaning can be 

summarised as, "An Ecstatic, Euphoric or highly 

Emotional utternace or literary work, an instrumental 

composition or song or poetry of free form (spontaneous 

and impromptu improvisation)". It will therefore be 

noticed that this English word is an adequate and 

appropriate translation of the Indian term entered below. 



 

The true and authentic form of Meditation/ Worship, 

is vividly and at times allegorically and metaphorically 

described in the World's Scriptures, and is always 

accompanied by a rapturous, ecstatic, euphoric reaction 

and sublime spiritual experiences, which often manifest 

as spontaneous utterances of a medley of tonal sounds 

and so on. Thus, the tit le of this Journal is most apt. This 

also has to be the case, because this Title incidentally, 

was inspirationally received by us during one of these 

deep Worship/Meditation sessions! 

WISMAATH means Ecstasy, Rapture, Euphoria and 

NAATH stands for Sound, Tone, Song, Echo, Music or 

Utterances like the Scriptural, "Akath Kathaa', or 

"Speaking in Tongues' in Christian terminology. These 

spontaneous utterances also known as Glossolalia are 

an aspect or symptom of Euphoria and arousal when in 

deep meditation. Collectively,  WISMAATH NAATH would 

also mean, "Unique Inspirational Utterances and 

Dissertations". 

Dr. Kanwal Jit Singh (Editor-in-Chief) of RHAPSODY 

(Wismaath Naath), the official Journal of the WSF 
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(b) The CLEANSING PROCESS 

This is one of the most useful outcrops of VCM. It is 

simply like any other normal "Free Flow" VCM session 

but of a shorter duration, 5 to 7 minutes, dedicated 

towards the removal from us of any heaviness, lethargy, 

tiredness or any such shortcoming. The only dfference is 

that before commencing we utter a small prayer of 

invocatiion standing up seeking the Cleansing required. 

We then surrender deeply even not dwelling on the 

situation itself.  

The awakened Holy Spirit within will then create 

appropriate movements of the hands, which will be made 

to wipe the arms, shoulders, the head and various parts 

of the body and limbs. Each time the hand passes the 

body part, a sense of well being and relief is created. In 

this way, when the cleansing is completed, the 

movement of the hands will automatically stop.  

We are living through a generally drossful and 

depressed environment. So whenever we leave home, 

even though we may not have manifestly encountered a 

negative experience, we are bound to get heavy laden of 

some sorts. Therefore, each time we return home, the 

first activity we must undertake is to carry out a short  

cleansing. Never forget to do this.  

This is specially useful for all in the healing 

profession. We have noticed that many Doctors and even 

the practitioners of  REIKI are heavy laden by the dross 

deposited on them by their patients, unknown to them! 

We have helped hundreds of such cases after sharing 

with them the elements of  VCM and after they have 

started to receive the required body movements 

specially to their hands and arms. 

Glossary 

Abhyaas 

Ajapaa Jaap 

Akhand Jaap 

Akhand Padh 

Akath Kathaa 

Anand 

Ardaas 

Assa-di-Vaarr 

Avtars 

Bairaa

g 

Exercise, Practice 

Spotaneous utterances or other 

types of spontaneous spiritual 

reactions 

A 12-hour continuous chanting of 

the mool mantras or similar 

phrase(s) praising the Lord, by a 

relay of chanters while keeping in 

a totally relaxed meditative mode 

preferably eyes closed. This 

generates much more power than 

the customary akhand padhs. 

The orthodox continuous 48-hour 

recitation of the SGGS, the Sikh 

Scripture by a relay of Reciters 

Spontaneous utterances 

Happiness and bliss 

The Invocation, the verbalised 

prayer, which precedes and ends 

all Sikh functions and ceremonies 

A ballad (vaarr) of the musical 

measure called aassaa, usually 

sung in the ambrosial hours of the 

early morning 

The Prophets 

Euphoria vibrant experiences of 

the Naam (life force) awakening 

within. See also Vairaag 



 

Bani 

Bhai Gurdas 

Ji's Varaan 

Budhi 

Chouthaa Padh 

Devtaas 

Dharam Raaj 

Dhiaan 

Dhiounaa 

Gurbani 

Gurmukh 

Gurmat 

Gursikh 

Gurudwaaras 

Guruji's Jaap, 

Jap Kail 

Kail Kallaalee 

Jaikaaras 

Jum 

Japji Saheb 

See Gurbani 

Highly respected Sikh Divine 

Bhai Gurdas Ji's supplementary 

Scriptural lyric poetry 

The higher mind 

See Turiya Padh 

Arch angels 

The angel (agents) of Death 

To meditate, to listen literally  

To contemplate, meditate 

The Sikh Scriptures 

A God enthused aspirant 

Teachings of the Scriptures. Also 

alludes to Meditation practices. 

A devout Sikh aspirant  

Sikh Temples 

The Sikh Prophets 

To repeast, to meditate 

A danceful play 

An intoxicated dance, an inspired 

dancer 

Loud praisings of the Lord. 

Declarations of Victory 

Satan and the negative degree of 

his influences. An angel of Death, 

also called Dharam Raaj. 

The opening Chapter in the Sri 

Guru Granth Sahib,  (SGGS), 

Kakes, Panj 

Karmas Katha 

Khalsa Panth 

Kheidaah 

Kirtan 

Mandirs 

Nawai Kai Rung 

Nithnem 

Nithnaimees 

which is recited by all devout 

Sikhs first thing in the morning 

The keeping of the following 5 

symbols  (Panj Kakes) by Sikhs 

(1) Unshorn hair  (keis) (2) Short 

Dagger (Kirpan) (3) Bracelet, 

usually worn on the right hand 

wrist (kadhaa) (4) Inner Knickers 

(kachaa) (5) Comb (Kangaa) 

Past actions, all of which need to 

be condoned and irradicated 

before we can achieve Salvation 

A discourse on Gurbani (Sikh 

Scripture) interpretation 

The entire Sikh Community, of the 

pure ones 

Ecstay and Euphoria 

Singing, chanting holy hymns 

The Hindu houses of Worship 

Ecstasy of the awakened Naam 

(the Holy Life Force) 

Certain appropriate and 

obligatory selections from the 

Gurbani, which a devout Sikh 

recites daily, in the morning, at 

sunset and last thing before 

falling asleep at night  

Those who carry out the regular 

obligatory prayer recitations, 

mentioned above 



 

Naam or Naav 

Naam Kallaah 

Naath 

Nereth, Nuch 

Panch Eshnaana 

Panth Pauri 

Peltenaah 

Raamkali Bani 

Rahetnaamas 

Ragaas 

Raheraas 

Rengan 

Rus, Raas 

Sahej 

Sangat 

- The Primordial Power or the Holy 

Life Force 

- The Divine Force that pervades 

every aspect of the entire Creation 

- A Sound, sometimes it could 

pertain to other spiritual reactions 

- A dance 

- Bathing of the five (your  face, 

both hands and both feet) 

- See under Sikh Panth 

- Stanza 

- Change of state, a 

transformation 

- Sikh Scriptural piece composed 

in the classical lyric called, 

Ramkali 

- Booklets on the Code of Conduct 

for the Sikhs 

- Traditional classical tunes 

(music measures) 

- The evening time obligatory 

recitational prayer of the Sikhs 

- Ecstatic, vibrant experiences of 

the awakening of the Holy Life 

Force (Naam Kallaah) within 

- Effortless spontaneity, 

spontaneous 

- A congregation of like minded 

and religiously inclined people 

Saran 

Satsang 

Satsangees, 

Complete Submission 

Surrender 

and 

Satsangat Sajan 

Sat Guru 

S.G.G.S. 

Shabad 

(Shabath) Sidh 

Goest 

Sikh Panth 

Simran 

Simran Bhagti 

Sukhmani 

Sunnanaa 

Turiya 

Congregation of devoted 

aspirants 

Those who form part of the 

Satsang 

See Sangat 

A friend 

A realised perfect master 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the 

Primary Sikh Scripture 

Word or passage from the 

Gurbani. Could also stand for 

Naam in various places. 

Guru Nanak's dialogue with the 

Yogic order of the 15 t h Century 

India. An important chapter in the 

SGGS 

Sikh Society 

Meditation 

Meditation of a profound nature, 

through total submission and 

surrender 

'Pearl of Peace'. The longest and 

a very potent Chapter in the SGGS  

To listen; Auditory 

The 4th state of transcendance, 

also known as  Chouthaa Padh, 

beyond the states of,  



 

(i) Awakefullness 

(ii) Sleep with dreams 

(iii) Sleep without dreams 

The highest state of Spiritual 

Eminence 

Ultenaah  ------------- Change of state, a transformation 

Vairaag - Ecstatic, vibrant experiences of  

the awakening of the Holy Life 

Force (Naam Kellaah) within. Not  

'renunciation of the world', or 

detachment as most translators 

opine. Such Renunciation and 

Detachment practices were in 

vogue by the monks and 

mendicants of ancient times, 

which unnecessary harsh 

practices were dropped after 

Godly advices which came down 

with the advent of our prophets. 

See also Bairacig 

Vajjath 

Vismaath 

Wismaath 

- Ecstasy, Rapture, Exaltations,  

Euphoria 
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